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Gaidong (lit. vending booth on the street, Jiedang in Mandarin,韓f 才當)is a 
Cantonese expression which has been commonly used by performers of Chinese 
musical instruments in Hong Kong since the 1990s to describe paid musical activities 
which take place in hotels, restaurants, shopping malls, etc. It is a colloquial 
Hong-Kong-Cantonese expression, which is not understood by people elsewhere, 
including Chinese people in Mainland China, Taiwan, or Singapore. For convenience, 
I will also use an alternative expression, "performance gig，，to represent gaidong in 
my thesis. The thesis has captured what has happened in this kind of commercial 
performance from the 1990s to 2005. 
While indigenous scholars have been interested in westernized Chinese 
orchestral development since the 1970s, no one seems to have paid any attention to 
these small-size Chinese instrumental commercial ensembles, perhaps because of 
their informality and relative invisibility. I find these small ensembles worth 
investigating because of three major reasons. First, the elements of performance gigs 
vary to a great degree depending on the occasion and the taste of the organizers of the 
event, which shows how a musical genre can be reshaped by its context and 
environment. Second, the format and repertoire of performance gigs are greatly 
affected by the tastes of tourists, and also by the popularized Chinese traditional 
music bands from Mainland China. Performance gigs are interesting also because of 
the flexibility of their repertoire - its fusion of the modern and "Western" with the 
more traditional, Chinese elements is a reflection of the multicultural environment of 
Hong Kong. 
The performance style of gaidong may change from year to year, but the 
essence of Chinese instrumental performance has remained more or less the same 
over the past forty years. Gaidong are worth investigating because their versatile 
nature reflects the character of society and people in Hong Kong: they are 
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ever-changing, but their sprit remains ever-lasting. 
The making of performance gig requires four groups of people - the service 
seekers, the audiences, the agents, the musicians - and three other components: the 
“venue，” the “performance，，itself, and the “environment.，，Every component of the 
performance gig is interrelated with the others, and changes in one will influence the 
others. To better illustrate my argument, I have adapted the model proposed by Daniel 
M. Neuman (1980) to view the dynamic of performance gigs ecologically. The model 
has attempted to grasp the quintessence of every major component comprising 
gaidong. 
Having participated in more than twenty performance gigs a year, and also 
in some cases bearing the dual role of performer and agent-musician, has allowed me 
to obtain a substantial amount of first-hand information on performance gigs. 
Informal conversations with musicians, audiences, and agents during the process of 
each performance gig have also provided significant data that have supported my 
thesis. In order to obtain a wider scope of opinions from musicians, extended personal 
interviews were held with several key informants. Other in-person as well as 
telephone interviews were carried out as necessary. 
This thesis will be a good point of departure for us to learn more about the 
constant balance between the traditional and the modern, the East and the West, and 
the individual and the society in Chinese music-making today. 
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In a five-star hotel, an erhu player and a yangqin player were playing music at a corner of 
a Chinese Restaurant. No microphones were provided to them, and only a few diners had noticed the 
live music. It seemed that the musicians did not mind at all whether people were listening to them. They 
seemed to enjoy themselves and played the music fluently, because they were so familiar with the 
pieces... 
It was the first day of Chinese New Year. The shoppers stopped at the central square of a 
big shopping mall, listening to the energetic, festive Chinese music which was being performed 
on-stage. Hoping to grasp the joyful atmosphere and to take some little lucky gifts home, listeners 
keenly raised their hands to answer the host's questions on Chinese music-knowledge which were asked 
in between each piece of music... 
"Here comes the last show in our annual celebration dinner — let's welcome the All-girls' 
Band/ “ announced the host jubilantly. Eight female performers came onto the stage and started 
playing Western pop songs with Chinese musical instruments. The diners, including the CEO of the 
company, stopped chatting for a while, turned their bodies towards the stage, and paid attention to the 
show... 
Hong Kong musicians refer to the above performance jobs as gaidong. 
Chapter I 
Introduction 
Gaidong (lit. vending booth on the street, Jiedang in Mandarin,移t才當）is a 
Cantonese expression which has been commonly used by performers of Chinese 
musical instruments in Hong Kong since the 1990s to describe paid musical activities 
which take place in hotels, restaurants, shopping mails，etc. It is a colloquial 
Hong-Kong-Cantonese expression, which is not understood by people elsewhere, 
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including Chinese people in Mainland China, Taiwan, or Singapore. For convenience, 
I will also use the expression "performance gig，，to represent gaidong in this thesis. 
However, although gaidong is somewhat similar to the word "gig" in English, they 
are not exactly the same, and gaidong does not have an exact English equivalent. The 
Oxford Dictionary of English refers to "gig" as “a live performance by or engagement 
for a musician or group playing popular or jazz music，，(Soanes 2003:729). Gaidong 
refers primarily to the performance of Chinese music, which also has its own unique 
context. 
This thesis mainly aims at investigating the nature of gaidong and the 
component of which it is constituted. I will also examine how the change of society 
affects the context of gaidong. 
Chinese music performances in restaurants and hotels in Hong Kong can be 
traced back to the beginning of the twentieth century. According to Yung Sai-shing 
(Chen 1997:194) and Deng Zhouhua (2004:112，115), a performance style called 
getan {lit. singing on stage,歌壇）was very popular in Guangdong Province and 
Hong Kong from the 1920s to 1930s. Getan were vocal Cantonese music 
performances with live Chinese music accompaniment that took place mainly in 
teahouses. The Chinese music ensemble comprised of eight to nine musicians (Yung 
in Chen 1997:198)，but its main function was to accompany the blind females' 
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singing. 
When Hong Kong was being occupied by Japan during World War II，a new 
genre called chazuo (lit. teahouse seat,茶座）emerged in Guangzhou around 1941. 
Musicians who fled from Hong Kong stayed there and started to play Cantonese 
music in hotels and restaurants. In chazuo, musicians also performed some popular 
shidaiqu (a type of vocal music popular in the Shanghai region in the 1930s，時代曲） 
and Cantonese comedy. Chazuo then quickly became popular in Hong Kong (Yung in 
Chen 1997:213). Although having suffered from decreasing popularity from 1941 to 
1985, chazuo were revived in the mid 1980s and are still some people's favorite 
entertainment today (Liu 2002). 
Both getan and chazuo are performances of mainly Cantonese vocal music. 
According to Yu Siuwah, Chinese musicians formed different ensembles to play 
Cantonese music in hotels and nightclubs from the 1960s to 1970s (Yu in Zhu 
1999:80). In particular, a group of nine musicians called Xianggang Zhongguo 
Guoyuetuan {lit. Hong Kong China Chinese Music Ensemble,香港中國國樂團）led 
by Lui Pui-yuen (呂培原）performed from Monday to Friday nights in a Chinese 
restaurant at the Hilton Hotel (Ibid.: 293-294). The ensemble consisted of nine 
musicians: two erhu players, a zhonghu, a daruan, a pipa, a yangqin, a dizi, a sheng, 
and a percussion player (for a picture of the ensemble, see Chan 1995:40). The 
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musicians called these kind of performances Zhongguo keshou (Chinese floorshow, 
中國科骚：keshou is pronounced as "foh-sou “ in Cantonese, a transliteration of 
‘‘floorshow”). 
According to Yu, the reason why these kinds of commercial performances 
became very popular was largely related to the boost of tourism in Hong Kong, and to 
the fact that Mainland China was not opened to the world during that time. Tourists 
were curious about Chinese culture, and these Chinese music performances satisfied 
this need. In the beginning ofthel980s, most of these hotel ensembles were disbanded 
due to three main reasons: First, China opened its doors and tourists started to visit the 
Mainland; second, many hotels started to broadcast music through cassette tapes 
instead of hiring live bands; and third, the establishment of the Hong Kong Chinese 
Orchestra had hired many professional musicians (Yu in Zhu 1999:293-294). 
Zhongguo keshou probably had the closest association with gaidong. The 
major difference between the two was that the former enabled musicians to play in 
hotels or restaurants daily, and musicians more or less considered keshou as regular 
jobs, while gaidong only offered jobs on an as-needed basis. 
It is very important to clarify that although getan, chazuo, and keshou share 
the similar performance occasions with gaidong, they do not mean the same thing. A 
gaidong may be related to these performance styles, but it is in a category of its own. 
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This is due to the fact that the gaidong has evolved in a society that was already 
enriched by these historically earlier forms of performance, and it has its distinctive 
modern context. 
According to Lee Yiu-cheung (李耀肆)，an experienced Chinese musician, 
the term gaidong previously referred to small-scale commercial performances in 
teahouses, but another musician, Chan Kam-kei (陳I帛棋)，told me that only those 
performances which take place on streets were called gaidong. However, the 
meaning of gaidong has been broadened since a series of Chinese music promotional 
activities called ‘‘Music for Millions"(“樂韻播萬千”)，which were organized by the 
Music Office of the Hong Kong Government from the late 1970s to the mid 1990s 
(Music Office 1982). These performances took place in recreational areas in public 
housing estates. They were open to the public, and aimed at promoting Chinese music 
to Hong Kong citizens. Nowadays, local musicians use gaidong as a term to 
generalize all paid performances which do not take place in concert halls. 
The gaidong features many different kinds of Chinese musical instruments. 
Of the choices of instruments available, dizi (transverse flute,笛子），huqin 
(two-stringed bowed lute,胡琴，most commonly the erhu, 二胡），zheng (plucked 
1 Lee Yiu-cheung has been an active dizi, suona, and guan musician in Hong Kong since the 1960s. 
Apart from teaching dizi, Lee is currently participating in numerous orchestras, including the Hong 
Kong Chinese Orchestra (the only professional Chinese Orchestra in Hong Kong), the Music Lovers 
Orchestra, the Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra, etc. Chan Kam-kei is a huqin player, and the writer of 
the Gaidong Po, the book of scores for gaidong. Details of Chan's biography will be given in Chapter 
three. 
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zither, ^-), yangqin (hammered dulcimer,揚琴、，pipa (pear-shaped plucked lute, 
琶)，and ruan (round plucked lute, Bt) are the most popular choices. To perform 
Cantonese music, sometimes dizi musicians will bring along a xiao (vertical flute,簫)， 
and the huqin player will bring a gaohu (bowed lute with a higher pitch and a more 
projecting tone color,高胡)as well as the usual erhu. For larger ensembles, sheng 
(free-reed mouth organ, H )， suona (conical double-reed, 口貞 )’ zhonghu 
(lower-pitched bowed lute,中胡)，cello, and percussion instruments such as dagu 
(big drum,大鼓)and dabo (big paired cymbals,大鈸)are also used. 
Scholars and researchers have not paid much attention to gaidong, perhaps 
because of their informality and relative invisibility, yet these performance gigs are so 
common that hardly a day goes by without at least one in town. In fact, J. Lawrence 
Witzleben made a short but precise description of a performance that took place in 
Hong Kong during his fieldwork stay in 1980. Although he only named it as 
“performances devoted primarily to Cantonese Ensemble Music" (Witzleben 1983:11), 
I am quite sure that this was a gaidong considering the performance context: 
During my stay in Hong Kong, only one such performance was witnessed. This was given 
in a public park by five musicians who had never played together as an ensemble before, and had no 
definite plan to do so again. (Ibid.) 
It is a pity that Witzleben did not investigate this area further as the theme of 
his thesis was an overview of Cantonese instrumental ensemble music in Hong Kong. 
Gaidong are worth investigating for three major reasons. First, the number 
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of performers, their costumes, repertoire, duration of music playing, and many other 
elements of performance gigs vary to a great degree depending on the occasion and 
the taste of the organizers of the event. This sheds light on how a musical genre is 
shaped by the context and environment. Second, performance gigs are interesting also 
because of the flexibility of their repertoire: its fusion of the modern and "Western" 
with the more traditional Chinese elements is a reflection of the multicultural 
environment of Hong Kong. Third, the format and repertoire of performance gigs are 
greatly affected by tourists' tastes or their "oriental imagination" of Chinese music, 
and also by the popularized Chinese traditional music bands from Mainland China. 
The latter factor is becoming even more influential in recent years. 
It seems that gaidong are always changing. These changes are not always 
good (or even lasting), but they do not necessarily mean that the traditions are going 
to be lost. In fact, the performance style may change from year to year, but the 
essence of Chinese instrumental performance, as well as the context of this type of 
commercial performances, has remained more or less the same in the past forty years. 
In terms of the performance practice, the repertoire, and the instrumentation, the 
model I will use in this thesis has attempted to grasp the quintessence of every major 
component comprising gaidong. Whatever changes may lie in the future, even if the 
name gaidong is not used anymore, the thesis has at least captured what has happened 
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in this kind of commercial performance from 1990 to 2005. My study may serve as a 
reference for newcomers to this field who are also interested in these inconspicuous 
and informal performances. I also believe that my model will remain effective in the 
foreseeable future. In short, gaidong are worth investigating because their versatile 
nature reflects the character of society and people in Hong Kong: they are 
ever-changing, but their spirit remains ever-lasting. 
Moreover, I admire the tireless courage of gaidong musicians as they 
struggle to earn extra income to support themselves. The significance of these 
musicians has been ignored by indigenous scholars, yet it seems that this is not the 
only case around the world. In The Hidden Musicians, Ruth Finnegan states that the 
musicians in Milton Keynes (a small town in England) are "hidden" in two ways, and 
these two points show great resemblance to gaidong musicians: First, "There has been 
little work in this place [England] on the 'micro-sociology' of amateur music" 
(Finnegan 1989:4). Although gaidong may not be considered as amateur music, they 
indeed have attracted very little attention from scholars. Second, "the system of local 
music-making is partially veiled not just from outsiders but even from the musicians 
themselves and their supporters...the participants...are often unaware both of its 
extent and of the structured work they themselves are putting into sustaining it. We all 
know about it - but fail to notice it for what it is，，(Ibid.). Being a gaidong musician 
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myself, the statement speaks to my heart. Although in some people's view, gaidong 
performances may not be as “important” as concert hall performances, they have their 
own social implications for reasons very similar to those Finnegan claimed for her 
study: 
It is true that local music-making in the sense of direct participation in performance 
is the pursuit of a minority. But this minority turns out to be a more serious and energetic one 
than is often imagined, whose musical practices not only involve a whole host of other people 
than just the performers, but also have many implications for urban and national culture more 
generally. (Finnegan, 1989:6) 
Therefore, an investigation of gaidong performances is also an 
investigation of Hong Kong's cultural and social development over the past 
fifteen years. 
Alan P. Merriam lists ten major functions of music in The Anthropology of 
Music, and three of these could be applied to gaidong performances: "the function of 
entertainment," "the function of contribution to the continuity and stability of 
culture," and "the function of contribution to the integration of society，’ (Merriam 
1964:222-226). While gaidong obviously provide entertainment to the general public, 
the latter two functions need to be further explained. Although the performance 
practice and repertoire of gaidong slightly alter through time, people receive a more 
or less stable form of leisure from generation to generation. Through gaidong, one 
will be remind of the music heard in childhood, and will pass the story of the pieces 
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on to his/her children. Moreover, while Merriam listed the functions of music in a 
general sense, gaidong music serves the function of integrating Chinese music into 
the daily life of Hong Kong people. Without gaidong, people have little chance to 
hear Chinese music, since they seldom buy tickets and go to city halls to watch 
Chinese music performances. Gaidong thus provide a form of free entertainment and 
education on Chinese music to the audience. 
It would be quite impossible to interview all the gaidong playing groups in 
Hong Kong. However, being a yangqin (Chinese hammer dulcimer,揚琴）player 
myself, I have performed in over eighty performance gigs since I was a high-school 
student (see Appendix 1). Even now, I still actively participate in performance gigs 
with music institute graduates and music teachers. The information obtained from 
my friends and from my own experience will be a good point of departure to learn 
more about gaidong, which involve the constant balancing between the traditional 
and the modern, the East and the West, and the individual and society in Chinese 
music-making today. 
Related Studies 
Basically, there are no scholarly studies directly related to performance gigs 
in Hong Kong. There are nevertheless numerous academic writings and researches 
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about the local classical and popular music culture. Yu (2001) and Zhu (1999) are 
overviews containing extensive bibliographies. In The Garland Encyclopedia of 
World Music, Witzleben (2002) gives a general account on Hong Kong's local music 
activities, and Tsui Ying Fai (2002) has talked about the development of the Hong 
Kong Chinese Orchestra. Many scholars have nevertheless paid special interest to 
local Cantonese opera and its related activities. For instance, Sau Y. Chan has made a 
detailed investigation of Cantonese operatic performance and its social context (Chan 
1997). Others have studied one opera in detail (Tang 2004)，or have studied many 
operas in solely musical contexts (Ma 1996). Aiwen Liu's study has the closest 
relationship with gaidong. In his book Canton [sic] Operatic Song Performances in 
Hong Kong s Teahouses, Liu examines every component that contributed to informal 
Cantonese opera performances. These components include the historical background, 
the venues for performance, the musicians, the audiences, and so on. A "teahouse 
performance" is similar to a performance gig in many ways, except that the scope of 
the latter is much wider in many aspects. For example, the music played in 
performance gigs includes Cantonese music, Chinese folk tunes, and popular songs, 
instead of consisting solely of Cantonese operatic music. Moreover, the audience for 
performance gig extends from ordinary citizens to tourists and to merchants from all 
over the world. 
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Outside of Hong Kong, a number of scholars have shown interests in the 
local music activities of different countries. In researching music practice in general, 
the study by Ruth Finnegan (1989) mentioned earlier on music making by amateur 
musicians is indispensable. Her detailed descriptions of the music activities in pubs 
and restaurants have led me to observe performance gig activities from broader and 
newer perspectives. Stephen Cottrell gave a thorough study of the “deputizing’， 
activities among professional freelance musicians in London - that is, "the 
substitution of one musician by another for a particular performance event” (2002:61). 
I have found his accounts on the networks and competitions among musicians 
strikingly similar to those oigaidong. 
Along a similar line, American professor Linda Fujie (1986) investigated 
matsuri-bayashi - a kind of instrumental festival music in Tokyo. Whereas the musical 
activities in Milton Keynes are freely developed by local citizens, matsuri-bayashi as 
described by Fujie is assisted by governmental departments and private organizations. 
Although the repertoires in England, Japan, and Hong Kong are entirely different, the 
music performances in these places have many factors in common. For instance, they 
have professional, semi-professional, and amateur performers, and many of the 
musicians are also paid. 
Witzleben (1995) has made a detailed investigation of Jiangnan Sizhu, a 
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form of local ensemble genre in Shanghai, China. The small size of the Jiangnan 
Sizhu ensemble, usually no more than fifteen musicians, is quite similar to that of the 
performance gigs in Hong Kong. The similarity between the two is also revealed in 
the venues of the performances: the most common places for Jiangnan Sizhu 
ensembles to play music are teahouses and restaurants. Musicians in Hong Kong also 
include musical pieces of Jiangnan Sizhu in their performance gigs. 
In Yunnan, the southwestern province of China, Helen Rees has done 
comprehensive research on the music activities of different minority groups in Lijiang 
County (Rees 1995-1996). She has also made a comprehensive examination of the 
origin, history, performance context, and repertoire for Naxi minority music (1998， 
2000). According to Rees, there are concerts with musicians playing purely 
instrumental music, and with a native host who speaks in fluent English in 
performances specially arranged for tourists (Rees 1998: 136-138). I find this 
situation quite comparable to those gaidong for tourists in Hong Kong. 
Mercedes Dujunco has also conducted a research on xian shi yue (弦言夸樂)， 
the string ensemble music in Chaozhou, Guangdong Province. Dujunco claims that 
"the rise of concerts featuring the [conservatory-trained musicians] performing xian 
shi yue in a style approaching the traditional has to do with the Chinese government's 
efforts to attract overseas Chinese investors" (Dujunco 1994:131). Apart from that, 
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people plays xian shi yue mainly for entertainment in amateur music clubs and in 
private performances “that occur behind the closed doors of people's homes，，(Ibid.: 
128). It seems unlikely that the people there have actively organized any small-scale 
commercial performances. 
Frederick Lau has examined the impact of tourism on local music culture in 
Shanghai, Xi'an, and Chaozhou (1998). Although the musicians he has described 
relied on different ways of supporting their living which are different from those of 
gaidong musicians (they are either supported by the government or have to rely on 
tourists' donations, while gaidong musicians are directly paid by people who hire 
them), the performance venues and occasions Lau describes are quite similar to those 
of gaidong: “The tourist shows I am referring to usually take place in public venues 
such as theaters, hotels, auditoriums, rehearsal halls, and parks，，(Lau 1998:118). 
Moreover, he claims that “the multiple responses to these performances by different 
audiences highlight the interactive relationship of tourists and producers that lies at 
the heart of tourism" (Ibid.), and this very much resembles the situation with respect 
to tourists in gaidong. 
There are also in-depth studies of Chinese music ensembles located all over 
the world. In Su Zheng's study on Chinese music practices in New York City in the 
1980s, she points out that music is an integral part of life and also a mode of 
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expression for Chinese musicians, who find themselves in a "triangular relationship" 
formed by the host country (the U.S.), the homeland (China Mainland/Taiwan/Hong 
Kong), and the immigrant society (Chinatown) (Zheng 1993:371-372). 
Apart from studies of local music groups, scholarly works focused on folk 
music and the influence of performance on traditional music are also an inspiration 
for the present study. Philip Bohlman points out that a folk musician acts as “a 
traditional bearer," and at the same time his or her creativity "serves to juxtapose 
stability and change and to determine the aesthetic forms both will take，，(Bohlman 
1988:86). Regarding the relationships between musicians and performances, he states 
that "each performance is the expressive act of an individual or a group of individuals, 
and that expressive act reflects the interrelation of the performer and the tradition" 
(Ibid.:73). While the study of gaidong in this thesis focuses on the discourse between 
traditional music and modern society, Bohlman also shows interest in this area: “...I 
place great importance on investigating folk music in new settings - cities, the mass 
media, popular genres - and on accepting folk music as the product of new cultural 
processes, especially modernization and urbanization’’ (Ibid.:xix). Moreover, in 
studying the organization of tradition in North Indian music, Daniel M. Neuman also 
has a similar view: "Artistic performances can also be said to be reflections on or 
about cultural systems; that is, music provides a commentary, reading, or exegesis of 
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a sociocultural system" (Neuman, 1980:28). 
Performance practices in performance gigs might change due to the 
influences from consumers of music, that is, the service seekers and listeners. Clark E. 
Cunningham argues that "The commoditization of culture.. .can also have dire 
consequences for the peoples involved, ranging from the cheapening of traditions to 
the wholesale looting of material culture" (Cunningham, 1998:84). The roles of 
musicians and tastes of audiences and service seekers in performance gigs will be two 
of the major concerns in my thesis: “The study of the dynamics of music change is 
among the most potentially rewarding activities in ethnomusicology" (Merriam, 




The making of a performance gig requires four groups of people: if the 
service seekers want to find a Chinese music performance for the audience，the 
agents will help them to find the musicians. The performance will then take place in 
a particular venue. Some factors outside this "gig habitat，，may influence the people 
involved, thus bringing changes to the performance gigs, and I will refer to these 
factors as influences from the environment. Every component of the performance gig 
I mentioned above is interrelated with all the others, and changes in one will influence 
the others. 
To better illustrate my argument, I would like to borrow the concept 
proposed by Neuman to view the dynamic of performance gigs ecologically. Neuman 
states that "each of these [components] has undergone many changes which have 
affected not only their internal organization and interrelationships, but the shape of 
music sound itself’ (Neuman, 1980:203). Figure 1.1 is a diagram that might better 
explain this process. I will also explain this further in the main body of my thesis. 
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Having participated in more than twenty performance gigs a year, and also in 
some cases playing a dual role of agent-musician, has allowed me to obtain a 
substantial amount of first-hand information on performance gigs. Informal 
conversations with musicians and audiences and agents during the process of each 
performance gig have also provided significant data that will support my thesis. In 
order to obtain a wider scope of opinions from musicians, extended personal 
interviews were held with several key informants. In-person as well as telephone 
interviews were carried out as necessary. 
I am always a participant in gaidong, and I became a participant-observer 
after having decided to study gaidong and choosing it as the topic of my thesis - that 
is, from spring 2003 to spring 2005 (see Appendix 1，gaidong numbers 39 - 83). 
Since then, I have paid more attention to the whole process of making a gaidong and 
also to the roles and behavior of different participants, not only those making music. 
Many scholars have been aware of the etic-emic dichotomy regarding research 
approaches (for example, Nettl，1983:110 and Rice 1997:110). In my study of 
gaidong, I am a total insider, and I am confident to say that I understand the whole 
context in an emic way, but at the same time, I feel compelled to analyze it etically 
using a scholarly method in order to provide a more objective view. 
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Chapter Summary for the Thesis 
Every component in the model will be explained in individual chapters, and 
then integrated with the other parts of the ecological model. In the first chapter, I 
discuss the training background of musicians, how they build up personal networks 
through participating in different music groups, and how they use these networks to 
help them get gaidong jobs. After that, I will discuss whether there are differences 
between professional and amateur musicians while performing in gaidong, and how 
musicians learn to play gaidong. In the next part of Chapter 2，accounts on the 
responsibilities and rights of musicians in performances are given. I also discuss about 
their earnings, as well as their reluctance to comply with some requests by agents. In 
the third part of the chapter, I list different types of service seekers and agents. The 
service seekers' and agents' roles in starting and organizing a new performance gig 
are discussed. 
Chapter 3 is the most extensive part of the thesis, as it gives a full 
description of the music played in performance gigs. Following a listing and 
discussion of the origins of three gaidong “fake books，，(collections of musical scores), 
classifications of repertoire into different genres is shown.2 The combinations of 
2 The term "fake book" is originally used by jazz musicians to describe collections of music pieces 
notated with chord symbols. Jazz musicians sometimes use fake books in gigs for convenience. I 
borrow the term to describe the books used by gaidong musicians because both the purpose and the use 
of these collections resemble those of Jazz music. 
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instruments in different situations are also discussed. The way that musicians choose 
musical pieces according to special occasions, and their typical performance practice 
are based on the first-hand experiences of my friends and myself. The usual practice 
of creating new gaidong pieces is then described. 
Naturally, the venue and type of audience are closely related to each other, 
and Chapter 4 will explain this in detail. A concept of "performance context," which is 
the combination of various venues and occasions, is introduced to help explain the 
juxtaposing and yet complicated relationships between the two, as well as with 
different types of audiences. Most importantly, the role of hosts and how their 
emergence changes the musician-audience interaction will be discussed in detail. 
In Chapter 5, I will illustrate the influences of the outer environment on 
performance gigs by comparing two case studies - a "traditional" gaidong and a 
‘‘modern，，one. The "modern" gaidong was heavily affected by the Twelve Girl Band 
[sic], a group from Mainland China which has received wide recognition throughout 
Asia. I explain how this band has affected the ‘‘habitat’’ of gig musicians in Hong 
Kong, and also the feelings of musicians facing these changes. In the last part of this 
chapter, a brief account of other environmental factors that may influence the gaidong 
habitat will be given. 
Chapter 6 will explain in detail how the components of the ecology model 
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influence each other. Finally, Chapter 7 will summarize all the sub-conclusions from 
previous chapters. 
* * * 
"The study of the dynamics of music change is among the most potentially 
rewarding activities in ethnomusicology (Merriam, 1964:319)." Studying gaidong is 
indeed a very interesting and meaningful task. This ever-changing art form is so 
appealing, and yet it has been ignored for decades. It is hoped that this study will 
unveil the most fascinating sides of gaidong not only to outsiders around the world, 




Musicians, Service Seekers and Agents 
Many scholars have stressed for the significance of paying attention to the 
study of music from musicians' point of view. These include Bohlman, “I persistently 
call attention to the importance of the individual folk musician as an agent of change 
and creativity. Similarly, I insist on the need to accept external influences and their 
inseparability from internal change，，(Bohlman 1988:xix), and Blacking, "music has 
been studied as the product of societies or of individuals, but rarely as the product of 
individuals in society" (Blacking 1995:32). 
Merriam also highlights the importance of the study of the training of 
musicians and the means of becoming a musician in discussing the different aspects 
of ethnomusicologists' interests. He claims that this kind of study “leads to 
considerations of the problem of professionalism and economic reward" (Merriam 
1964:46)，and also: 
A society may distinguish among levels of competence, classifying them through the use of 
distinct terms and reserving the highest accolade for what it considers to be a true professional; or the 
musician may be virtually ignored as a specialist. Forms and methods of remuneration differ widely 
from society to society... 
Of equal interest and importance are such questions as whether the musician is considered to 
be an outstandingly gifted individual, or whether all members of the society are considered to be 
equally potentially gifted. (Ibid.) 
In the previous chapter, I have mentioned how my own gaidong 
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experiences have contributed to the idea of writing this thesis. Throughout my 
teaching and participation in various amateur Chinese music orchestras, I have met 
many musicians and musicians-to-be. Many of them have a similar musical training 
background as mine, while others came from totally different origins. A lot of these 
people are gaidong musicians - though not all. However, I have to clarify one point: 
there are almost no musicians who solely rely on performing gaidong to earn a living. 
Gaidong musicians depend mainly on teaching music to make a living. Professional 
performers seldom participate in gaidong, because these performances are often 
aimed at providing entertainment in commercial contexts and therefore have . 
relatively less to offer in terms of artistic value. 
In this chapter, I will list the backgrounds of gaidong musicians and 
describe how they form a network in order to know each other, and how they gain 
music-making experience. I will also discuss their different views with respect to 
professional rights — is it necessary for them to fight for their place in the gaidong 
performers network, or should they just wait for someone to call them for work even 
when they do need the extra money? When they take the gaidong jobs, do they all 
discipline themselves well, and do they fight for their rights? 
In the last part of this chapter, I will introduce the role of agents, who are the 
bridge between service seekers and musicians. I will also attempt to distinguish 
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different types of service seekers, and describe the mechanisms of communication 
among service seekers, agents, and musicians. As I have explained, different 
musicians have different values and work ethics, and so do agents and service 
seekers. I will share some of my own unpleasant experiences of losing gigs because 
of the deliberations of other musicians. 
Training Backgrounds of Musicians 
Almost all the Chinese instrumental musicians in Hong Kong come mainly 
from three different origins: Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Mainland China. Musicians 
are trained in these three regions. If musicians learned their instruments locally, they 
were either trained in the Music Office (MO, a governmental music organization 
responsible for all governmental music classes and events) or in the extra curricular 
music lessons provided in local primary and secondary schools. Students may then 
seek out private teachers for further studies when they determine to pursue learning 
the instruments to a deeper level. 
The Hong Kong Youth Chinese Orchestra (YCO) 
A major goal of the MO is "to run an instrumental music training 
scheme...to promote interest in music，，(Music Office, 1982:3). The MO currently 
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runs hundreds of instrumental training classes with thousands of students for both 
Western and Chinese instruments. Chinese music students with higher playing 
standards are invited by their teachers to join one of the six Chinese Orchestras. 
Among these orchestras, the YCO has the highest standard. Its members are often 
considered to be the brightest in the MO, and a portion of YCO "graduates" (they 
have to leave at the age of 25) may continue their music education at the Hong Kong 
Academy for Performing Arts (APA), and/or by joining various amateur orchestras. 
Either past or current YCO members may participate in gaidong 
performances. It should be noted that agents will seldom invite musicians who do not 
have any orchestral experience to join gaidong performances, because these 
musicians usually have not acquired the technique to play in music ensembles. 
Therefore, students who are merely receiving training and do not belong to any 
orchestras are not suitable for playing gaidong. Moreover, these students are not part 
of the gaidong network, therefore when it come to finding musicians, they would not 
be the ones that comes to the agents' minds. I shall discuss the importance of a 
network for musicians in getting gaidong }obs in the latter part of this chapter. 
1 The six Chinese orchestras run by the MO are namely the Hong Kong Youth Chinese Orchestra 
(YCO), the Hong Kong Youth Chinese Plucked String Orchestra (YCPSO), the Island Youth Chinese 
Orchestra (IYCO), the Kowloon Youth Chinese Orchestra (KYCO), the New Territories Youth 
Chinese Orchestra (NTYCO), and the Music Office Children's Chinese Orchestra (CCO). Data from 
the website of MO: http://www.lcsd.gov.hk/CE/CulturalService/MusicOffice/index.html. 
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Orchestras at Schools 
Many schools in Hong Kong hire part-time Chinese music teachers to give 
instrument lessons as extra curricular activities. If students have reached certain 
standards, they will join the orchestra of their schools. A number of these school 
orchestras have considerably higher standards, and their members may be invited to 
2 -
join various amateur orchestras, even when they are still teenagers. A few numbers 
of these students may continue their music training at the Academy of Performing 
Arts (APA) after they have graduated. 
APA Students 
As I have just mentioned, students at APA mainly come from the YCO and 
school orchestras. There are also non-local students who were born and originally 
trained in Mainland China, because the Department of Chinese Music in APA is "the 
only institution in Hong Kong to offer professional training in Chinese instrumental 
performance".3 The institution is not only a place for learning, but it is also a very 
important place for musicians-to-be to build up their personal networks. Graduates 
from APA may work for professional orchestras, or may become music teachers. 
2 in Hong Kong, amateur orchestras normally have practices once a week, and will hold a number of 
concerts every year. Their standards are in general higher than most of the school-orchestras. 
3 Data from tiie website of APA: http://www.hkapa.edu/asp/music/music—department.asp?lang=eng&mode=gui#ChineseMusicDept 
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Graduates and undergraduates of APA are very often invited to play gaidong because 
they are considered to be professional musicians. 
Music Teachers 
Teachers of Chinese musical instruments in Hong Kong give lessons in four 
main contexts: 1) in primary and secondary schools, as extracurricular activities 
where classes are held during after-school hours or on weekends; 2) in private settings, 
where classes are held in either teachers' or students' apartments; 3) in Chinese music 
stores that offer small rooms for lessons, and 4) at the Music Office. 
Music teachers may come from the three sources mentioned above (MO, 
school orchestras, and the APA), or they can be recent immigrants from Mainland 
China. As their working hours are shorter and more flexible in comparison to other 
jobs (most of them only have to teach in the afternoons, and they can negotiate with 
their private students for changing the lesson times), music teachers are able to 
allocate more time to gaidong jobs. 
Amateur Orchestra Members 
Members of amateur orchestras have regular jobs or studies and they use 
their spare time to take part in activities run by these orchestras. There are 
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approximately five active amateur Chinese orchestras in Hong Kong. 4 
As already mentioned, members from amateur orchestras can be current 
members or graduates of YCO and/or school-orchestras, students or graduates of 
APA, or music teachers. Some of the members may have regular jobs that are not 
related to music. These people will seldom be invited to join a gaidong during their 
work hours. The Government sometimes may invite these amateur orchestras to form 
ten- to twenty-member ensembles and to perform gaidong at housing estates (see 
Appendix 1，nos. 47，61，and 68). These government-run gaidong performances 
usually take place on weekends. 
University Students 
University students are another group of active musicians in the Chinese 
music arena. Whether or not these students are studying in a department of music of 
their university, their abilities in playing instruments usually come from either the 
MO or school-orchestras. They may be part-time music teachers, and they may also 
join their universities' Chinese ensembles and/or other amateur orchestras. The main 
difference between students who are majoring in music and students who are not is 
4 "Active" means that these orchestras have held more than five concerts every year for five 
consecutive years, 1999 - 2004. The five most actively-run orchestras are The Hong Kong Music 
Lovers Orchestra (HKMLCO), the Hong Kong Young Women's Christian Association Chinese 
Orchestra (YWCACO), Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra (WKCO), The New Tune Chinese Orchestra 
(NTCO), and the Hong Kong Juvenile and Youth Chinese Classical Orchestra (HKJYCCO). 
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that for the former it will be easier to build up their networks of musicians. 
Musicians from Mainland China and Taiwan 
Musicians from the Mainland and Taiwan either first attend APA as music 
students and then become local residents, or immigrate directly to Hong Kong. Again, 
many of them work as music teachers, as part-time gaidong work is not enough for 
them to earn a living. 
Member of the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra 
The Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra (HKCO) is the only professional 
Chinese Orchestra in Hong Kong. Members of the HKCO are mainly professional 
musicians from Mainland China, while a few are graduates of APA. They seldom 
participate in gaidong, because they are very busy with long daily rehearsals, and 
some of them also give private lessons. They also have to be careful in performing 
gaidong, as this might violate their contract with the HKCO. They take this risk only 
when the remuneration is considerably high ($1500 for performing one piece，for 
example).5 
5 The Currency unit used in the thesis is Hong Kong Dollar. As of 2005, US $1: HK $7.8. 
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As one may notice, the identities and origins of these eight types oigaidong 
musicians are highly overlapping. For example, Lingling Lam, a liuqin and ruan 
musician, has been studying the instruments since she was a secondary school 
student, and has continued to study them at APA. After graduating, she has become a 
liuqin and ruan teacher, a part-time musician in the HKCO, and an occasional 
participant of the YWCACO. Hence, she fits into five out of the eight identities. 
I am also an example of these overlapping identities. I had studied yangqin 
at my secondary school since I was in secondary one. Half a year later, I joined the 
school's orchestra. In secondary two, I became a member of an amateur orchestra.6 
After graduated from secondary school, I resigned from both the orchestras. When I 
was an undergraduate at CUHK, I joined two Chinese music ensembles there, one 
more orchestra at another university,8 and two amateur orchestras.9 I am now the 
member of the MLCO, and also of the Chinese Music Ensemble of the Music 
Department, CUHK. Moreover, I have also been a yangqin teacher since 1995. 
Therefore, I fit into four of the identities listed above. That is, I am a former member 
6 The Hong Kong Juvenile and Youth Chinese Classical Orchestra (HKJYCCO). 
7 The Chinese Music Ensemble, Music Department, CUHK, and the New Asia College Chinese 
Orchestra. 
8 The Polytechnic University Students Union Chinese Orchestra (PUSUCO) 
9 The Hong Kong Music Lovers Orchestra (HKMLCO), and the Hong Kong Young Women's 
Christian Association Chinese Orchestra (YWCACO). 
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of a school-orchestra, a university student, an amateur orchestra member, and a 
music teacher. 
Although musicians from all of the above categories can be gaidong 
musicians, they have differences in terms of their skills and “value.，，Al Hong 
Kong-trained and born musicians are quite similar in terms of their learning 
processes. Their differences mainly come from their different talents and 
personalities. Musicians from Mainland China usually possess better musical 
techniques, but if they have been in Hong Kong for only a few years, they are usually 
not familiar with the gaidong repertoire. Furthermore, musicians sight-read most of 
the pieces during their first few gaidong performances. While Hong Kong musicians 
are able to adapt easily because they usually do not have enough time to practice 
even for regular concerts, musicians from the Mainland often do not sight-read as 
readily and need some time to adjust and improve. 
Some students and graduates from APA and university music departments 
acquire the ability to arrange new pieces, so they can be music arrangers as well as 
gaidong musicians. Ng Chiu Shing, compiler of the Blue Score (for details please 
refer to Chapter 3)，minored in composition when he was studying at APA. Students 
from CUHK such as Ricky Yeung (for details see Chapter 5) often arrange music to 
meet service seekers' special requests. 
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Finally, musicians from different associations possess different levels of 
reputation, and therefore the maximum payments they may receive are different. 
Professional performers usually command the highest fees. Students and graduates 
from APA can also ask for a higher payment for performing gaidong. In general, the 
more famous the musician, the higher the payment they can request. 
The Network of Musicians and the “Kev Musicians” 
Lesley Milroy claims that “a social network acts as a mechanism both for 
exchanging goods and services, and for imposing obligations and conferring ‘ 
corresponding rights upon its members" (Milroy 1980:47). He also states that “at the 
level of informal social relationships, ‘friends of friends' in most societies are 
extremely important people" (Ibid.). Here, I shall further describe how the musicians 
come together to form gaidong groups. 
For adult musicians (people over eighteen years old), APA, the YCO，and 
various amateur orchestras are the main "circles" of musicians. These circles are 
overlapping — that is, some musicians participate in more than one orchestra, school 
orchestra, or music association at the same time. These musicians are what can be 
referred to as "key musicians，，for organizing gaidong because they know many other 
musicians, so agents often approach them, asking them to find other musicians. Other 
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musicians, who know fewer musicians, would pass on key musicians to the agents if 
the latter approach them. Key musicians can also be agents themselves when service 
seekers directly approach them. I shall refer to musicians who are also agents for 
performance gigs "agent-musicians." 
When service seekers or agents approach the key musicians or 
agent-musicians for gaidong performances, these key musicians or agent-musicians 
will find other musicians to form ensembles according to the service seekers' 
requirements. These ensembles are formed temporarily and are not fixed, because the 
ensemble combination and the number of musicians are different for each gaidong. 
Of course, key musicians have their own preferences when choosing other 
musicians to form gaidong groups. They often prefer to have more of their own 
friends to form the group, so that the job will become more interesting and so that 
their friends will also benefited. Therefore, although the gaidong groups are not fixed, 
friends belonging to similar circles usually come together more often as gaidong 
ensembles. However, the key musicians will find other musicians to perform if the 
usual members of the group have other engagements and are unable to attend a 
gaidong. Therefore, these invited musicians may not know some others in a group 
when they come to a performance. These newcomers may become part of the 
gaidong circle if they do well. One point is evident here: the more friends one has, 
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the higher the chance one will have to gain access to gaidong performances. Stephen 
Cottrell shares a similar view when he describes how freelance musicians in London 
can get more jobs: 
The more musicians you know, the more potential deps are available to you, and, crucially, 
the more people who know you, the more chance you have of receiving work opportunities from them. 
Thus, any individual musician can be seen as one part of a web of socio-musical connections, often 
constructed over many years through school and conservatoire environments, playing with others, 
hearing others play, hearing of others play, personal recommendations, non-playing social events, and 
so on (Cottrell 2002:66). 
Amateur vs. Professional Musicians 
Knowing the musical backgrounds of musicians and how they come 
together to form a network, one might raise a question: what is a "professional" 
gaidong musician? In Ruth Finnegan's work (1989)，the author asked the same 
question after interviewing musicians in Milton Keynes, England: 
The term 'professional' - to start with that one - at first appears unambiguous. A 
'professional' musician earns his or her living by working full time in some musical role, in contrast to 
the 'amateur', who does it 'for love' and whose source of livelihood lies elsewhere. But complications 
arise as soon as one tries to apply this to actual cases on the ground. Some lie in ambiguities in the 
concept of 'earning one's living', others in differing interpretations about what is meant by working in 
'music', and others again - perhaps the most powerful of all - in the emotive overtones of the term 
'professional' as used by the participants themselves. (Finnegan 1989:13) 
In terms of "specialists" rather than "professionals," Merriam has a similar 
concern, "The initial problem in assessing the social behavior of the musician is 
whether he is or is not a specialist’，(Merriam 1964:123)，and he then suggests that a 
professional must gain social recognition: “the ‘true’ specialist is a social specialist; 
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he must be acknowledged as a musician by the members of the society of which he is 
a part. This kind of recognition is the ultimate criterion; without it, professionalism 
would be impossible" (Ibid. :125). 
Musicians in Hong Kong often apply the label "professionals" only to 
highly acclaimed music "masters," or musicians who work in the HKCO. Neither of 
these types of musicians are frequent gaidong participants. Although a music teacher 
"earns his or her living by working full time in some musical role" (Ibid.), he or she 
is not a professional performer. Does this then mean that the gaidong musicians are 
amateur performers? 
As defined in Chapter One, gaidong themselves are regarded by musicians 
as "informal performances." Compared to regular concerts, musicians require much 
less effort to play good music in gaidong shows. Given enough gaidong job 
opportunities, most musicians will eventually acquire expertise in gaidong 
techniques. From many musicians' points of view, good gaidong musicians do not 
need to be extremely skillful, but they must be sensitive and intelligent enough to 
cope with unexpected situations. 
In the following two sections, I will try to summarize the requirements for 
being a competent gaidong musician. 
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Gaining Guidons Proficiency 
Needless to say, musicians must practice so that they can play their 
instruments well. Players in gaidong need more than that: above all, skill in 
sight-reading is most important, because this allows musicians to play new pieces 
which they have not previously rehearsed without any difficulties. Sight-reading 
skills rely mainly on one's talent, but musicians can also develop sight-reading skills 
when they learn the instruments and when they practice in the orchestras. The skills 
of adding harmonic and contrapuntal accompaniment, improvising, and “adding 
flowers" to the melody are also essential. Musicians can learn these skills from 
participating in orchestras, or the experienced musicians may give brief hints to the 
inexperienced during gaidong performances if the situation allows them to do so. 
(For details on the mechanisms of improvisation, please refer to Chapter 3). 
The ability to jub seng (a Cantonese expression,執生)is also a very 
important skill for musicians: this colloquial term means to recover the music when 
someone plays it wrong, to bring the others back on track when something happens 
accidentally, or to keep the music flowing when some of the musicians abruptly stop 
playing (for example, when the resonant membrane of the dizi breaks and the 
musician has to repair it). This skill is especially important for gaidong performances 
because in a formal performance, the orchestra has control over many factors on 
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stage. However, for a gaidong performance, there is fluctuation in the behavior of the 
audience and in many other factors such as weather in outdoor performances. To be 
able to jub seng in gaidong is therefore very important. 
The ability to play loudly is another important requirement for a good 
gaidong musician, because in many venues there are no microphones and amplifiers 
provided and the environment is oftentimes noisy. 
Some experienced musicians have memorized almost all common gaidong 
pieces and do not need the scores. This is an extremely valuable talent, especially 
when there are some undesirable situations in a gaidong, such as when the agent has 
not brought enough music stands or gaidong scorebooks, during an outdoor 
performance when the weather becomes too windy and the music stands keep 
swinging or even fall down, or when an indoor venue is too dark for the musicians to 
read the score.1 
Do musicians in gaidong have expectations of each other? In fact, not many, 
because musicians' primary concern in playing gaidong is to earn money, so 
musically they are not as demanding as in regular concerts. However, musicians are 
concerned with others' "reachability" and punctuality - in other words, 
self-discipline matters. 
1 0 These are all situations that I had experienced, and of course, I have memorized most of the 
popular gaidong pieces! 
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Discipline 
The word "discipline’，here does not necessarily mean that there are any 
concrete rules or punishments to control musicians' behavior. Rather, it refers to how 
musicians should behave to be qualified as gaidong musicians. A "good" gaidong 
musician does not only need to play the gaidong music well. He/she should also have 
a pleasant appearance and be cooperative with service seekers, agents, audiences, 
and other musicians. No one will ask a musician to play gaidong again if he/she is 
notorious for inappropriate conduct. 
Costumes and Makeup 
Performers are often required to dress in a unified way. As the performers 
may not come from the same orchestra and might not even know each other, the 
agent will request them to dress in "black-black": that is, black shirt, blouse, or 
knitted top with black trousers or dress. The idea of wearing all-black outfits 
probably originated from Western concert attire，which is also mainly black for both 
males and females. Wearing black has an advantage in that the color has no 
gradations and therefore can be easily unified (while other colors such as red and 
green have different degrees of intensity and shades). The color also gives a sense of 
professionalism and modernity to the audience. Moreover, dressing in all black is 
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very common in Hong Kong, so musicians do not need to bring extra clothes and get 
changed before the performance. They can go from home to the venue in black. Thus， 
the fashion provides convenience for the musicians. 
The agent might also ask the performers to dress “in a traditional Chinese 
fashion，，： that is, male performers will wear a robe (cheongsham in Cantonese,長衫） 
and female performers may dress in a siufungsin top with black trousers or long skirt 
(see Figure 2.1). For both of these two most popular "uniforms," wearing matching 
black shoes (or high-heels for women) is understood by the performers and need not 
be specified. Chinese style clothing has a problem in that it can be creased easily as it 
is made of a glossy silk fabric. The appearance of the musicians will not be refined if 
their clothes are too wrinkly. Some musicians have found their own ways to keep 
their clothes smooth, while others have not. The service seekers or audiences usually 
do not complain about this, but other musicians or the agent-musicians may remind 
musicians who wear wrinkly clothes to be more cautious next time. 
For female performers, basic makeup is assumed. Service seekers will not 
criticize musicians without any makeup if the performance is intended to provide 
background music only, but they may ask the agent in advance to guarantee that the 
female musicians will wear makeup if the performance is at the center of attention. 
Needless to say, musicians' hairstyles have to be neat, and their clothes 
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have to be clean and tidy. They should also use “intact” instruments - the outer 
coating of paint on some instruments like pipa, ruan, and yangqin can easily flake 
off, and some erhu players will not repair their instruments with missing heads (the 
top part of the instrument), as this will not affect the sound quality. Audiences will 
have a bad impression of musicians if their instruments look old and ragged. 
I H E ^ : B 
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wmmmmx^^^^'k: '；�'r , 滅^MS^mFigure 2.1 Cheungsam and Siufungsin 
Punctuality and "Reachability" 
Some musicians are not as competent as others in time-keeping and 
are always at least ten to fifteen minutes late for teaching and rehearsals. Some 
musicians I know are often even forty-five-minutes late for a one-hour lesson. They 
are not afraid of losing the teaching jobs because if the teacher has high-quality 
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teaching skills, students usually will not complain. Also, they would not be bothered 
about losing their memberships in amateur orchestras because they are not paid and 
all the jobs are volunteer. Therefore, students and other musicians in the orchestras 
are generally quite tolerant of these teachers and musicians who do not care for 
punctuality. 
Still, these musicians will be particularly punctual for gaidong 
performances, as they know that service seekers and agents will not be as tolerant as 
their students and colleagues. A musician may not have a chance to play gaidong 
again if he or she is late even for one minute — at least, the same agent will not ask 
him/her to join the gaidong group, as a late-comer may upset the service seeker and 
can therefore affect the agent's chance of getting more gaidong jobs. 
Responsible musicians should arrive ten to fifteen minutes before the 
performance begins. Yangqin and zheng players and agent-musicians will arrive at 
least half an hour early to tune the instruments and to set up the stage. 
A responsible gaidong musician should also be easy to reach. That is, in the 
days before the gaidong takes place, the agent should be able to get in touch with the 
musicians and inform them of the latest progress or any changes that have been made 
as soon as possible. 
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Flexibility and Adaptability 
A competent gaidong musician should be adaptable to all unexpected 
situations. For example, as I have mentioned, he/she should know how to save the 
performance if someone from the ensemble abruptly stops playing. Musicians have 
to keep performing under all circumstances as if nothing has happened, even if a 
spotlight suddenly bursts, making a huge noise, if a dancer in front of the ensemble 
accidentally falls to the ground, or if there is a mentally unstable person wandering 
around the venue yelling at people.1 1 Musicians have to be persistent in doing their 
jobs unless their safety is at risk. 
To be a good gaidong musician one also needs to be sufficiently flexible in 
dealing with requirements from service seekers and agents. If the service seekers 
specially request musicians to play certain pieces, they will try their best to meet 
their requests. Sometimes musicians have to find the scores or arrange the pieces 
within a short time. (I will discuss these situations in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5). 
Sometimes service seekers may ask the musicians to do something they do not want 
to. For instance, service seekers may want the musicians (mostly female) to wear 
sexy clothes and heavy makeup, or ask a group of male percussionists to play 
1 1 These three examples are all real situations I have encountered. Referring to List of Gaidong 
Performances in which the Author Participated (Appendix 1)，the "wandering man incident" happened 
in gaidong number 1. The "dancer falling down" happened in gaidong number 62. The "bursting 
light，，actually did not happen in my gaidong experiences, but in a regular concert which took place at 
the Hong Kong Cultural Center on 26 September 2004.1 have a vivid memory of all these incidents 
because all the musicians remained calm and kept the flow of the music. 
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gaidong wearing kimono and imitating the Japanese Taiko (a Japanese style of 
1 ， • drumming) playing style. Musicians may simply refuse the job if they do not want 
to do something they do not like. However, if musicians worry that their refusal 
might limit their chance of getting gaidong jobs in the future, they will judge whether 
or not the request is totally unacceptable and discuss matters with the agents and/or 
service seekers to see if there are any tolerable alternatives. 
Friendliness Towards Audience Members 
Playing a gaidong is serving the audience, and therefore making the 
audience happy is of primary importance. During performance gigs, musicians 
should always keep a pleasant face, even if they are tired or bored. 
Sometimes, some audience members may come up to the stage after the 
performance and ask the musicians questions about the musical instruments. In most 
situations, musicians are willing to answer them. If musicians are in a hurry to leave, 
they may apologize to the audience members, or might even give them their contact 
number or email address. 
1 2 Again, these were all real situations. I have given detailed descriptions of service seekers wanting 
female musicians to wear sexy clothes in Chapter 5. Rejecting the request for gaidong imitating the 
Japanese styles of music happened to several friends of mine. My friends reftised to do so because 
they had the feeling that the service seekers were ignorant about music. They also felt that the service 
seekers looked down on percussion - thinking that all types of percussion in different countries have 
similar playing methods is an insult to percussionists. The refusal was not because they have any 
negative impression of Japanese culture. 
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Summary: How Can Musicians Obtain More Guidons Performing Opportunities? 
From my observations and my own experiences of gaidong participation, a 
gaidong musician should fulfill at least a few of the following six requirements so 
that he/she is able to become popular and get more gaidong jobs: 1) he/she has to be 
a skillful player and be familiar with most of the gaidong repertoire; 2) he/she has 
multiple identities, overlapping two or more Chinese music circles; 3) he/she has to 
have a pleasant personality and be good in interpersonal skills; 4) he/she has to be 
well-disciplined and maintain a good record of being professional; 5) he/she should 
play an instrument that is important for gaidong but not common among musicians. 
For example, a sheng player will be less popular than a zheng player for gaidong 
performances. The yangqin is almost a must for gaidong ensembles, and there are not 
many skillful yangqin players in Hong Kong. Erhu and dizi are also essential 
instruments, but players of these instruments are relatively abundant. Therefore 
yangqin players will more frequently be invited to perform in performance gigs than 
erhu or dizi players; and finally, 6) for a gaidong performance which is the center of 
attention in certain occasions, younger and good-looking musicians are more popular. 
In many cases, female musicians are preferred. 
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Money vs. Dignity, Professional Ethics, and Competitions 
Although musicians consider playing gaidong as a job rather than as 
an artistic performance, and their main goal for playing gaidong is to earn some 
money, they still respect themselves as musicians and they still wish to enjoy 
attention from people. While most of the audiences, service seekers, and agents do 
treat the musicians as professionals, some others may just see them as ordinary 
employees or even as entertainers. Merriam also has similar views: “in our own 
society, it is said, we tend to compartmentalize the arts; that is, we stress the 
differences, or supposed differences, between 'pure，and 'applied' art, and between 
the 'artist' and the ‘commercial artist' or ‘craftsman，who are differentiated both iri 
role and function" (Merriam 1964:211). 
I shall discuss how the feedback from audiences affects the musicians in 
Chapter 4. In the last part of this chapter, I shall also demonstrate in detail the various 
kinds of behavior of service seekers and agents with respect to musicians. Now, I 
would like to focus on the psychology of gaidong musicians, and to discuss how they 
react under unfavorable situations. 
Service seekers may request gaidong musicians to play western classical 
music. They may also ask female musicians to wear sexy clothes. Different 
musicians have their own "bottom line，，for these issues. Some may be reluctant to 
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comply with the requests that they just refiise to take those jobs, while others may try 
to negotiate with the agents to make changes. 
In fact, some musicians disdain their gaidong jobs, especially when they 
have to perform in shopping malls, or low-class restaurants. Under such 
circumstances, they do not want to be recognized by people they know. 
Remuneration and Competition 
The remuneration for gaidong is not fixed, but the lower limit is around five 
hundred Hong Kong Dollars per person per hour. If the performance lasts for two to 
three hours, musicians may accept a lower rate, such as eight hundred dollars for a 
two-hour performance (i.e. four hundred dollars per hour), or even one thousand 
dollars in total for providing three hours of background music. However, a performer 
can also get as much as a thousand dollars for a performance of only 20 minutes. 
(See Appendix 1 for more information). 
Recently, the competition among agents and agent-musicians to get more 
gaidong jobs seems to have become more intense. The agents usually do not exactly 
know the payments asked for by other agents. Agent “A，，wil only know indirectly 
that someone has asked for a smaller payment and taken the job when the service 
seeker who originally approached A for a gaidong abruptly stops contacting him or 
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her. Moreover, this information will travel very fast, as musicians know each other. 
When a group of musicians has done a gaidong for a comparatively low fee, others 
will know this within days - unless the musicians involved intentionally keep it 
secret. In this way, A will also know how much their competition charged. 
To cope with the competition, some musicians may accept a cut-rate price 
(say, five hundred dollars for a three-hour gaidong) or agree to a “cheap-style’，(for 
example, wearing silly or sexy clothing that is embarrassing for musicians). Some 
agents may even hire secondary school students or musicians from the Mainland, 
because they will accept even lower payments. 1 3 
In contrast, many musicians and agent-musicians stand firm on receiving 
the "standard payment" (i.e. $500/hour minimum). They believe that musicians and 
agents should have an obligation to avoid undercutting, so as to protect the gaidong 
industry. Instead, musicians should focus on providing better music and visual 
quality in their gaidong performances, so as to attract more job offers. 
1 3 Students studying at secondary schools have lower technical levels, but nevertheless can legally do 
part-time work, as long as they are at the age of 16 or above; however, it is illegal to hire musicians 
from the Mainland who do not have working permits for Hong Kong. Musicians may be quite certain 
about the situation, but it is very difficult to sue the people involved, because if the agent is a Hong 
Kong citizen and he/she first receives the payment and then pays the Mainland musicians, the entire 
transaction is untraceable. 
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Service Seekers and Agents 
Service seekers are organizations or companies who search for 
gaidong performances. These organizations or companies can be categorized into 
governmental and non-governmental groups. The Hong Kong Government often 
employs various amateur orchestras and ensembles to provide entertainment and to 
promote Chinese music to the general public. The Leisure and Cultural Services 
Department (LCSD) is responsible for contacting music agents and orchestras. 
Performance gigs for the Government usually take place in public housing estates, 
public parks, public sports-grounds, or lobbies of town halls. 
The MLCO, the orchestra to which I belong, receives commissions from 
the LCSD for more than five gaidong each year (examples include gaidong numbers 
47，48，61，67，68, etc. in Appendix 1). 1 4 The orchestra receives less than ten 
thousand dollars for each performance.15 With the ga/Jo«g-player members' consent, 
the MLCO usually sets aside the remuneration to cover operational expenses of the 
orchestra instead of directly distributing it to its members. 1 6 The LCSD will also 
invite other orchestras and ensembles to play gaidong. Some of the orchestras may 
1 4 Refer to “List of Gaidong Performances in which the Author Participated" (Appendix 1), I 
participated in only two to three of their gaidong performances in a year because I did not have time 
to take part in some of the performances. 
1 5 i W a s the secretary of the MLCO committee from 2000 to 2004 and therefore I had access to 
reliable information on the orchestra. However, the LCSD contract required us to keep the 
remuneration confidential, and thus I can only give some general data rather than the exact amounts. 
1 6 The operational expenses include the monthly rent for the rehearsal venue, welfare for members, 
buying and repairing the musical instruments, copying fee for musical scores, etc. 
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use the payment following the same practice as the MLCO, while others may share 
the money out among the orchestra members who had played the gaidong. 
The LCSD will sign a contract with the orchestra for each gaidong 
months before the performance takes place. The contract lists all the details of the 
performance and requires the orchestra to provide suggested repertoire. The contract 
also states that if there is heavy rain or extremely hot or cold weather, the outdoor 
performance will be cancelled. If the LCSD notifies the orchestra of a cancelled 
performance at least one day in advance, they will not have to pay for the 
performance. Otherwise, if the notification is given less than four hours beforehand, 
the LCSD will pay ten percent of the remuneration to cover the orchestra's expenses. 
If the performance is cancelled while in progress (usually due to heavy rain), the 
LCSD will still pay the orchestra in full, because the latter has already arranged the 
whole performance. 
Other Service Seekers 
Service seekers can be restaurant owners or managers who seek 
background music. They can also be public relations personnel who would like to 
have entertainment for their annual dinners or for the opening or closing ceremonies 
of some events. Hotels or shopping malls often like to organize special activities for 
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festive occasions and celebrations. In these cases, they will also need to seek gaidong 
service, and the department of that hotel or shopping mall which is responsible for 
organizing events will arrange it. Moreover, some people like to have live Chinese 
music performances for their traditional wedding banquet, and they may ask the 
manager of the restaurant to find musicians to perform for them. 
The service seekers mentioned above can either directly contact an 
agent-musician who routinely performs and organizes gaidong for several hotels and 
restaurants, or, if they do not have any contacts of their own they may ask a 
production house or agency to find some musicians. 
Production houses or agencies are registered companies specializing 
in organizing entertainment activities for other organizations and firms. These 
activities range from magic, clowns, and martial arts to Chinese and western music 
and various types of dances. These agencies may draw commissions from musicians' 
payments, or they may simply ask the service seekers for a fee in exchange for the 
service. 
As we have already seen, musicians can also be the agents. There are 
mainly three types of agent-musicians. The first type is the one described before, a 
key musician who participates in many music organizations and knows a lot of other 
musicians. This type of musician-agent may or may not take a part of the 
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remuneration from the musicians as commission. If the service seeker is particularly 
generous, the agent may also ask for an administrative fee. 
The second type of agent-musicians sets up non-profit organizations to 
handle gaidong jobs. Most service seekers would not mind whether the 
agent-musician has an agency, but the LCSD requires the agent to register as a 
"society," which has to obey the rules under the Societies Ordinance, Common Laws 
17 
of Hong Kong in order to get bookings for governmental gaidong performances. I 
set up a non-profit society Spring Morning Music Workshop with two zheng 
musicians and organized three performances in October 2004 (see appendix 1， 
numbers 69 - 71). Originally, the remuneration for each musician in each 
performance was $400，but the workshop took five percent as commission and 
therefore the payment was actually $380 per gaidong per person. I had discussed this 
with the musicians involved before the performance and they all agreed to the 
arrangement. 
The third type of agent-musicians are also the heads of their own 
music-learning centers. There are currently two agent-musicians of this kind who 
contact me quite frequently for gaidong performances. These two women are zheng 
musicians who graduated from APA. For service seekers who do not know any 
1 7 By CAP 151 Societies Ordinance, Section 2 - Interpretation. 
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musicians, these music-learning centers give them the easiest access to finding music 
performances, because the music centers are usually located in densely populated 
residential areas. 
The main difference between governmental and non-governmental service 
seekers is that the musicians are able to enjoy much more protection when they play 
gaidong for the Government, because they will sign a contract before the gaidong 
takes place. Usually, there are no contracts signed for most non-governmental 
gaidong performances. I have experienced the inconvenience when service seekers 
and agents backed out from their service request last-minute. In December 2004, a 
trading company posted a notice in the CUHK music department asking for a 
gaidong performance for its company's annual dinner. I called Miss "L" who was 
responsible for organizing the event. We discussed what they needed and the kind of 
music I could provide, and she asked me to meet her at her office. During the 
meeting, I also presented the planned gaidong arrangement to other senior staff of the 
company. They all seemed satisfied with my presentation and showed their 
willingness to have the gaidong show. However, after two weeks, when I had already 
contacted all the musicians and had made all the other arrangements, L called me one 
afternoon and told me that her company could not afford the payment I had requested. 
They had found another performance group to perform in place of us. 
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A similar situation happened soon after. In late March 2005，an agent from 
an agency I did not previously know asked me to provide a one-hour yangqin solo 
gaidong for an opening ceremony of a Chinese restaurant, which was going to take 
place on April 4. She offered me $1000 as remuneration, and I agreed. On the day 
before the performance, I wondered why she had not called me to remind me of and 
to confirm the performance (which is expected by all gaidong musicians), and 
therefore I called her. She told me that the restaurant had chosen someone else 
instead of me to perform, and she apologized. I was naturally quite angry at that 
moment, because I was sure that she would not have informed me of the change had 
I not called her. 
Even when musicians manage to avoid gaidong cancellation at the last 
minute, payments for the work might not be as prompt as one would like it to be. I 
also once received the payment from an agent-musician only a year after the 
performance. This particular agent-musician owed a lot of musicians gaidong 
payments due to his own financial and personal problems. Many musicians could not 
get their payments either, because he would keep on postponing the payments or he 
would simply avoid receiving phone calls. Some musicians would also rather not 
chase after him because they still treated him as a friend and felt embarrassed to ask 
him for the money. I received my payment only because my debt was relatively small 
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(one thousand dollars, while he owed some musicians more than five thousand 
dollars), and also because I kept calling him. 
As one can see, gaidong musicians generally will have no protection under 
unfavorable conditions, especially in the case of non-governmentally commissioned 
gaidong. Perhaps these musicians should unite and form a union, so that they could 
set up a contract system with the aid of legal professionals. This way, gaidong 
musicians could enjoy a more favorable and fair working environment, and agents 
and service seekers could also have a more systematic way to approach gaidong 
musicians. 
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Chapter III 
The Music of Gaidong 
The music of Gaidong varies depending on the occasion. The choices of 
music may be determined by service seekers, musicians, or in some cases, the 
audience. In general, the most popular selections are traditional Chinese folk tunes, 
Cantonese music, the shidaiqu, and some old pop tunes.1 Recently, more and more 
service seekers request gaidong musicians to play pop songs or music that is 
composed especially for that particular occasion. Sometimes, musicians need to 
arrange the new pieces by themselves and may ask for extra payments for this 
additional work. 
Very often, most of the pieces musicians play are based on melodies 
written in cipher notation. Musicians need to be able to improvise based on the 
skeletal melodies depending on the common “role” of different instruments in an 
ensemble or orchestra. This chapter will give a detailed discussion of the music of 
gaidong and the interactive relationship between gaidong music and musicians. 
1 People in Hong Kong usually call the old pop tunes as "golden oldies", even though these tunes 
emerged in the 1960s to 1970s, which is much more later than shidaiqu. 
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Repertoire 
Gaidong musicians need to be ready to play more than a hundred 
different pieces in order to be qualified for the job. These pieces can be grouped into 
four major categories: Cantonese music, traditional instrumental music, modern 
instrumental pieces, and vocal pieces. 
Actually, there are various ways to categorize music. For example, 
different scholars set different criteria to distinguish between "traditional" and 
"modern". Some pieces are also very hard to fit into one category. For instance, 
"Bubugao" ("Stepping Higher,"步步高）and "Caiyun Zhui Yue，，("Colourful Clouds 
Chasing the Moon,"彩雲追月）have recently been rearranged into popular songs, 
but they were originally Cantonese music and modern instrumental music, 
respectively. Also, Deng Lijun's (Teresa Teng) song "Manbu Renshenglu" ("Strolling 
Along the Path of Life,"漫步人生路）was originally a Japanese pop song 
上手，” sung by Nakajima Miyuki. In my discussion here, I have categorized the 
pieces according to the way in which they first appeared to Chinese audiences. In 
fact, in all the gaidong fake books, the pieces are arranged in seemingly random 
order and there are no subdivisions for genres. 
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Cantonese Music {Guangdong yinyue) 
Cantonese music originated in Guangdong Province and Hong Kong. The 
music is popular among the listeners of gaidong music because it is both familiar and, 
in a sense, ‘‘classical.，，Stephen Jones (1995) has made the following observation: 
The popularity of Cantonese music, the most widely known genre of Chinese 
instrumental music since the 1920s, both in China and abroad, is largely based on the 
thriving entertainment music of the cities of Guangzhou and Hong Kong in the 1920s 
and 1930s. (Jones 1995:344) 
This popular genre has developed for no more than two hundred years 
(Hung 1984:1). Most pieces were composed by musician-composers such as Lii 
Wencheng (呂文成），Qiu Hechou (丘鹤儔），and He Liutang (何柳堂）from the 
1920s to 1940s (Ibid.). These composers were active during the first half of the 
twentieth century, and most of them lived and worked in Hong Kong. Though 
"Cantonese music" can describe a music that is common to all the millions of people 
living in the Canton region of China, most of the repertoire came from Hong Kong: 
Hong Kong has been an important center for Cantonese music since the rapid 
musical innovations early this century. Many of the great musicians of the 1920s 
and 1930s lived or worked regularly in Hong Kong. (Jones 1995: 344) 
These composers' numerous, famous works include Qiu He-chou's "Yule 
Shengping" (“Celebrating a Peaceful Time,"娛樂昇平)，He Liutang's “Xai Long 
Duo Jin，，（“Dragons Boats Racing to Win,，’ 賽龍奪錦）’ and Lii Wencheng's 
"Bubugao." These pieces were first composed as instrumental pieces, but later lyrics 
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were added and they were sung as Cantonese popular songs. For example, "Pinghu 
Qiuyue，，("Calm Lake and the Autumn Moon，，，平湖秋月），composed by Lii 
Wencheng in the 1920s, was adapted with lyrics and has become the song ‘‘Youlong 
Xi Feng" ("Traveling Dragon [Emperor] Tricking a Phoenix [a Woman]，，，遊龍戲 
凰)• This is a common practice, and both versions can be popular at the same time. 
Historically, Hong Kong was under British rule from 1842 to 1997. After 
the "handover" of power from the British to the Chinese government in 1997，Hong 
Kong has been named a "Special Administrative Region，，. Although the region was 
under foreign rule for such a long time, Hong Kong was geographically considered 
by local people to be part of Guangdong Province, and a culturally very active part at 
that. Hong Kong was where musicians amalgamated the East and the West, and 
freely created the music that was to influence all of Guangdong and even other parts 
of China. Stephen Jones has the following observation: 
Cantonese music incorporated Western features extensively in the 1920s and 
1930s on the basis of its traditional music. Hong Kong was also a leading center for this 
new music, which was popular both in the towns and in the villages. Its popularity was 
partly a result of its innovative synthesis of Chinese and modern Western elements, just 
as propounded by theorists of Chinese culture since the Opium Wars in the 
mid-nineteenth century. Cantonese music spread to major cities throughout China, and 
was particularly popular in Shanghai and Tianjin. (Jones 1995:40) 
Nowadays, one can always find musicians playing and singing Cantonese 
music in nightclubs, teahouses, or booths in parks�Audiences like to listen to music 
that is familiar, and Cantonese music is therefore always a very important genre for 
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gaidong and other performance context in Hong Kong. 
Traditional Instrumental Music 
Traditional instrumental music played in gaidong usually refers to Jiangnan 
Silk and Bamboo music (Jiangnan Sizhu). There are many other instrumental genres 
in other regions of China, such as shifan luogu (originating from Taoist ritual and 
opera in the Jiangsu region [Jones 1995:253]) and Nanguan (most popular in Fujian 
Province and Taiwan, also originating from operatic music [Jones 1995: 297]). 
However, since percussion and wind instruments occupy central role in shifan luogu, 
it would be inappropriate for them to be played in quiet restaurants, where people 
only want background music. Owners of restaurants do not want to disturb their 
clients with loud music. In contrast, Jiangnan Silk and Bamboo music is originally 
“the music played in the tea-houses and leisure-centres of Shanghai" (Jones 1995: 
270). This music played mainly by stringed instruments is softer, and thus is more 
comfortable to listen to and appropriate to be played in dining places. Moreover, the 
musical style, the tunings, and the instruments used in nanguan are very different 
from Jiangnan sizhu and Guangdong yinyue, while the latter two genres are much 
closer in styles. Therefore nanguan music is usually not chosen to be performed in 
gaidong. 
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Apart from its serene character, Jiangnan Silk and Bamboo music is 
popular for gaidong performances because of its heterophonic nature. J. Lawrence 
Witzleben has summarized the following descriptions of the multi-layer of sounds 
created in Jiangnan Silk and Bamboo: 
The characteristic musical texture of Jiangnan sizhu is an example of what Western 
scholars call heterophony, defined by Peter Cooke as "simultaneous variation, accidental or 
deliberate, of what is identified as the same melody". Most definitions of heterophony are 
compatible with Cooke"s; William Malm, for example, describes it as "music in which the different 
parts are performing the same tune at the same time, but each part is making its own melodic or 
rhythmic variants of it.’’ (Witzleben 1995:104, quoting Cooke 1980:537 and Malm 1977:10) 
Witzleben also states that there are at least nine types of variations in 
Jiagnan sizhu, such as ‘‘thematic variation," "structurally related variation," 
"individual variation," and so on (Ibid.: p.89-92).2 As musicians play variations 
based on a skeletal melody, they are free to play the music in a variety of ways 
according to the number of musicians playing in the gaidong at the moment. For 
example, if the gaidong consists of only two performers playing an erhu and a 
yangqin, they may add more ornaments to the melody to make the music sound 
richer. But if the gaidong team has ten performers, with two erhu, a zhonghu, a 
yangqin, two pipa, a zheng, a man, a dizi, and a sheng, musicians may play fewer 
variations since the sound is already rich enough with such an instrumental 
combination. 
2 For example, "thematic variation" means to develop or transform a melody or fragment within a 
single piece; "structurally related variation" is to derive from new pieces or sections a preexistent 
mother tune of pieces (Ibid. p89); "individual variation" is "the differences among musicians" 
renditions of a piece" (Ibid, p92). 
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Musicians themselves have a number of favorite Jiangnan Silk and 
Bamboo pieces. "Zizhu Diao’，( "Purple Bamboo Melody，，，紫竹調）is one of the 
most popular choices for two main reasons. First, the piece is familiar to most Hong 
Kong residents as it is frequently broadcast during Chinese New Year in department 
stores and supermarkets. Second, the piece is flexible in duration. It is rather short 
(only fifty seconds are needed to play it one time), but conventionally it can be 
repeated up to five times, with dizi, erhu, and plucked string instruments taking turns 
to play the main theme in the middle three sections and with all instruments playing 
the main theme in the first and the last repetition. However, playing it one to four 
times is also possible, and the music can be easily rounded-off with a ritardanto. 
Therefore, when a gaidong performance is coming to an end with only a few minutes 
left, musicians will often play "Zizhu Diao" so that the music can be stopped at 
anytime. 
Audiences also love to hear the Jiangnan piece "Chunjiang Hua Yue Ye" 
("Evening of Spring, River, Flowers, and the Moon",春江花月夜）.Tang 
Disheng (唐滌生 1917-1959)，the highly acclaimed playwright of Cantonese opera, 
adapted the ancient tune to become "Jianhe Chaiyuan" ("Swords Back Together and 
the Hairpin Returns",劍合釵圓)，the most popular piece in his opera Zichaiji {The 
Story of the Purple Hairpin 紫釵記），so most Cantonese people find "Chunjiang Hua 
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Yue Ye，，to be familiar when they hear the instrumental version. From the 
performers" point of view, "Chunjiang Hua Yue Ye，，is also flexible in length, so they 
can skip some of the middle sections of the long, multi-sectional piece when they are 
asked to shorten the performance. 
Modern Instrumental Music 
Modern instrumental music refers to the pieces composed since the 
founding of the Peoples' Republic of China (PRC) in 1949. As composers were 
influenced by the trend of westernization, most of the new works were orchestrated 
and harmonized. Audiences usually find these pieces to be more familiar then 
traditional ones because the music is livelier. These works are also frequently 
broadcast on radio and television (as background music), especially during 
traditional festivals such as Chinese New Year, the Tuen Ng Festival, and the 
Mid-autumn Festival. 
In every gaidong, musicians choose shorter pieces with faster tempos, so as 
to boost the atmosphere and make the audience become more excited. "Xiyangyang" 
("Happiness,"喜洋洋）is the piece most frequently chosen. If the size of the 
ensemble is larger (more than ten, for example), and if the band has percussionists, 
‘‘Wushu，，("Martial Arts,"武術）and "Jinshe Kwuangwu" ( "Golden Snake 
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Dancing in Frenzy，” 金蛇狂舞）are be two of the favorite choices. Originating from 
the dance drama Dagger Society (小刀會）’ "Gong Wu" ("Sword Dance，，，弓舞）is 
also a popular choice, not only because the piece is familiar to audiences, but also 
because it is quite long (last for about five minutes if all the sections are repeated), 
and thus the musician would not have to change the pieces from one and other too 
frequently - in fact, musicians would prefer longer pieces, but of course these pieces 
also have a lively mood so that the audiences would not be bored. 
Vocal Music 
Vocal music played in gaidong includes folk songs and popular songs. Folk 
songs are regarded as traditional vocal music, most of these pieces having no known 
composers. "Molihua" (“Jasmine Blossom，’，茉莉花），‘Cai Cha" (“Tea Picking," 
採茶），"Lanhuacao" ("Orchid grass,"蘭花草）are examples of Han Chinese folk 
songs that are played in a gaidong.3 Folk songs from the Uyghur (Weiwuerzu,維 
吾爾族）and other minority groups in Xinjiang such as “Zaina Yaoyuande Difang" 
(“At that Far Away Place,"在那遙遠的地方），"Xianqi Nidi Gaitou Lai" ( ‘‘Lifting 
Your Veil,"掀起你的蓋頭來），and "Huanlede Qingnian" (“Happy Youths,"歡樂 
3 China has altogether fifty-six ethnic groups. The Han (漢族）comprise ninety-two percent of the 
total population, while the Uyghur comprises less than one percent of the total population. 
Nevertheless, the latter group forms the majority population (forty-two percent) in Xinjiang Province, 
and has had a considerable cultural influence to other parts of China. 
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的青年）are also very popular choices.4 
Musicians also perform folk songs from other countries, especially if there 
are some festivals or special occasions. For example, if the gaidong takes place on 
Christmas Eve, musicians will probably play Silent Night. On the other hand, if the 
gaidong is arranged for a group of Japanese tourists, musicians may play "Sakura". 
In the first few years when I started to play performance gigs, the only pop 
songs we played were those originally sung in Mandarin. The very famous female 
singer Deng Lijun's (受P 麗君）songs were the most popular choices. Almost all 
Chinese people in the pan-Chinese diasporas are familiar with Deng's "Danyuan Ren 
Changjiu" ( "Wishing for Long Friendship,"但願人長久），"Yueliang Daibiao 
Wode Xin，，（“The Moon Speaks for My Heart",月亮代表我的心），“Yelaixiang，， 
("Fragrant in the Night",夜來香），"Xiaocheng Gushi" ( "The Story of a Small 
Town,"小城故事)，"Tianmimi" ( "Sweet as Honey,"甜蜜蜜），etc. On the other 
hand, playing shidaiqu is also a very marketable choice. Examples of this genres 
include “Heri Junzailai" ( "When Will You Come Again,"何日君再來），"Tianya 
Genu" ( “A Song Girl in a Harsh World,’，天涯歌女），“Mingyue Qianli Jixiangsi" 
( " T h e Bright Moon Sending Thoughts Through a Thousand Miles,"明月千里寄 
4 The pieces originated in the northwestern part of China including Xinjiang, Sichuan, and Qinghai 
Provinces. They were collected, changed and Hanizized with Chinese lyrics by Wang Luobin (王洛 賓)• In fact, the origins of these songs stirred up controversies in the mid-1990s as Wang claimed 
himself as the composer (Liu 2000:8-9，Yu 1995), while many people, including those from the 
Uyghur minorities and other composers in China, argued that the pieces are all folk songs and Wang 
was merely the collector (Chen 1995，Yu 1995). Nevertheless, these pieces are now generally 
understood by the public to be Uyghur folk songs, or even more generally as Chinese folk songs. 
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相思），and ‘‘Yeshanghai，，("Evening in Shanghai,，，夜上海）. 
Recently, under the influence of the Twelve Girls Band (who will be 
discussed in Chapter Five), there are an increasing number of service seekers asking 
the gaidong musicians to play Cantonese popular songs. Although the Twelve Girls 
Band does not play any Cantonese pop songs, it always uses Chinese musical 
instruments to play western and Chinese popular musics, and this may have given an 
idea to local service seekers, who in turn request gaidong groups to play some pop 
music of which they are familiar. I have performed songs like "Wode Jiaoao" (“My 
Pride",我的驕傲，sung by Joey Yung), “Shall We Talk" (sung by Eason Chan), and 
"Fengzheng yu Feng" ("Kite and the Wind,"風箏與風，by Twins, a group of two 
female singers). As the melodic flow of these pop songs is rather syncopated, special 
arrangements and part scores for individual instruments are needed. I will discuss 
these arrangements in the latter part of the chapter. 
“Pop songs" also include non-Chinese songs. Along with eleven other 
musicians, I once played the western popular song “I Believe I Can Fly" for an 
annual dinner of a bank. The song is the company's theme song, and on that occasion, 
we were asked to accompany a group of people singing in the program. A detailed 
description of this performance gig is in Chapter Five. Most musicians have an open 
attitude towards playing all sorts of music. 
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Although they come from different backgrounds, all the music from the 
four categories shares the same characteristics: ordinary people find these types of 
music familiar and easy to listen to. At the same time, musicians choose to play these 
pieces because they have already mastered them and can play the music effortlessly. 
Some of the pieces have remained popular over time, while others were discarded 
when musicians and audiences no longer found them to be ear-catching and 
fashionable. 
Collections of Pieces-The Guidons “Fake Book，， 
The experience of playing gaidong has prompted some musicians to 
attempt to simplify their work They have generously passed on their suggestions to 
their colleagues, and the latter, in turn, passed their work on to the newcomers. 
These "works" are books of music scores written in cipher notations. They are 
collections of the pieces that are most often played in gaidong. These portable scores 
have made the job of playing gaidongs, sometimes with players whom one has never 
met, much easier. One only has to say, "Let'splay the 'Joyful Song!" and the rest of 
the ensemble will quickly turn to the same edition of the piece, with no fear of each 
playing their own versions. 
Throughout my participation of gaidong in the past ten years, I have seen 
and used mainly three of these gaidong fake books. Two of them are called “Gaidong 
Po” (literally Gaidong scorebook) and the “Blue Score:’ The third is an album of 
scores prepared by the amateur orchestra of which I am a current member. There are 
also scores from other sources, but I believe the three samples I have chosen best 
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reflect the general features oigaidong fake books. 
Because these gaidong fake books are not available to most readers, and 
because they represent the notational practices of gaidong musicians, I have included 
the Gaidong Po and the Blue Score at the end of the thesis as Supplementary 
Materials. 
The Gaidong Po 
The Gaidong Po was written by Chan Kamkei, a very experienced gaidong 
huqin player. Now in his late sixties, Kei-suk (lit. Uncle Kei, which is the way many 
musicians refer to him) is half-retired. He was my agent when I first started to do 
gaidong in hotels. My first yangqin teacher, Ng Chiushing introduced me to work 
with Uncle Kei because Ng was getting too busy to do this kind of part-time work. 
After about eight times oigaidong performances, our collaboration ended, as I had to 
prepare for public examinations.5 
I used the Gaidong Po in my first gaidong at a hotel. It was spiral-bound, 
with a cardboard cover, and with a table of contents at the front. As one can see in the 
table of contents, the selections in the Gaidong Po seem to be listed without any 
consideration of categorization. However, when I visited Uncle Kei recently and 
asked him about it, he told me that this is not the case. His consideration in arranging 
5 Please refer to appendix I. Nos. 5-12 are the gaidong, which Uncle Kei and I worked together. There 
maybe some more, but my old schedule did not record very clearly. 
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the order of the pieces was to help the listeners to keep their attention on the music so 
they would not be bored. Therefore, he placed the pieces in the order of varying 
tempos. For example, the tempo of piece number 16 "Zizhu Diao，，（紫竹調）is 
around 89 beats per minute (bpm), and that of number 17 "Erquan Ying Yue，，（二泉 
映月）is 57 bpm (thus slower), then number 18 "Zou Ma"(走馬）is 89 bpm (faster 
again), and number 19 "Kongque Kaiping"(孑L雀開屏）is 75bpm. 
Uncle Kei wrote the Gaidong Po around 1988 to 1990 (he did not 
remember the exact date). By that time, he had come to Hong Kong to play gaidong 
for about ten years.7 He found that the musicians consumed too much time in 
choosing the pieces during gaidong, and also that the scores they used were different. 
He was not happy about this, and was afraid that it would give a bad impression to 
tourists. Therefore, he compiled this collection of scores. He chose these one hundred 
and twenty-six pieces to be in the collection because he found that these pieces were 
most suitable for small ensembles to perform. Hoping to suit all the tourists' and 
6 Tempos are given by Uncle Kei. In the interview, he gave me a new version of Gaidong Po, and he 
named it as Guangyu Zhongyue (光宇中樂）.Completed in 2003，this new version was typed and 
edited with the aid of computer software. The order of the pieces in this new version has been 
re-arranged. Uncle has also indicated the tempos of each piece. However, this new version has not 
been widely used by other musicians and therefore it is not included in my thesis. 
7 Uncle Kei was born in Taishan (台山)，Guangdong Province. He studied the erhu and the gaohu in 
Guangzhou Yinyue ZhuankeXuexiao {lit. Guangzhou Music Professional School 廣州音樂專科學&， 
which was later renamed as Xinghai Yinyue Xueyuan 星海音樂學院）and graduated in 1962. He came 
to Hong Kong and got a job to perform regularly in Songcheng (宋城)，which was a place having fake 
ancient Chinese castles, palaces, and Southern-style buildings for tourists to visit. He also had regular 
performances at night in Chinese style nightclubs from 1984 to 1990. Starting from 1990, he began to 
play gaidong in various hotels. However, Uncle Kei does not consider those performances to be 
gaidong. Rather, he calls them "Chinese style performances"(“中國式表演” in Chinese). In his 
interpretation, gaidong only refers to performances which take places on streets. 
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listeners' tastes, the pieces included Cantonese music, popular vocal pieces, and also 
folk songs from different regions of China, as well as from different countries in the 
world. 
Most of the pieces in the book have only the main melodies written out -
without any pre-determined harmonized parts added below. The melodies in cipher 
notation are in neat and clear hand-written style. For some of the pieces like “Yu Ge" 
(No. 14 in the Gaidong Po) (“Fishing Song，，’ 漁歌)，Zhui Yue，，(No. 43) (“Chasing 
the Moon，，，追月），and "Mumin Xinge" (No. 89) ("New Song of Herdsman，，，牧民 
新歌)，there are simple accompaniment suggestions under the melodies. 
I got my own copy of the Gaidong Po not from Uncle Kei，but from a 
friend from my own generation. His name is Ricky Yeung, and he is also an active 
gaidong participant. This Gaidong Po has fifty-four more songs and pieces (nos. 
127-181) than the "original" score which Uncle Kei had created. Most of the newly 
added works are popular vocal pieces - Deng Lijun was the singer of many of these 
popular songs. Examples of her songs include "Xiaocheng Gushi" (no. 155) ("The 
Story of a Small Town,’，小城故事)，“Manbu Renshenglu" (no. 171), and "Wangji 
Ta，，(no. 173) ("Forget Him，’，忘記他).“Huanle Ge，，，the most frequently played 
Jiangnan Sizhu piece, is also added. 
The enrichment of the content of Gaidong Po indicates that that the use of 
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this scorebook is widespread. Nowadays, almost all gaidong participants have a copy 
of the Gaidong Po. Different gaidong groups add more songs and pieces that may 
suit their tastes and needs. The contents are altered through time, reflecting the fact 
that audiences need new music. Moreover, musicians now seldom follow the order of 
pieces in the gaidong po and they only choose to play the pieces they are most 
familiar with. This is probably because Uncle Kei used to play regular, hourly 
gaidong performances at only one to two venues, but recent gaidong situations have 
so many varieties that musicians has to change their choices of music every time so 
as to fulfill different demands. 
Nevertheless, many pieces from the original version are still appropriate 
for most gaidong situations. A conductor of a primary school Chinese orchestra 
recently copied some of the Christmas songs from the book for a hastily prepared 
performance, because those pieces with monophonic melodies were easier for 
• o children to handle. 
The Blue Score 
The score was written by Ng Chiushing (吳朝勝)，a well-known musician, 
conductor, arranger, and composer in Chinese music circles in Hong Kong. Ng is 
also a cofounder of the Hong Kong Juvenile and Youth Chinese Classical Orchestra 
8 Uncle Kei does not mind the mass copying of the Gaidong Po without his consent. In the prologue 
of Guangyu Zhongyue (his new version of Gaidong Po), he also welcomes other musicians to use the 
scorebook, and to give comments and opinions to him. At the same time, however, he urges them to 
respect themselves and not copy the scorebook without his consent. 
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(HKJYCCO), and he is the conductor and producer of every one of their concerts. He 
compiled the Blue Score around 1994 to fill the needs of the increasing number of 
gaidong performances the HKJYCCO had to perform. The orchestra usually sends 
around ten to fifteen members to perform in each gaidong. 
The first time I got hold of the Blue Score was around 1996，when I had 
been a member of the HKJYCCO for three years. At that time, the score had 
twenty-five pieces. Since then, Ng has added fourteen more pieces. Most of the 
selections are folk songs, Cantonese music, and arranged instrumental music. 
"Huanyin Wuqu" (no. 23 in Contents of the Blue Score, Appendix _ ) (“Happy 
Dance Song，，，歡欣舞曲）is Ng's own work. All the pieces are clearly written in 
cipher notation. The major difference between Chan's Gaidong Po and Ng's Blue 
Score is that the pieces in the latter were arranged (except for six Cantonese pieces), 
either in four parts (winds, bowed strings, plucked strings, and bass; or winds and 
bowed strings for the melody, with plucked strings, bass, and percussion) or in three 
parts (winds and bowed strings on the same part, with plucked strings, and bass). In 
other words, the scores resemble the full scores for string quartets/trios in western 
classical music. The fonts are small, but are nevertheless easy to follow. 
Ng specified all the arrangements instead of letting orchestra members 
improvise during performance, because most of these members are secondary school 
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students. They do not have enough experience or knowledge to freely make 
variations from melodies. Undoubtedly, it was wiser to let them to follow a score. 
Ng is the conductor of numerous school orchestras. He sometimes uses the 
Blue Score for training students or for preparing performances or inter-school 
competitions. In recent years many Chinese music conductors and instrument 
teachers, most of them Ng，s students, use the pieces in the Blue Score, since the parts 
are technically appropriate for a children's level. It is also very convenient to 
duplicate the scores, as teachers can simply have the students play from the fiill score, 
which has at most two pages, and also conduct from the same score. 
The MLCO Gaidong Album 
I joined the Hong Kong Music Lovers Chinese Orchestra (MLCO) in 
August 1999. My first task in the orchestra was to perform in a gaidong which took 
place in Aberdeen (appendix I，no.20). For this Gaidong, the MLCO gave me a copy 
of the MLCO Gaidong Album. According to the librarians of the MLCO, the album 
first appeared around 1987 or 1988. Before then the scores were kept in manila 
folders for individual members of the orchestra. The latest version of the album was 
made around 1995 or 1996. The scores in this version are neatly held in a PVC folder 
with transparent pockets inside. This latest version is still being used today. 
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The MLCO uses the Gaidong Album only in performance gigs taking place 
in parks, sports grounds, foyers in town halls, and recreational areas of housing 
estates. They consider these occasions to be relatively informal when compared to 
performances in concert halls. The orchestra has a different set of folders keeping 
scores for particular concert series. All these scores are kept in the headquarters of 
MLCO which is a converted industrial loft, where the members of the orchestra 
rehearse and keep their communal belongings. Members are not allowed to take 
away the scores for other purposes without asking the MLCO committee in advance. 
In their more formal performances, the MLCO plays pieces that are longer 
and technically more demanding. The orchestra also often features new compositions 
in these performances. In contrast, the pieces played in gaidongs are shorter, easier to 
play, and more familiar to ordinary people. 
Almost all the pieces in the MLCO gaidong album are arranged 
instrumental pieces (except that nos. 41-48 are Cantonese music, see Appendix 4, 
Contents of the MLCO Gaidong Score), and each type of instrument has its own part 
scores in its own album. This is the most distinctive feature of the album, when 
compared to the “one book fits all" design of the other major fake books. The reason 
behind this special design was that the MLCO was founded by a group of people 
who were members of the Youth Chinese Orchestra. By the time they established the 
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MLCO, they had already mastered a sizeable ensemble repertoire. They did not need 
to have rehearsals before each gaidong, as the pieces were all very familiar to them. 
In fact, only orchestras that have relatively stable membership are suitable for 
playing part scores in gaidong, because such practice requires a high sense of 
co-operation, which is quite unlikely to be found in ad hoc ensembles. Using part 
scores also implies the gaidong group is relatively large (usually more than twenty 
people, as these instrumental pieces are usually arranged in at least ten parts), while 
two performers would be enough for using gaidong po. 
Similar to the Gaidong Po and the Blue Score, the MLCO album has had 
new pieces added every few years. For example, the children songs "Tiao Feiji" (no. 
29) ("Hopscotch," lit. jumping airplane,跳飛機）and "Xiangjiao Chuan" (no. 28) 
("Banana Boat,"香蕉船）were added in 2000. 
氺 氺 氺 
Every gaidong fake book has its unique history and style, yet they all share 
the following features. First, new pieces are added into the book to create freshness 
for this audience and to maintain each gaidong group's ability to compete with others. 
Second, the pieces in these fake books are all very popular among tourists and 
ordinary Hong Kong citizens. The tables of contents (see Appendices 2 to 4) of the 
three gaidong fake books have indicated the genres of which the pieces belong to 
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according to my own way of classification. As one can see from Table 3.1，all the 
three gaidong fake books contain mostly Cantonese music, modern instrumental 
music, and folk songs. 
Third, however, it seems that no one is concerned about the copyright issue 
of these songs. For those arranged pieces, the arrangers (like Uncle Kei and Ng 
Chiushing) cannot control the widespread photocopying of their writings. Ironically, 
these arrangers would rather not try to stop the copying, as the legal process is too 
time consuming and financially unfeasible. Although the MLCO gaidong score 
albums are well kept at the rehearsal venue, other orchestras in Hong Kong have 
indeed acquired some of these pieces arrangements and can play them whenever they 
want to. In other words, the MLCO does not own those pieces in the MLCO Gaidong 
Score. The orchestras and ensembles in Hong Kong usually are not very concerned 
about intellectual property rights. They feel that if the music has good quality, it 
should be spread to other music circles; therefore, they seldom limit the exchange of 
music between different music groups. 
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Genre Number of Pieces 
Gaidong Po* The MLCO gaidong Blue Score 
Score Album 
Cantonese Music 40(3) 15 7 
Modern Instrumental Music 22(1) 21 15 
Traditional Instrumental Music 3 (4) 3 1 
Vocal Music (Folk) 14(3) 11 12 
Vocal music (Non-Chinese) 15(0) 2 0 
Vocal Music (Pop) 19 (45) 0 4 
Vocal Music (Others) 2 (0) 0 0 
Unidentified 10(0) 0 0 
Total 125 + (56)= 181 52 39 
*Pieces added by other musicians other than Uncle Kei 
Table 3.1 A Table of Pieces by Genre 
New Pieces, New Arrangements 
Sometimes service seekers may ask the musicians to play songs that will fit 
the atmosphere they want to create in the show, or to fulfill other special needs. If the 
musicians do not have the scores, then they have to write and arrange them especially 
for a particular gaidong. Service seekers will often pay the extra arrangement fee. 
Recently I played a gaidong with four other musicians for a Buddhist 
Ceremony (see Appendix 1, no. 79). As they required us to accompany a group of 
monks' chanting, our agent-musician had to transcribe the required piece from a 
cassette recording and make some simple arrangements. We had a rehearsal with the 
monks the day before the ceremony. 
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Last year I played a gaidong for a wedding banquet of a friend of mine. 
She asked me to play "Danyuan Renchangjiu，’ ("Wishing for Long 
Friendship/Relationship",但原頁人長久)，the song she loves the most. For the sake of 
having a better result (I did not want to make her disappointed, and I was doing this 
for free), I made a brief arrangement for the song beforehand. The style of writing I 
used was similar to Ng，s Blue Score, with the melody line on top, the harmonic and 
rhythmic part in the middle row, and the bass at the bottom. 
The arrangement made in the first case is context-specific (considering the 
nature of the Buddhist chanting piece),. and probably will not be used again. 
Rehearsals are usually needed for such arrangements. In contrast, the arrangement 
made in the second case is a general one, and therefore the piece can be used again in 
other gaidong, no matter how big or small the size of the band are. Also, the piece is 
very popular and has a higher “reusable value". 
Choices of Music 
Since gaidong performances have more to do with making a living than 
with artistic expression, it is quite easy for the musicians to decide on the program. 
Generally speaking, the longer the duration of a particular gaidong, the more relaxed 
the musicians are in their choice of music. The reasons for this are as follows: if the 
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program is supposed to be only fifteen minutes long, the musician will would expect 
the audience to pay attention to the sudden appearance of music; whereas if the 
program is supposed to be an hour long, it will be more likely that the audience will 
regard the music as merely background sound. Deciding a program is also easy for 
the performers because they know that the service seekers usually do not possess in 
depth knowledge of the music, and therefore they do not feel pressure to be at their 
best technically and artistically. 
Generally speaking, for gaidong performances that last less than half an 
hour, the programs are decided in advance. If the gaidong lasts for more than one 
hour, the musicians do not usually have a well-arranged program beforehand, 
because the occasion for a program that lasts for more than one hour is often to 
provide background music. When the occasion for the performances is merely 
providing background music, the musicians usually will just start by turning the 
gaidong po to the first page, and then play the pieces in the order they are presented 
in the gaidong po. They may also choose the pieces which they are more familiar 
with, and skip the pieces that they do not like. They may also discuss which piece is 
going to be played after the next piece. In other words, the musician play the music 
in a very relaxed manner, because they think that no one is paying attention to them. 
When the gaidong lasts for an hour or more, whether or not the musicians 
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decide the program in advance will then depend on the occasion of the performance. 
If it is an on-stage performance and the audience is the shoppers in a shopping mail， 
or if it is a specially prepared program for an annual dinner with a host introducing 
the performance, the ensemble will become the centre of attention. In such cases, 
deciding programs before the show is inevitable. However, if, again, the one-hour 
show is for providing background music, then the musicians will perform in the way 
just the same as those last for less than one hour. 
The size of the ensemble is also a factor affecting whether the programs 
are decided before or during the gaidong. If the gaidong ensemble has more than 
twenty people, the leader of the ensemble usually determines the music pieces before 
the performance, whether or not the service seekers have made special requests on 
the program. This is due to two reasons. First, it is inconvenient to pass the choice of 
music from one musician to another until the whole orchestra is informed which 
songs are going to be played, and then there may be a risk of misunderstanding both 
the choice of pieces (as some of them may have similar names) and the keys in 
which the music is going to be played. Second, the process is time consuming and 
conspicuous to the audiences, thus affecting the image of the orchestra. 
For the case of the Music Lovers Chinese Orchestra, the librarian 
distributes a sheet with a rundown of the program to each musician right before the 
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gaidong begins. The ensemble plays ten to fifteen pieces out of the forty in the 
MLCO Gaidong Score Album. In other groups or ensembles, they may not have a 
program rundown, but the musicians will have a folder keeping the scores following 
the order of the program. Then the musicians can play the pieces one-by-one 
efficiently, without making mistakes. 
Obviously, deciding on a program before the performance ultimately brings 
a smoother show, with shorter interruptions between pieces, and with fewer mistakes 
resulting from misunderstandings. Usually the musician who is responsible for 
contacting the agent (or the service seeker) is also responsible for designing the 
program. He or she will discuss it with the agent immediately before the performance, 
and will consider the service seeker's preferences on music before determining 
which songs are going to be played. 
"Warming Up Pieces," and Pieces for Special Occasions 
In the gaidong "fake books", some pieces are more popular than the others. 
There is an established repertoire being played in almost every gaidong; and there 
are also pieces especially suitable for different festive occasions. 
As I have mentioned in the previous section "Repertoire," ‘‘Xiyangyang’，is 
a piece most frequently chosen to create a happy and relaxed atmosphere at the 
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beginning of gaidong performances. In fact, it is the first piece being played in 
almost every gaidong, and I would call it the "warm-up piece’，. As most of the 
musicians have memorized “Xiyangyang，，，they can perform it anytime without 
having the music stands and scores prepared. Therefore when some of the musicians 
are not yet ready to play, the other musicians will immediately play Xiyangyang 
while the other musicians get ready for the rest of the performance. There are many 
reasons why some musicians may not be ready at the beginning of a gaidong. 
Sometimes they are running late; other times the service seekers may unexpectedly 
-ask the musicians to perform a bit earlier than the agreed starting time, because some 
of the guests might have arrived early. 
Musicians may play special pieces according to a particular occasion. For 
example, during the Chinese New Year holidays, musicians usually choose “He 
Xin'nian" ("Celebrating the New Year，，，賀新年），“Xiying Chun" (“Happily 
Embracing the Spring，，，喜迎春)，"Bubugao" ("Stepping Higher",步步高)，“Xiao 
Bai Nian’，( "Short New Year Visit",小拜年)，and so on. If the gaidong is held a few 
days before Tuen Ng Festival, the musicians may add “Sai Long Duo Jin" ("Dragon 
[Boats) Racing to Win",賽龍奪錦）to the program.9 At Mid-Autumn Festival, 
9 "This Festival [also known as Dragon Boat Festival] commemorates the death of a popular Chinese 
national hero, Qu Yuan, who drowned himself in the Mi Lo River over 2,000 years ago to protest 
against the corrupt rulers. Legend says that as townspeople attempted to rescue him, they beat drums 
to scare fish away and threw dunqjlings into the sea to keep the fish from eating Qu Yuan丨s body. 
Today, this tradition has evolved into the fierce dragon boats racing in a lively, vibrant spectacle. 
Teams race the elaborately decorated dragon boats to the beat of heavy drums." (Hong Kong Tourism 
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music pieces that are especially suitable to play are “Huahao Yue yuen" {lit. 
"Beautiful Flower and Round Moon",花好月圓）and "Caiyun Zui Yue，，{lit. 
"Colourful Clouds Chasing the Moon，，，彩雲追月）• 10 
Musicians have also prepared pieces for Western Festivals. On Valentines' 
Day and wedding banquets, love songs with positive meanings like “Tianmimi” 
("Sweet as Honey",甜蜜蜜），"Danyuan Ren Changjiu" (“Wishing for Long 
Friendship/Relationship",但願人長久)，and "Yueliang Daibiao Wode Xin，，("The 
Moon Speaks for My Heart",月亮代表我的心）are very popular. Musicians also 
avoid playing songs with titles with sad or unlucky meanings on those festive . 
occasions. Pieces with titles that have meanings of separation, breaking-up, or death 
are definitely abandoned. For example, “Jiang He Shui" (“The River",江〉'可水)， 
"Zhuangtai Qiusi" ("Autumn Thoughts at the Vanity Table",妝台秋思)，and "Heri 
Jun Zailai，，("When Will You Come Again，，，何日君再來）are pieces that remind 
audience of sad times. 1 1 However, these pieces with "sad" titles are very popular for 
Board website: http://www.discoverhongkong.com/eng/heritage/festivals/he_fest—drag.jhtml). 
1 0 "The festival commemorates a Fourteenth Century uprising against the Mongols. In a cunning plan, 
the rebels wrote the call to revolt on pieces of paper and embedded them in cakes that they smuggled 
to compatriots. Today, during the festival, people eat special sweet cakes known as "Moon Cakes" 
made of ground lotus and sesame seed paste, egg-yolk and other ingredients. As the name of the 
festival suggests, it is at the midst of the eighth month in Lunar Year calendar. People often state that 
the moon on this day is the brightest and the roundest of the year" (Ibid.: 
http://www.discoverliongkong.com/eng/heritage/festivals/he—fest—mida.jhtml). 
1 1 The story behind the music tells a tragic story of a couple in the Qin Dynasty (ca. 221 - 206 B.C). 
They were separated because the husband was sent to build the Great Wall. The husband eventually 
died from heavy labor. The music describes the scene when the husband was leaving the wife and was 
about to travel far away across the river. 
Playwright Tang Disheng adopted the piece as part of his play, Diniihua {The Fragrant Princess,帝 
女花).In the story, Princess Chang Ping (長平公主）of the Ming Dynasty and her husband-to-be, 
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non-festive occasions, and audiences love hearing them as background music during 
lunches and dinners. 
If a gaidong performance is held around Christmas time, musicians may 
play some Christmas songs such as "Frosty the Snowman，，or "Santa Claus is 
Coming to Town". Sometimes, if the musicians know that the audience members are 
tourists from a certain country, they may play some folk songs from that country if 
they have the scores at hand. Folk songs that are often played include "Oh Susanna!" 
(from the United States) and "Sakura" (from Japan). Playing these folksongs often 
brings particular enjoyment and, at times, amusement to the audience. 
Deng Lijun's songs are the all-time favourites for all Chinese people. 
Musicians also like to play her songs also because many musicians are themselves 
fond of Deng's songs. Musicians will also choose more Cantonese Music if they 
discover during the performance that most of the audience are in their middle ages or 
above. Sometimes there may also be some requests by the audience for particular 
pieces, but this seldom happens. 
Decisions Regarding Repetition and Key 
As I have already mentioned in the section "Repertoire," most music 
Zhou ShiXian (周世顯）commit suicide together on their wedding day, to show their loyalty to the 
Ming Dynasty, which was already destroyed by the Manchus. 
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pieces played in gaidong are rather short and are often repeated at least once. They 
can also be repeated several times, to satisfy two needs. First, if the performance is 
for providing background music, probably no one would notice if a piece of music 
were repeated. Musicians do not want to change the pieces too often. They would 
rather repeat a piece three or four times than playing the same piece again after all 
the songs are already played, because they don't want to change seats, tuning, turn 
pages, etc. Second, when the gaidong is about to end and have only a few minutes 
left, musicians will keep playing a piece (quite often, this ending piece is “Zizhu 
Diao，，）until the service seeker (or the manager of the restaurant) asks them to stop. 
Talking between musicians during the playing of a piece is common. The leader 
musician will tell the others, “This is the last time", or, "Let us repeat two more 
times," etc. Sometimes, one of the players (usually the leader) may repeat the piece 
again, without telling the others in advance, even when the whole ensemble has 
already stopped. He or she will then just use some conspicuous body language (such 
as nodding) to attract the musicians' attention. Then the others have to follow 
him/her to continue. 
The keys most commonly used in gaidong pieces are G major, D major, and 
C major. These keys are easy for all instruments. F major and A major are 
occasionally used, but not very often. These keys are usually for performing solo 
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pieces. 
Although most gaidong scores have the keys suggested at the top left of the 
first page of every piece, musicians may choose other keys for convenience's sake. 
Usually the keys are chosen according to the needs of the zheng, the dizi and the 
gaohu. It is very bothersome for zheng players to change keys, as they have to move 
several bridges every time. Therefore, when there is a zheng in the ensemble, the 
whole gaidong will usually stick to one single key for all the pieces (in G major or D 
major), or they will use stick to one key in the first half of a gaidong, and then switch 
to another key in the second half. For the dizi, if the suggested key sounds too loud 
for the higher octave but sounds too soft for the lower octave, then the player may 
suggest another key suitable for the instrument. The gaohu has an essential role in 
Cantonese music, so if the gaohu player suggests a key that is convenient for him/her, 
others will usually comply. 
If the program is prepared and the musicians are informed a few days 
before the gaidong, usually the performers will discuss the program with the leader 
musician by phone if they have any problem with the scores and the keys. Then the 
leader may make a few changes in the keys, arrangements, or the order of the 
program, so that the gaidong can run smoothly. However, if the programs and the 
keys are only discussed and determined during the gaidong performances, if the 
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musicians cannot agree on a decision, then the leader will usually drop the piece in 
question and choose another one, to avoid wasting too much time in discussions. 
Performance Duration and Taking Breaks 
For performances that last for less than one hour, there are usually no 
breaks for the musicians to take some rest. If the gaidong lasts for one and a half 
hour to two hours, the service seekers may allow the musicians to divide the 
performance equally into two sections, and take a five- to ten-minute break in 
between. For a three-hour long gaidong, musicians can ask for either two five to 
ten-minute breaks or a fifteen-minute break. Musicians have to discuss this with 
the service seekers in advance in order to avoid any misunderstanding. 
Solos in the Program and Solos During the Breaks 
Sometimes the service seekers may want to allow the musicians to take 
breaks, but they do not want the music to stop. Then, the leader of the ensemble will 
usually let one or two musicians keep the flow of the music going while others take a 
short break. Therefore, solos pieces will be played not only in a one pQrson-gaidong, 
but also in interludes of a gaidong group that lasts for more than one hour. Having 
musicians play solo pieces is also a popular and reasonable choice when there are 
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only two performers, with the second performer playing accompaniment. For 
example, if the combination of the ensemble is the erhu with the yangqin, the latter 
will usually accompany the bowed string instrument, as there are a lot of existing, 
published erhu solo pieces with yangqin accompaniment (which is quite similar to 
the combination of the violin with the piano in a violin sonata). Sometimes, 
competent musicians may add their own improvisatory accompaniment to the solos. 
To say it colloquially, it is “to 'jam' with the solo" (Hong Kong people like to mix in 
English words when they speak Cantonese). However, if the musician who is not 
playing the solo is not familiar with the solo piece, he or she will take a rest, stay in 
place, or leave the seat, and wait until the soloist finishes. 
The most popular choices of solos are very often quite familiar to the 
audience and technically easy for musicians to perform. Examples include "Shimian 
maifU，，(pipa), "Hantianlei" (yangqin), "Saima" (erhu), "Gusuxing" (dizi), and 
7 12 "Yuzhou changwan" (zheng). 
1 2 "Shimian MaifU" is actually a very difficult piece. What I meant here is competent musicians tend 
to choose pieces that can be automatically played without preparation. Since they do not have to play 
the entire piece, any pipa player can probably fake their way through some sections of "Shimian 
MaifU.，， 
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Combinations of Instruments 
Service seekers usually decide the number of performers, the size of the 
ensemble, and the composition of musical instruments they want in a gaidong. 
Sometimes service seekers may ask the musicians for their opinions when they are 
arranging the performance. 
The number of performers can range from one to as many as thirty, and the 
combination of instruments can be purely percussion, or a mixture of different types 
of instruments. There are mainly four factors determining the ensemble formation of 
a gaidong: 1) the size of the venue; 2) the purpose of event, 3) the personal 
preference of the service seeker; and 4) the service seeker's budget. 
Obviously, the size of the venue is the major physical factor that affects the 
size of the band. A sports-ground or a central square of a big shopping mall allows a 
thirty-person orchestra to perform, while a fifteen-person ensemble will be more 
suitable for gaidong in ballrooms or lobbies of hotels. Sometimes a duet or a trio will 
be favoured if the restaurant has fewer then fifteen tables. 
The purpose of the event where the gaidong takes place affects both the 
size of the ensemble and the choice of instruments. Ensembles that have more than 
ten people, usually with percussion and wind instruments, are popular for festive 
occasions (Chinese New Year, for example) or the opening or closing of a 
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celebratory event. If the gaidong performance's goal is to provide background music 
for a restaurant, four musicians with a combination of plucked or bowed strings 
instruments will be reasonable. 
Some service seekers may not have much knowledge of Chinese music. 
They will request the agent to find a certain number of musicians they need, then the 
agent or the agent-musicians will decide the instrumental make-up of the ensemble. 
On the other hand, sometimes the service seekers may have personal preferences on 
the choice of instruments. They may think that the shape of the zheng or the pipa is 
especially beautiful, or they may feel that the erhu is too old-fashioned. Some of 
them may request the agents not to invite any dizi players as they find the sound of 
wind instruments too loud — even if the musicians themselves know that having a dizi 
is appropriate for the occasion. Nevertheless, the agents'job is to satisfy the needs of 
service seekers and therefore they will try their best to fulfil service seekers' requests. 
The budget of the service seeker is another important factor that affects the 
size of the gaidong ensemble. Naturally, the service seekers can hire larger size 
ensemble if they have more money. There may be fewer than ten musicians 
performing in a grand ball room having fifty tables if the service seeker does not 
have much money for the music program. The budget may also have some influence 
on the instrumental composition. If the budget is tight and the service seekers cannot 
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afford any extra payments for transporting large size-instruments such as ihc yangqin, 
the zheng, or big drums, the choice of instruments may then be confined to other 
more portable ones. In general, apart from the three instruments just mentioned, other 
instruments such as dizi, erhu, zhonghu, pipa, ruan, sheng, and suona are all portable 
and their players can just bring them to the venue of performance. 
Below is a chart showing I popular choices for combinations instruments 
with regard to the size of the band that the agents are able to put together. These are 
combination of instruments that I have witnessed in my experience. While they 
might not reflect the choice in every situation, they are quite close to those heard on 
most occasions. 
Size of the Band Popular Combinations of Instruments 
Solo Zheng, Yangqin, Pipa 
Duet Huqin + Yangqin, Zheng + Pipa 
Trio Huqin + Two Plucked Strings (Zheng/Yangqin/Ruan/Pipa), 
Zheng + Pipa + Yangqin 
Small Ensemble ( 4 - 1 1 Musicians) 1 Dizi, 2 Erhus, the rest: Plucked and Struck Strings 
Medium Ensemble (12—19 Musicians) 2 Dizi, 1 Sheng, 4 Huqins, the rest: Plucked and Struck 
Strings 
Ensemble — Orchestra (20 - 30 Musicians) 2 - 3 Dizi, 1 - 2 Sheng, 1 — 2 Suona, 6 - 8 Huqins, 1 - 2 
Cello and/or Bass, the rest: and Struck Plucked Strings 
Table 3.2 Size of the Gaidong Band and Choices of Instruments 
Here is a chart I have devised to suggest the relative influence of each 
factor — venue size, event nature, service seeker's preference, and budget - plays in 
the eventual size of the band and instrumental composition of the group. The higher 
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the influence of the factor, the more stars it will get. 
Size of the Band (1-5 Orchestral Composition (1-5 
Venue Size • * • • * * 
Event Nature * * * * * * * * 
Service Seekers' Taste • • • • • • 
Budget * * * * * * 
Table 3.3 Factors Affecting the Ensemble Compositions and Their Relative Importance to Each Other 
Performance Practice and Improvisation 
As mentioned earlier, the scores used in gaidong are usually without 
detailed arrangements. Therefore gaidong performances represent opportunities for 
musicians to develop their improvisational skills. However, since different 
instruments have different roles in an ensemble, the techniques involved in the 
improvisational process are quite unique for each role. These different roles in the 
ensemble can be classified into four major types: melody, rhythmic accompaniment, 
harmonic accompaniment, and the bass. Most of the instruments do not have a fixed 
role, and very often the musicians can shift their roles according to the size of the 
ensemble, the songs they are playing, and the particular gaidong occasion. 
Sometimes the part they improvise is a mixture of two or more of these roles. 
Actually, the performance practice in gaidong performances, including 
how the notation is realized or embellished in performance and the roles taken by 
individual instrument in the ensemble is probably the most difficult part to define. 
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For the musicians, the action of playing and improvising is simple and spontaneous. 
However, there are in fact no fixed rules for improvising based on the written melody, 
or for the decisions of which roles to play (the melodic or the rhythmic parts, etc.). 
As every musician gains their improvisation skills through their own experience, 
they develop their own ideas about which role to play and how to improvise. 
Moreover, different gaidong groups on different occasions with different service 
seekers and audiences - that is, the context of the gaidong itself - may induce 
different reactions and interactions. While I cannot describe all the individual 
practices, I will attempt to list the common practices below. The following examples 
are generalisations based on my knowledge and observation of other musicians, 
rather than strict transcriptions of specific musicians' performances. Hopefully the 
reader will gain a general idea of the performance practice of playing and 
improvising in gaidong performances. 
I am choosing "Zizhu Diao" as an example to illustrate the improvisational 
mechanisms. The piece is usually played at least three times and therefore the 
instruments shift their roles in each repetition to create more variety. The "skeletal 
melody" of "Zizhu Diao" is as follow: 
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Example 3.3 The Skeletal Melody of "Zizhu Diao “ 
Very often, the wind and the string instruments play the melodies. They 
may follow the score exactly or add some ornaments to them. As the dizi is louder 
than the xiao, the gaohu or the erhu, it is usually responsible for playing the 
introductory melody (if there is any). For such an introductory melody, the dizi may 
add some grace notes to each phrase: 
ivv IW 
hsb 1211 I 6 3 6 I ？3 ^ ¾ ] S M ate. 
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Keys: 
WA- - late trills • _ staccato 
WA - trills 又 - u P P e r neighbor grace note 
Example 3.4 The Introductory Melody of "Zizhu Diao “ Played by Dizi 
If the piece is played three times, the dizi will usually omit the second 
repetition; if the piece is played four times, it will then skip either the second or the 
third repetition; but if the piece is played five times, the instrument will leave out the 
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second and the fourth repetition. The dizi player usually feels that he or she has to let 
other instruments to “sound out，，，because dizi is the loudest instrument and its 
presence dominates the entire ensemble. Nevertheless, the dizi may play some simple 
rhythmic notes to accompany other instruments. For instance: 
m e t l j ( i 4 I Mk ^ - 2 
i dcc-
I 
9¼ OU 05" pzz 02 2 ^ o2 | 
Example 3.5 The Rhythmic Accompaniment of "Zizhu Diao “ Played by Dizi 
The dizi players determine the notes to be played by finding out the 
"central notes’，in each bar. Very often, these "central notes，，are notes locating on the 
accented beat, and the dizi will play these notes and leave out the other notes. For 
example, if the melody is | 661 53 |，the “central notes” will be the “6” on the first 
beat, and the “5” on the second beat. Then the rhythmic accompaniment played by 
the dizi will be: | OM 05 |. As a result, the dizi can keep playing without 
overshadowing others. Perhaps most importantly, the service seekers will not feel as 
if the dizi player is being paid for doing nothing. 
The xiao is another wind instrument that is often used in gaidong. However, 
as its sound is much softer, the use of the instrument is restricted to small ensembles 
(usually fewer than ten musicians) and small venues. Sometime,s it needs 
microphones to amplify the sound. The xiao is nevertheless quite popular for 
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gaidong performances in small restaurants, as it possesses a relaxing quality which 
contrasts to the more vibrant and energetic dizi. Musicians usually use xiao to play 
Guangdong Yinyue, Jiangnan Silk and Bamboo music, and some of the vocal pieces 
that require a serene and tender atmosphere. 
Bringing a gaohu to a gaidong is optional for huqin musicians, while the 
erhu is a must. Gaohu is usually used for playing Guangdong Yinyue, but for 
performances that are solely for providing background music, an erhu is versatile 
enough to play all kinds of different styles. Although huqin have the same function as 
dizi, huqin musicians add ornaments in a different way — a lot of sliding notes 
(huayin,��骨音)are used: 
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Keys: 
^s - slur o and 空 - open strings 
四 - t h i s is number four, meaning the fourth finger )little finger, left hand 
Example 3.6 "Zizhu Diao “ Played by Erhu 
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Unlike dizi players, huqin players usually do not omit any sections while 
playing a piece that requires several repetitions. When other instruments (especially 
the plucked-strings) are playing the melody, huqin players play simple rhythmic 
accompaniment in, just the same way as a dizi would. 
Besides, all the instruments may play the following ornamented melody in 
one of the repetitions: 
说 i E h l l ^ M E ^ I 2 ^ M z I i ii 丨似 I 3 2 ^ 5 h f e r 
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Example 3.7 The Melodic Improvisation of "Zizhu Diao “ 
The pipa usually plays the rhythmic and harmonic accompaniment. It also 
quite often plays the melody, adding many of its characteristical tremolo techniques. 
Examples of its usual rhythmic-harmonic accompaniment are as follows: 
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Example 3.8 The Rhythmic Improvisation of "Zizhu Diao “ by Pluck and Struck Strings 
The mechanism for adding harmonies is rather simple to musicians. For 
pipa, ruan, and yangqin players, the process of determining the "central notes" is 
similar to that of dizi and erhu players, but they have to play intervals in thirds or in 
fourths. Fifths and sixths are also used sometimes, but are not common. For example, 
9 if the melody is | 661 53 |，the musician will then play the intervals with the “central 
note" as one of the notes in each interval. With this central note, the musician would 
add a second note to complete the harmony, and play this interval at the off-beat, that 
{ t 
o f , ok is, -===^  — . Table 3.2 indicates the intervals commonly used. 
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Table 3.9 Intervals Commonly Used as Accompaniment for Plucked String Instruments 
The ruan plays a similar type of rhythmic accompaniment to the pipa. 
However, ruan musicians seldom play the melody. If there are no bass instruments 
(such as the zheng), the musicians may play the bass part, as well as adding some 
rhythmic accompaniment in between: 
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Example 3.10 The Bass Part of "Zizhu Diao “ Played by Ruan or Zheng 
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Both the yangqin and the zheng are versatile enough to play all the 
different roles in the ensemble. They can play the melodies when there are no string 
or wind instruments, or the harmonic and rhythmic accompaniments when the dizi 
and the erhu are present, or act as basses when other instruments are higher-pitched. 
These two instruments will pick one of the above roles if only one of them is present 
in an ensemble. When both are present, the zheng will usually take the bass part as it 
has lower notes, while the yangqin would provide the rhythmic accompaniment. 
In addition to the fact that the zheng is more suitable for playing bass notes, 
there are other differences between the yangqin and the zheng. The zheng is also very 
suitable for adding colours to the music by playing sliding notes and, most 
importantly, playing arpeggios (lightly and quickly strumming the open strings) to 
enrich the interludes. For example, in "Caiyun Zhui Yue"(彩雲追月）： 
6 S'i I ^ Z � � I dc ‘ 
‘ / � “ —1 I I mm f 
Keys: 
Z • tremolo 
^ - arpeggios 
Example 3.11 "Caiyun Zhui Yue"played by zheng 
The yangqin is able to play a variety of arpeggios (payin,琶音）at the 
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beginning of each bar. The technique is especially suitable for slower pieces. In 
"Danyuan Ren Changjiu"(但願人長久)，for example: 
(Original melody): 
\ ik ^ i l \ I 0 o O | l i 4 ? " i i | 2 � � � 
/ , ^ \ 
3 JA 5 J i 2 •丄 ‘ o 4 4 A I 2 2 o o o 山、 
(For yangqin): 
j (arp砂。s) j I p. 
. 、 > 7 7 - \ b / wr 5 
c v B 5 4 / 4 4 4 4 - / 4 + 4 2 / v n i 
f 2 / S � J 2 / 込 � 乙 s j 经 
Example 3.12 The Yangqin improvisation in "Danyuan Ren Changjiu “ 
The yangqin has a wide of dynamic range and is thus more suitable for 
most gaidong occasions, whether the performance is indoor or outdoor. Moreover, 
the yangqin player usually gives the cues to other musicians to start or to end a piece, 
because the bulky instrument is often placed at the centre-front of the ensemble and 
therefore everyone can see the cues from the yangqin player clearly. 
In smaller and quieter venues, when the ensemble comprises fewer than ten 
players, the percussion instruments are usually omitted. Upon the service seekers' 
request, xiaogu (lit. small drum, pengling {lit. a pair of bells,碰錄)and muyu 
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(lit. woodblock,木魚）may be added and played by one or two percussionists. Again, 
taking "Zizhu Diao" as an example, this is how percussions would be added to the 
melody: 
/ 幽 1 I 趟 Ik _ Ob 丨 _ 翻 Bi [ m bh d c \ 
boAk : Ys - 义 一 k ——y： 一一 j x -— I x ——% • 
Keys: 
B 一 string the larger muyu 
b - striking the smaller muyu 
x - striking 
Examples 3.13 Accompaniment by Percussion Instruments 
For some pieces in a gaidong, musicians originally playing other 
instruments will sometimes switch to play the percussion parts, when the latter is 
relatively more important than the instruments the musicians have been playing. This 
is quite often the case in a medium-size ensemble (eleven to twenty musicians), 
when there are more than one dizi, sheng and/or erhu players. 
Big drums (dagu,大鼓)，cymbals (bo,欽）and gongs (luo,鑼)are 
important for large-scale gaidong performances, especially when the service seekers 
want the ensemble to bring more excitement to the audience. Examples of repertoire 
which need loud percussions include “Huahao Yueyuan"(花好月圓），“Jiangjun 
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Ling’，（將軍令），and ‘‘Jinshe Kuangwu’，（金蛇狂舞）.For the pieces that do not need 
to have loud percussion sounds, the percussionists may play bells and woodblocks to 
add a variety of sound to the ensemble. 
* * * 
The performance practices described above apply to almost all of the 
genres of music that are written in single melodic lines. This is true except for 
Cantonese Music and Jiangnan Sizhu. These two genres require unique methods to 
improvise on a skeletal melody. These special methods are beyond the scope of 
research of this essay. I have chosen to focus on the general performance practice of 
gaidong in Hong Kong. 
One point has to be clarified: in the gaidong context, "improvisation" takes 
on a different meaning than the "improvisation" in Western music. In Western 
classical music, for example, when one is improvising in the theme and variation 
genre, the variations often becomes very different from the theme; sometimes one 
cannot even discern the theme after a few variations. Taking another example, in jazz 
music, especially in the bebop tradition, “improvisation，，means playing notes based 
only on a skeletal harmony. In this context, “improvisation，’ often gives the listener 
an experience very remote from a “melody.，，However, in gaidong performances, the 
musicians do not have the ambition to become a virtuoso in improvisation. Rather, 
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after experimenting several times, most of them will stick to more or less the same 
way of adding ornaments (or, in Chinese, "adding flowers，，，力口花）to a particular 
piece. Nevertheless, musicians gradually gain the skills and become proficient in 
improvisation after a number of gaidong performances. 
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Chapter IV 
Venue, Occasion and Audience 
A venue is the place where musicians and audiences come together. 
Audiences are not merely listeners of the music and their influences on musicians 
can be enormous. Musicians are not only merely "service providers，，，either, but they 
also have to modify their performances so as to satisfy audiences，taste. In Chapter 3， 
for example, I mentioned that Uncle Kei made a collection of gaidong scores 
according to his decades of experiences in dealing with different kinds of audiences. 
Philip Bohlman has a similar view on the musician-audience relationship: 
The folk musician uses performance to express an understanding of the relation 
between stability and change. Some performances may incorporate more techniques that 
bring about change; others ensure stability. It can, and usually does, combine both, the 
ultimate balance depending on the audience, which is also an indispensable component 
of performance. ...Like individual folk musicians, audiences manipulate the balance of 
stability and change. During the performance, the audience's response may draw 
attention to the violation of traditional expectations or it may encourage creativity. 
.• .The skillful performer, too, knows from the composition of his audience what 
stylistic and social boundaries can or cannot be crossed. Each performance, therefore, 
becomes a metaphor for the folk musician's relation to tradition and its social and 
musical bases (1988:73 - 74). 
Therefore, the venue is a very important location for information exchange 
between musicians and audiences. A Chinese music performance gives a sense of 
orientalism to tourists and maybe a nostalgic feeling to local people; audiences in 
turn show their likes and dislikes to the performances, whether through direct 
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conversations with musicians or subtle reactions. Musicians must be sensitive and 
they also have to value every opinion from audiences, so that they can make changes 
that will be welcomed by audiences and so that they can stay competitive to the 
gaidong industry. 
In Chapter Three, I have discussed how musicians change their repertoires 
and ensemble combinations to match different occasions. In fact, different venues 
and different occasions are associated with different audiences. These three 
components - venue, occasion, and audience - are very closely interconnected in my 
gaidong model Their individual characteristics and relationships with each other 
will be discussed in this chapter. Obviously, it seems meaningless to simply list all 
the venues and occasions. Moreover，it is difficult to categorize and discuss "venue" 
and "occasion" separately, as they are intertwined with one another. Hence, I would 
like to introduce a new term - the context of gaidong - to represent "the occasion in 
a particular venue" as a whole. 
( ~ > 
OCCASION + VENUE = CONTEXT of GAIDONG V ^ 
In “Gaidong Performances in which the Author Participated" (Appendix 1), 
I have named four different types of contexts by using two parameters: 1) location of 
the venue and 2) nature of the performance. Each of these parameters has two 
variables: "locations of venues" are sorted into "Outdoors" or "Indoors", and 
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"natures of the performances" are divided into “(being the) Center of Attention" and 
"(providing) Background Music". The variables within a particular parameter are 
mutually exclusive, but they can combine with the other two variables to become a 
“Context，，. The following diagram may help in explaining the mechanism: 
LOCATION OF VENUE NATURE OF PERFORMANCE CONTEXT 
Outdoors (0) Center of Attention (C) o c 
I 一 O B or I or 一 j q 
Indoors (I) Background Music (B) ® 
Diagram 4.1 Four contexts of Gaidong 
Venue: Outdoors vs. Indoors 
I shall now explain the specifics of indoor and outdoor performances. On 
the one hand, “Outdoor，，venues include parks, recreational areas, and sports grounds. 
"Parks" are large public gardens which have jogging paths, children's playgrounds, 
and/or artificial brooks, lakes, and waterfalls, while “recreational areas" in Hong 
Kong are usually the biggest leisure areas found in every housing estate. Both of 
these places may have a small kiosk or even a small stage for holding events. “Sports 
grounds" are usually football fields, sometimes basketball courts. These sports 
grounds may sometimes be used for organizing festive activities, with a stage set up 
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at one end of the field. 
On the other hand, "Indoor" venues include hotels, clubs, restaurants, 
shopping malls, and convention centers. In hotels, gaidong performances can be held 
in lobbies, restaurants (most often the restaurants that serve Chinese cuisine), or even 
in guests' rooms (see Appendix 1，gaidong number 5). ‘‘Clubs，，are associations for 
particular interests or activities. Examples of clubs that quite often have gaidong 
performances are the Hong Kong Club, the Hong Kong Jockey Club, and the 
Country Club. The performance gigs may take place in restaurants and meeting 
rooms in these clubs. "Restaurants" are often Chinese restaurants, but western-style 
restaurants may sometimes ask for Chinese musical performances. 
Another major indoor venue is the shopping mall. Hong Kong has 
numerous shopping malls located in housing estates, town centers, and tourist 
shopping areas. Large shopping malls often have a big open area or atrium located at 
the center of the mall for organizing promotional events. Gaidong performances 
often take place in these areas. The largest convention center in Hong Kong is the 
Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center (hereafter HKCEC). I have only 
played gaidong jobs at the HKCEC, not at any of the other convention centers. The 
HKCEC has numerous lobbies, halls, conference rooms, and restaurants, all of which 
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may be suitable for gaidong to take place.1 
Occasion: Center of Attention vs. Background Music 
Under the "Nature of Performance" category, "Background Music" is just 
what it means. That is, the aim of the gaidong is to provide unobtrusive 
accompaniment for a particular occasion. Audiences usually do not pay attention to 
the music. The other variable, "Center of Attention" means that the gaidong is 
considered as more of a performance. There will usually (but not always) be a stage 
for the gaidong, and some of the audience members will listen to the music 
attentively. 
Whether the gaidong are background music or the center of attention, they 
have one point in common and three major differences. Both can take place on all 
occasions: festivals, opening or closing ceremonies of events, annual dinners of 
various organizations, formal business dinners, or wedding banquets. However, 
performance gigs for providing background music often take place off-stage or at the 
corner of the restaurants or ballrooms. When the gaidong is the center of attention, it 
will usually be an on-stage performance. These are the most common arrangements. 
Although there are on-stage gaidong for providing background music, they are not 
1 I had five gaidong performances in the HKCEC. They are numbers 49，50, 54, 75, and 79 in 
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common. More importantly, whether the gaidong is on-stage or not does not change 
the nature of the performance as background music. Nevertheless, almost no gaidong 
will take place at the corner of the venue if they were supposed to be the center of 
attention. 
The second difference between the two variables is that if the gaidong 
program is part of a big show, the program will most likely be the center of attention. 
In contrast, there are no gaidong where background music is considered as part of the 
show, and the music in these will often last for the whole dinner or cocktail party. 
(Gaidong numbers 4，25, 434- 46, 59, and 77 can be cited as examples). 
The third difference is the service provided to musicians before or during 
breaks in the performance. In general, background musicians receive poorer 
treatment than musicians providing the center-of-attention music. If the performance 
is to provide background music, musicians have to change their cloths in the 
restrooms of the restaurants or hotels. They usually have no place to take rests, and 
they may have to stay outside in the corridors during breaks. Food or snacks are 
usually not provided, but waiters may offer musicians several glasses of water, or - if 
they are lucky - orange juice. On the contrary, musicians providing performances in 
restaurants and hotels where they are the center of attention receive much better 
treatment. As these kinds of performances are usually better prepared, and the 
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gaidong programs are sometimes part of the shows, service seekers often provide 
dressing rooms or a small room next to the performance venue for the musicians to 
dress and take rests. Service seekers often also provide a meal or some snacks before 
or after the performance or during breaks. 
However, I have to specify that the third difference I have just mentioned 
only applies to performances taking place in hotels and restaurants, where there are 
plenty of rooms and food is available. Although the performances are also the center 
of attention, musicians performing in shopping malls or outdoors enjoys much less of 
such special treatments. 
The Role of the Host 
The role of the host in a gaidong performance is to inform the audience 
about Chinese music. The presence of a host also draws attention from the audience 
and may thus cause a shift in the functions of performances from "background 
music" to "center-of-attention." If there were no hosts to introduce the performance 
gigs, background music would stay background music, and probably only a few 
people would pay attention to the familiar music the musicians are playing. 
However, when there is a host to introduce the ensemble and the 
performance, many more people will pay attention to the music. This will become 
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even more evident if the host introduces the group in the midst of the performance. 
The hosts are able to reframe the whole stage and enhance communication between 
musicians and audiences. 
In fact, almost all center-of-attention gaidong performances I have attended 
have hosts to introduce the event. Service seekers usually hire one or two hosts to 
enhance the atmosphere and to have better time control when the show has a series of 
programs of which the Chinese music session is only one part. These professional 
hosts are eloquent in presenting the program. They draw even more attention from 
the audience when the host is a famous person - such a person is sometimes a 
celebrity from show business. During Chinese New Year, musicians are often invited 
to play gaidong in shopping malls. Some hosts on those occasions may have quizzes 
with prizes between sections of gaidong, asking people about their basic knowledge 
of music. This way, even more shoppers will be attracted to the show. (Examples 
are gaidong numbers 43 — 46，58，and 83 in Appendix 1). 
For free promotional performances organized by the LCSD, the orchestras 
or ensembles will find a musician in the group to be the host. Many service seekers 
also welcome having one of the musicians introduce the music. At the beginning of 
the gaidong, the musician chosen as the host will first greet the audience, and then 
he/she will introduce the ensemble. If they are just an ad hoc group, the host may 
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make up a name for the ensemble. For example, if the venue for the performance is 
the Marina Square (a shopping mall), the ensemble may become the "Marina 
Chinese Ensemble.” After that, the host will tell the audience the name of the first 
two pieces they are going to play; usually, the hosts will not introduce the pieces one 
by one as it is too time-consuming. He/she will then go back to his/her seat to play 
with the other musicians. Sometimes, some service seekers would like the group to 
play an exciting piece first, so as to attract more audience attention. The 
musician-host will then come out and introduce the performance after the first two 
pieces are played. 
These musician-hosts may not be as eloquent as the professional hosts, but 
usually they are more suitable for the task for two main reasons. First, musician-hosts 
have a good knowledge of the instruments and repertoire. Experienced 
musician-hosts will be able to present the most essential information to the audience 
without any aid from cue cards or sheets of paper to remind them. Therefore they 
tend to talk directly to the audience. Second, many musician-hosts (especially the 
middle-aged ones) will be more relaxed in speaking to the audience in a more 
colloquial style. Their age also enables them to have the same cultural and media 
collective memories as the audience. They are able to remind the audience where 
they have heard the pieces before (especially the Cantonese music), and thus the 
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audience will have a closer, more personal feeling toward the music being played. I 
once performed three gaidong in centers for the elderly in one day. The pipa 
musician was the host. After the piece "Bubugao"(步步高）was played, he asked 
whether the audience had heard the piece before. One participant said that he felt 
familiar with the piece, but he could not tell where he had heard it. The host then told 
them that the piece was the first theme song of a very famous TV drama series 
Shizishan Xia {lit. Below the Lion Rock,獅子山下)broadcast in Hong Kong in the 
1970s. He even reminded the participants who the narrator of that drama series was. 
The audience was very happy to hear the host's nostalgic stories. They answered the 
host's questions excitedly and they were very attracted to the music we played. The 
atmosphere became so warm between the audience and performers. Many of them 
thanked us for the music when we had finished playing and were about to leave. 
Equipment and Stage Settings in the Four Gaidong Contexts 
For an outdoor gaidong that is the center of attention, a stage is almost 
always set up for the performance. The service seeker will also provide loudspeakers 
and will also provide lighting when the performance is held at night. For outdoor 
performance gigs that are for providing background music, the venue may not 
provide a stage. The service seeker may provide loudspeakers, but the volume will 
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usually be kept low. 
In indoor gaidong performances, musicians usually play background music 
under lighting that is no different from that in other parts of the venue. They may 
have brighter lights if they are playing on a stage, but only music that is the center of 
attention will have special and colorful lighting. As in outdoor performances, 
musicians may or may not have loudspeakers amplifying the music if they are 
providing background music. 
The Audiences 
After discussing the differences and links between each variable of the two 
parameters comprising the gaidong context, I shall now explain more about the four 
contexts and demonstrate how different groups of audiences interact within them. 
There are four major types of audience that will appear in the gaidong contexts. They 
are namely tourists, high society people, business people, and the general public.2 
These groups are categorized as such because these four groups display distinctly 
different patterns of behavior. 
These four groups of people appear in different venues. Gaidong musicians 
2 Tourists and business may also include rich people, or high society people. I categorize them as such 
because some gaidong performances take in venues which have exclusive, expensive membership, 
and even the same person can behave differently in different venues. A high-society person tend to 
behave more conservatively if he/she gathers with his/her friends of the same social status in a club, 
whereas the same person may be much more relaxed if he/she is on a vacation with his/her family. I 
would like to point out here how the occasion and venue affect people's behavior. 
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will introduce Chinese music to tourists in restaurants, hotels, and at the Hong Kong 
International Airport. Tourists can also hear gaidong music in shopping malls and 
sightseeing areas such as Harbour City and the Hong Kong Cultural Center in Tsim 
Sha Tsui. Apart from those who come from Mainland China, tourists are very 
interested in everything about Chinese tradition, including Chinese music. They will 
be quite appreciative and may give the musicians applause in between pieces, even if 
the occasion is for providing background music only. Some of the more curious 
tourists may even ask the musicians questions. 
Musicians usually play gaidong performances for high society people in 
five-star hotels and various clubs, such as the Hong Kong Jockey Club, the Hong 
Kong Club, and the Country Club. The audience members usually treat the 
performances quite indifferently, especially when the ensembles are providing 
background music for their dinner. A few might give a polite greeting to the 
musicians when they leave the venue, but even that seldom happens, and only those 
who sit near the musicians will do so. However, there are exceptional cases: high 
society people can also become very excited if this is triggered by some event. Later 
in this chapter, I shall discuss an unusual experience I recently encountered playing 
for an audience of this type. 
3 I had played two series of gaidong at the airport during Chinese New Year for two years. For details 
please read the next chapter. 
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Business people are even more conservative than high society people toward 
gaidong performances, especially when the occasion is an annual dinner of a 
company when the chief executive officers are all present, or when it is a very 
important business meeting. All attendants will usually be very self-conscious and 
tense in such situations, but not in all cases. I once performed in a closing ceremony 
for a conference for trading optical equipment, where all the business people were 
very relaxed - probably because they had finished their duties. Many businessmen 
came to the stage to take photos or video-taped us. 
Musicians most often meet the general public in performance gigs in 
shopping malls and free promotional concerts run by the LCSD in lobbies of town 
halls, parks, recreational areas, and so on. The general public are the most passionate 
audiences, probably because they will only have a chance to watch gaidong when 
they are having holidays or enjoying weekends with their families, and also because 
there will always be a host to enhance communication. In free promotional concerts, 
the members of the general public are willing to ask and answer questions and to clap 
loudly when they like the music. 
Requests for Songs by Audience Members 
Regardless of the different types of audiences in different contexts, all 
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audiences for gaidong performances are mobile. They can leave or join the show 
whenever they want, even when the performance is the center of attention. Most 
gaidong performances are more informal than regular concert and therefore people 
treat them in a more relaxed way. However, as people do not know that gaidong 
musicians usually bring books of scores and play through them randomly --
especially when they are providing background music -- they will not usually request 
songs. When an audience member tries to request the ensemble to play his/her 
favorite number, the influence is unexpectedly enormous. 
In the most recent gaidong in which I took part, I was performing for a 
special dinner which took place at the Hong Kong Jockey Club (see Appendix 1，no. 
82). The diners were all billionaires (this is according to the manager of the 
restaurant; we also recognized a few of them). Although we were providing 
background music, we performed on a stage at the front of the dining hall, and we 
had lighting and loudspeakers. Everything proceeded just as usual until the manager 
gave a small sheet of paper to the zheng player (our leader), telling us that a guest at 
a certain table would like us to play “Ye Shanghai"(夜上海)• We had no problem 
with this request, because we naturally had the score for this famous piece. When the 
piece was finished, the whole table where that guest sat clapped for us. We nodded 
and thanked them. 
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After a few minutes, the guest requested us to play three more pieces. 
Unfortunately, all the titles seemed unfamiliar to us. We asked the manager to 
apologize to the guest for us, but the guest came by and said that it was impossible to 
know nothing about these pieces. Upon our request, he then hummed the beginning 
section of one of the pieces. The dizi player and I immediately recognized the piece, 
but we did not have the score. The whole ensemble jammed with us to play the song, 
and the guest was satisfied. 
Afterwards, many other guests sent us their requests. The pieces they asked 
us to play were mostly Cantonese music: "Bubugao"(步步高)，‘‘Caiyun Zhui Yue" 
(彩雲追月），"Yule Shengping"(娱樂昇平)，and so on. One of the guests asked us to 
play "Chunjiang Hua Yue Ye"(春江花月夜)，and almost all the guests applauded 
loudly after we had played it, telling us that they knew the piece and appreciated our 
music. (For examples of the requests for songs please see Appendix 9). 
In this particular gaidong, we were supposed to provide background music. 
However, with the keen participation of the audience, we suddenly became the center 
of attention. The incident reflects the fact that the context of performance is 
ever-changing. 
* * * 
As one can see from the previous examples, the audiences play a very 
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important role in the context, and their communications with musicians may alter the 
contexts of gaidong. Alan P. Merriam gives a precise summary of the two-way 
interaction between audiences and musicians: 
The product, however, has an effect upon the listener, who judges both the 
competence of the performer and the correctness of his performance in terms of 
conceptual values. Thus if both the listener and the performer judge the product to be 
successful in terms of the cultural criteria for music, the concepts about music are 
reinforced, reapplied to behavior, and emerge as sound. If the judgment is negative, 
however, concepts must be changed in order to alter the behavior and produce different 
sound which the performer hopes will accord more closely with judgments of what is 
considered proper to music in the culture. Thus there is a constant feedback from the 
product to the concepts about music, and this is what accounts both for change and 
stability in a music system. The feedback, of course, represents the learning process both 
for the musician and for the non-musician, and it is continual. (Merriaml964: 33) 
The reason for gaidong changing from time to time is exactly because 
audiences constantly gives different kinds of feedback to musicians. This is a 
continual learning process for both of them. 
Obviously, the fact that audiences behave differently in different 
performing occasions does not only apply to gaidong. In studying heavy metal 
performances in pubs in England, Ruth Finnegan describes in detail the behaviors of 
listeners in different musical occasions. She points out quite a lot of interesting 
examples of audience behavior in her comparison of the performance of heavy metal 
in pubs and classical music in concert halls. For example, in a heavy metal show, 
"the audience continued their relaxed drinking and smoking at their table, sometimes 
turning their chairs to see the band better. • .while the bands were actually playing 
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there was little talking"(Finnegan 1989:145). The audience joins the band movement 
and rhythm "by foot-tapping, rhythmic movements to the beat and in a few cases 
intermittent nodding along with the leader's violent head movements，，(Ibid.:146). 
Therefore, there is "relatively little separation between performers and audience". 
(Ibid.) In contrast, for classical concerts, the audience members are “chatting in quiet 
tones” or "sitting in silence looking through their programmes" (Ibid.). 
Finnegan claims that "the conventions which moulded the behaviour of 
players and listeners, the setting, and the performer/audience interaction were very 
different" (Ibid.: 147). 
In studying live jazz performance, Travis Jackson has similar views and he 
pushes the audience-performers relationship further to a "ritualized" level. Quoting 
from Christopher Small, Jackson states that there are several ritualistic activities in 
jazz performance. One of them is that "there are strict behavioral expectations for 
both performers and participants." Also, there are "expectations regarding the dress 
and behavior of performers and other participants alike." For jazz performance, 
"shouts of encouragement" are usually welcomed when they are not very disturbing 
(Jackson 2003:58-59). The situation is quite the same as in gaidong performances, 
except that the "shouts of encouragement" are welcomed only in between the 
playing of pieces. 
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Jackson proposes that jazz performance is a ritualized activity and it moves 
from one frame to another, until it finally proceeds to the highest level - the "blues 
aesthetic.’，Clearly, in Jackson's point of view, performers must first "successfully 
synthesize and work with all of the materials of a performance (space, time, tune, 
form, other performers, and other participants)" before proceeding to a higher level, 
that is, "performers and other participants experience sensations or series of 
feelings...，，(Ibid.: 66). Then he describes many typical behaviors of listeners, such 
as "moving her head up and down in time with the groove" (Ibid.: 67)，or giving 
"shouted encouragement" to the performers (Ibid.). Jackson argues that the jazz 
performance ‘‘is truly participatory and dialogic with performers and nonperforming 
participants contributing to and influencing the emergent shape of a musical event" 
(Ibid.). He then goes even further: 
The scene and the aesthetic provide conditions that allow the participants in the 
musical event to go to the next level, to remove them temporarily from all concerns 
beyond those of the performance...It is in this sense that jazz performance is a kind of 
social action that intervenes in the daily lives of those who listen to and perform it. It does 
not merely reflect the events and circumstances that frame it. (Ibid.: 68) 
Clearly, from Jackson's point of view, performance context is not 
independent from the environment. It is also "a kind of social action" and is the 
outcome of experiences both audiences and musicians have acquired their in daily 
lives. Therefore the study of how the environment affects the performance context 
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becomes inevitable. In the following chapter, the focus will now shift to how social 
and economic surroundings influence gaidong. 
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Chapter V 
Influence from the Environment 
一 Two Case Studies and the Impact of the Twelve Girls Band 
Environment refers to the surroundings of the gaidong performance context. 
The changes in the economic and social status in Hong Kong may bring changes to 
the gaidong environment. The gaidong itself, undergoing these changes, may 
introduce other influence to the gaidong environment. In this chapter, I will select 
two of my past experiences in performing gaidong as examples to demonstrate how 
the change of environment alters the gaidong habitat. The first case study is a series 
of gaidong performed during the Chinese New Year period, while the second is a 
gaidong for an annual dinner of a bank. They are chosen as case studies because the 
first case is of a somewhat "traditional" type of gaidong performance that follows 
typical procedures; in contrast, the second is a distinct case which is obviously 
affected by a factor from the environment. 
After comparing the two cases, I will discuss other major environmental 
factors that may cause changes to the gaidong habitat. These factors are mostly 
economic ones which directly influence gaidong job opportunities. There are also 
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changes brought about by the media which alter the preferences of service seekers 
and audiences. 
Case Study One: 
Chinese New Year Celebration at Hong Kong International Airport, 2004 
In 2004，I was invited to perform for the Chinese New Year Celebration at 
the Hong Kong International Airport. There were altogether three gaidong 
performances, which took place at the Hong Kong Chek Lap Kok International 
Airport (HKIA) from January 22 to 24，the first three days of the year of Monkey 
(see Appendix 1, gaidong nos. 55 - 57). Apipa player, Mr. Shum Wunyin, invited 
me to this series of gaidong.1 He was responsible for corresponding with the agent 
"Rock," who in turn contacted the Passenger Facilitation of Terminal Business Unit 
(PF) from the HKIA.2 Shum was therefore the "key musician" between other 
musicians in the ensemble and the agent. The staff of PF, Rock, Shum, other 
musicians, and I contacted each other through telephone. The remuneration for each 
gaidong was seven hundred (Hong Kong) dollars for each person, which was 
relatively low considering the long performance and long travel distance with no 
1 ShumWunyin and I，along with three other musicians in the ensemble for this gaidong series, are in 
the same amateur orchestra, the Hong Kong Music Lovers Orchestra (MLCO). 
2 Rock is the English name of a music teacher. I met him once. I am not sure about his real name and 
his background. He was once a partner of a music-training agency (which aims at providing Chinese 
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extra transport subsidies.3 The other musicians and I still accepted the offer because 
the three performances took place on consecutive days, so we would each receive 
two thousand one hundred dollars in all. We also agreed to this arrangement because 
the agency provided a yangqin，while Shum and the zheng player agreed to drive the 
other musicians so that they did not have to pay for a bus. 
The performances were from 12:30 to 3:00 in the afternoon. We had to 
arrive half an hour earlier to tune the instruments and to change into our Chinese 
costumes. Male musicians had to wear a long red robe, because it was Chinese New 
Year. Female musicians had to wear a siufungsin top in bright colors with black 
trousers or long skirt. 
The performances took place in the arrivals hall of the airport. An assistant 
from the agency brought the yangqin there and left before the first performance 
began. We set up our instruments on the platform in the middle of the fountain, with 
railings surrounding us to prevent people from coming too close. The ensemble 
combination was a yangqin, a pipa, a zheng, a dizi, and an erhu. All the other 
musicians brought their own instruments, except that I did not have to bring my own 
yangqin. We also brought our own Gaidong Po, while the agent provided the music 
stands. There were no promotions for the performances, nor were there any 
3 It takes at least one hour to travel (by car or by bus) to the HKIA from anyplace in Hong Kong other 
than Lantau Island, where the HKIA is located. 
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announcements before they began. The PF only provided a stand with a poster placed 
in front of the railings, informing the tourists and the guests about the performance. 
The performance began on time. We played the pieces in the Gaidong Pof 
following the usual performance practices as described in Chapter Three. We first 
played the "warming up piece” “Xiyangyang’，（喜洋洋)，and then, starting from the 
third page, played "Chunjao Shima”（春郊試馬)，"Gongwu"(弓舞)，as so on. 
Basically, we followed the order of the Gaidong Po, while omitting some of the 
pieces that were unfamiliar to us. The dizi and the erhu player mainly followed the 
melodic lines in the scores, adding ornaments occasionally. The yangqin I played 
mainly acted as rhythmic and harmonic support, and sometimes took over the 
melodic part when the dizi took a rest in the middle sections of pieces. The pipa took 
a role similar to that of the yangqin. The zheng functioned as a bass, and the player 
plucked the lowest notes to enrich the sound. Almost all the pieces were performed in 
this way, except that the Cantonese music pieces such as "Pinghu Qiuyue" were 
played following a different practice in which all the instruments follow the same 
melody instead of part playing. 
The agent was absent and there were no representatives from PF to watch 
our performances, but there was a staff member from the PF who came on the last 
day to greet and thank us. We performed with ease, and we allowed ourselves two 
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ten-minute breaks for every forty-five minutes of performance. We played “Zizhu 
Diao，，at the end of the performances each day. 
The audience for our performances changed almost from minute to minute. 
Most were just passers-by and they paid no attention to us, especially the flight 
attendants (who were probably very tired or in hurry). Some of the tourists (who 
were obviously not Hong Kong residents) were curious about us, and they watched 
our show for quite a while (about five to ten minutes). People who came to pick up 
their friends and relatives and had been waiting for quite a long time sat next to us 
(on the edge of the fountain) and listened to us while waiting. Children were happy 
to watch us, and some of them said goodbye to us when they left. Some older people 
praised us for providing entertainment. Most people just stayed and watched us for a 
while and then left without giving any comments or reactions, as if we were on a TV 
show. 
For the first two days, the PF provided a small room in which we could 
place our-instruments. Therefore, we could leave the heavy things behind and only 
had to take them away on the last day of the performance. 
As usual, we received the remuneration almost two months later. 
I choose this series of gaidong to elaborate on, because they best reflect the 
typical and “traditional，，type of gaidong performances. All the factors that typically 
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comprise the gaidong context - musicians, music, audiences, venue, agent, and 
service seekers - are clearly shown. However, this case does not show the 
influences from outside which may affect the context, as none were apparent. 
Therefore, I would like to introduce the second case study to show how the 
environment affects the gaidong context. 
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Figure 5.1 The Little Platform was the stage for the gaidong. 
Case Study Two: 
The Standard Chartered Bank Board Visit Staff Dinner 
In March 2004, I was invited to perform for the Standard Chartered Bank 
Board Visit Staff Dinner. I was the agent-musician for the performance. On the 
evening of February 19, I received a phone-call from Anissa Wong, who introduced 
herself as a staff member from the Regional Corporate Affairs Department (RCA) of 
the Standard Chartered Bank and asked me to arrange a performance for her Influence from the Environment 129 
company's staff dinner. She had acquired my phone number from Ricky Yeung, a 
dizi player who was studying in my own music department. He passed me on to 
Anissa because the bank wanted to find twelve female musicians, and therefore he 
could not take the job. 4 
Anissa told me that this gaidong performance would be the final section of 
the program of the dinner, which was going to be held on March 28，2004 (see 
appendix 1，no. 62). As the Board would be present at the dinner, the RCA took the 
event seriously. Anissa asked me to hold a meeting with her supervisors to discuss 
the program and the budget in detail. 
Meeting With the Service Seekers 
The meeting was held at 11:00 am on March 8 in the headquarters of the 
Bank where the RCA operates. Apart from Anissa, there were three other people 
joining the meeting, namely Barbara So and Avis Kong, the managers from the RCA, 
and Phoebe Lam, the representative responsible for the dance and the choir programs. 
During the meeting, I was first informed that the dinner was going to take place at a 
4 Anissa was an alumnus of the Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK). She first contacted an 
alumnus who was her classmate and was studying in the Music Department. She asked him whether 
he knew anyone from the department who plays Chinese music. He gave Ricky Yeung，s mobile phone 
number to Anissa - 1 would like to state how Anissa reached me in detail here, because from my 
experience, many people wonder how the service seekers find the musicians without aid from any 
agencies. This case may give an idea of how the problem can be solved. Influence from the Environment 130 
Chinese restaurant in Western Market, Sheung Wan. In general, they were concerned 
mostly with: 1) the appearance of the musicians, 2) the program, and 3) the budget. 
Regarding the first matter, I had to assure them that all the musicians were 
in their twenties. They would wear stylish all-black outfits, and they would all wear 
makeup. 
I had to prepare the musicians for a twenty-minute on-stage performance, 
and the ensemble would have to accompany a twenty-member choir, with male and 
female soloists to sing their company's song, “I Believe I Can Fly." They also wanted 
us to play one or two songs by the Twelve Girls Band [sic](女子十二樂坊)，and 
one or two familiar Chinese music pieces.5 I asked for extra payment for an arranger, 
as we originally did not have the scores for their company's song or those of the 
Twelve Girls Band. They quickly agreed to this. They also offered some money for 
• . . jf! buying makeup products and clothes for the musicians. 
Program Arrangements 
After the meeting, Anissa and I kept in touch through numerous phone 
5 This is the official name of the group, but grammatically it should be either "Twelve-girl Band," 
"Twelve Girls' Band," or "Band of 12 Girls." I will introduce the Twelve Girls Band later in this 
chapter. 
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calls and emails, and I contacted musicians that suited their requirements. The 
ensemble combination was decided within a few days: a dizi, a sheng, four erhu, a 
c e U o , ^ 0 PiPa, a zheng, a yangqin, a ruan, and a sanxian. I was the yangqin player, 
and all the other musicians were friends of mine who were either graduates from the 
Academy of Performing Arts (APA) or students from the CUHK music department 
(see Table 5.1 for details on the musicians). Since the ensemble had to accompany * 
the choir, the RCA asked for a rehearsal for the whole music program. I reserved the 
MLCO's rehearsal venue for our own rehearsal. I also asked Yeung to be the music 
arranger. 
After all these preparations, the program and the budget plan had finally 
been decided. The ensemble was going to play the first theme of the first movement 
of Mozart's Symphony No. 40, an excerpt from the Butterfly Lovers' Concerto, the 
theme song from the Wong Fei Hung movies, and "I Believe I Can Fly." The 
remuneration would be one thousand two hundred Hong Kong dollars per musician. 
Together with the arrangement fee, makeup fee, clothing, transportation cost for 
instruments, rent for the rehearsal venue, and administrative costs, the total estimated 
budget was $25,500. (See Table 5.2) 
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Name (English Name) Instruments Training Background bccupation 
Chong’ Hangchi Dizi APA graduate Z)/zz Teacher 一 
Li，Yiqing Sheng APA graduate Erhu Teacher 
Wong, Lokting Erhu APA graduate £r/z« Teacher 
Sum，Kan (Sabrina) Erhu APA graduate Erhu Teacher 
Cheng，Manki (Martha) Erhu APA graduate Erhu Teacher 
Ng，Waikei (Vikki) Erhu MO, YCO, CUHK Student and Piano Teacher 
Qian，Jing Cello APA graduate Cello and Z/ieng Teacher 
Lam, Yu Pipa APA graduate Pipa Teacher 
L i m > Longying Pipa YCO, CUHK Student and Piano Teacher 
Chun，Yeefung Zheng MO, YCO - Zheng Teacher 
Lam, Lingling Liuqin APA graduate Liuqin and Ruan Teacher 
Lam, Tinwai (Cass) Sanxian MO, YCO, CUHK Student 
Lung, Man Wai (Mavis) Yangqin Secondary School Orch.， Student, Yangqin and 
HKJYCCO, CUHK Percussion Teacher 
Key: 
APA - Academy of Performing Arts MO - Music Office 
YCO - Youth Chinese Orchestra CUHK - Chinese University of Hong Kong 
HKJYCCO - Hong Kong Juvenile and Youth Orch. — Orchestra 
Chinese Classical Orchestra 
Table 5.2 Information of Musicians who Took Part in the Gaidong held on March 28，2004. 
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I t e m Basis Amount (HKD$) 
Performance $1000 X 12 12,000 
Practice $200 X 12 2,400 
Black blouses/Knitted tops* $300 X 12 3，600 
Make-up 1,000 
Song Arrangements $1000 X 4 4，000 
Transportation of Instruments 1,000 
Venue for Practice $500 per 3 hours 500 
Administration Fee 1，000 
Total 25,500 
*On reimbursement basis 
Table 5.3 The Budget for the Gaidong on 28 March 2005 
Rehearsal 
On the day of the rehearsal, all the musicians arrived at the rehearsal 
venue of the MLCO at eight o'clock to practice the pieces that Yeung had just 
finished arranging. We quickly practiced all the pieces without difficulties. At about 
nine o'clock, the choir, Anissa, Barbara, Avis, and Phoebe arrived, and we rehearsed 
the company song. Again, we had no trouble with it. After practicing for about thirty 
minutes, the staff members were satisfied with our performance. They then asked us 
to play the other pieces to see if there were any problems. 
In general, the staff had no problems with our music. They just asked us to 
cut the Butterfly Lovers Concerto from the program because they had to make the 
show shorter. However, Barbara asked us if we could smile more, have more body 
movements, and stand up while playing. The musicians were speechless. I knew that Influence from the Environment 134 
many of them would like to refrain from imitating the style of the Twelve Girls Band 
(even though I had already explained to them that the service seeker's primary 
interest was to find an ensemble similar to the band), but I could not frankly tell 
Barbara the aversion we had towards imitating pop stars. I could only explain to her 
that we would have to buy special stands and equipment if we were to stand up while 
performing, and that would require more money. I reassured the staff that the 
musicians would smile more and move more during the real performance. To our 
relief, Barbara did not insist on the "standing" part, but it seemed that she still hoped 
that we could do so and she asked us try to arrange that. 
After the staff had left, the musicians immediately expressed their 
annoyance at the request for us to stand while performing. They were all very 
unhappy about it and unanimously refused to do so. I personally also disliked playing 
the yangqin while standing. However, my job as an agent was to balance the opinions 
of the service seekers and the musicians and seek solutions. I therefore promised 
them that they would definitely not have to be standing up while playing, but at the 
same time, they had to guarantee that they would show enthusiasm and smile more 
during the performance. They agreed to this. 
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The Performance 
On the day of the performance, I brought my yangqin, the zheng, and the 
music stands with two other musicians to the venue at 4:30 pm. Our performance 
would be the last item of the dinner, and would begin no earlier than 9:40 pm. I 
arrived so early because I had to set up the instruments, music stands, and chairs on 
the stage, and to test the microphones and lighting. At 5:30 pm, the other musicians 
arrived and we rehearsed with the choir. We also got instructions on how we should 
go on to the stage when the host introduced us. After the rehearsal, we had a quick 
dinner, provided by the bank, on the balcony of the restaurant, along with the choir 
and other dance performers. They then provided us a small room near the kitchen 
(which was originally the "bridal room") for us to change our clothes and put 
makeup on. As most of the musicians did not have confidence in wearing stage 
makeup or changing their hairstyles by themselves, two erhu players (Sabrina Sum 
and Martha Cheng) who were more experienced in this area helped the others to do 
so. We had a lot of fun and did not feel bored even though we had to wait for more 
than two and a half hours before our performance. 
The performance finally began at 9:50 pm. Anissa told us to stand by 
fifteen minutes beforehand at the two sides of the stage. There were spotlights 
shining on us when the host introduced us, and changing colorful lighting when we 
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were performing. From my point of view, the performance was not very good，most 
importantly because we could not imitate the sound of the Twelve Girls Band, which 
had electronic music as background. The music we created was not rich enough. 
Moreover, the female solo singer came in on the wrong beat when she started to sing 
the company song. Fortunately, the musicians were very sensitive and experienced. 
We caught up with her very quickly, and it seemed that no one noticed the flaw. The 
dinner came to an end when the choir finished singing. The diners applauded and 
they all seemed quite satisfied with our performance. The chief executive officer of 
the bank came by, shook hands with us and said，"Thank you for the great 
performance!" 
Anissa called me the day after to thank me again. She told me that her 
supervisors were all very happy with the show. After confirming the amount of 
money actually used, she transferred the whole sum to me two months later. 
氺氺氺 
Although both Case 1 and Case 2 are regarded as gaidong performances, 
they are different in many ways. One may wonder, why they are so different? I 
would say that in Case 2, there was one major factor which had extensively altered 
the original, "traditional" gaidong habitat — the emergence of the Twelve Girls Band. 
Referring to the model described earlier, the Twelve Girls Band is 
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categorized as an environmental factor. Compared with Case 1, the changes brought 
Casel Case 2 
M e a n s o f Communication By Phone By Phone, Meetings, and Emails 
between agents and service 
seekers 
Repertoire Follow the Gaidong Po Special Requests and special 
arrangements 
Music Arranger Not Needed Needed 
Number of Performers According to the Budget Special Requests: 12 
Gender of Performers No Special Requests Female 
Costume Traditional Chinese Costumes All-black, Stylish and modern 
Makeup Not Necessary Need to be Pretty and Conspicuous 
Special Lighting None Yes 
Sound Amplifiers None Yes 
Audience's Attention Not Much Center of Attention 
Remuneration Relatively Low ($280/hr) Relatively High ($1000/15 min) 
Figure 5.4 Comparison of the Two Case Studies 
about by the Twelve Girls Band are as follows: first, instead of merely having 
contacts by telephone between service seekers, agents and musicians, a meeting and 
series of emails were needed for Case 2, as many special arrangements needed to 
discuss the details. Second, new ideas emerged for the program. The service seekers 
had special requests on repertoire and vocal tunes with accompaniment, and 
therefore we needed a music arranger. They also asked for a specific number of 
performers and specified their gender, and had specific requests concerning the 
musicians' images. Third, there was special lighting during the performance, and a 
host introduced us. In other words, instead of being background music, we became 
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the center of attention. Fourth, the remuneration was high considering the short time 
of the actual performance duration. Nevertheless, we still had to stand by and wait 
for long hours before the performance began. 
Other Examples of Gaidong Affected by the Twelve Girls Band 
Case 2 was not the only case under the influence of the Twelve Girls Band. 
I have noticed that numerous gaidong performances that I have participated in had 
different degrees of modification as a result of imitating the performing style of the 
Twelve Girls Band, proving that their impact has been prominent. In gaidong 
numbers 49 and 50 (see Appendix 1)，a rehearsal was needed two days before the 
performances. I was required to wear a red tank top in bad taste that was quite 
beyond my personal limit for flesh exposure, and the agent forced us (five female 
musicians) to wear more makeup. The zheng player used high stands for her 
instrument, so that she could stand up while playing. The agent was the most excited 
member of the audience and she took many pictures of us without our consent. I was 
a bit angry. I would have refused the job if I had known earlier that I had to wear the 
sexy top, but I felt that I had no choice when I encountered that situation. I could not 
simply refuse to do so, because if I had left at that moment, it would have seriously 
affected my reputation in Chinese music circles. 
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Figure 5.5 The Tasteless Red Tank Tops... 
In contrast, gaidong number 75 was a lot more enjoyable. There were 
altogether eight female musicians: a yangqin, a zheng, two erhu, a dizi, two pipa, and 
a violin. The violinist had no problem with standing up while playing, whereas all 
the others playing Chinese instruments were seated. The three pieces we played were 
all from the repertoire of the Twelve Girls Band. We had two rehearsals before the 
day of the performance with a Filipino band (an electric guitarist, a bass guitarist, a 
keyboard player, and a drummer, all male).6 Except for the violinist, who wore a 
bright red top, all the other female musicians were requested to dress in black-black — 
any stylish tops of our own choice with long trousers were allowed, but no long 
6 Filipino musicians have long been a feature of the Hong Kong musical scene. There are still many 
Filipino bands in Hong Kong nowadays and they are very important performers for hotels, restaurants 
and bars. Nevertheless, in my experience, it is not common for them to collaborate with Chinese 
musicians. The role of Filipino bands in Hong Kong and their relations with Chinese music are issues 
- tha t need to be studied further. Influence from the Environment 140 
black skirts. On the day of the performance, the production house, which was 
responsible for contacting our agent-musician and the service seeker, hired a 
hairstylist to help us to improve our appearance. We enjoyed changing our image, 
and we looked a lot more fashionable. 
The performance took place in a big dining hall. Our stage was in the midst 
of the dining tables. We sat in a circle so that we were all facing the audience. While 
we were at the center of attention, the Filipino band was at the peripheral end of the 
hall. There was also special lighting. Many people came by and took photos of us 
while we were playing. I felt as if I were a pop musician! 
For gaidong numbers 60 and 84，although we were not playing any special 
repertoire, nor did they require us to wear any special costumes, all the musicians 
were required to be female. 
Apart from my personal experience, I also conducted fieldwork on 
February 14，2004. The venue for this particular performance was a restaurant in 
Tsim Sha Tsui. There were twelve musicians playing Chinese musical instruments, 
and although they did have a male percussionist in the group, because he sat at the 
rear part of the stage he was almost invisible. Also, there was a band behind the 
Chinese ensemble, consisting of a keyboard player, a drum-set player, and two guitar 
players. These four musicians were Filipinos. 
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The performance had two sessions. The musicians dressed in "black-black" 
(tops and trousers were all in black) in the first session, and then they had to change 
to a siufunsin top. Table 5.6 shows the songs they played. The first piece played in 
the first session was a medley. The manager of the restaurant required the band to 
play the Western pop song "Victory," which was the most popular song from Twelve 
Girls Band album, as the first piece. In addition, she also asked one of the pipa 
players to add a few bars of the well-known pipa solo piece, “Shimian MaifU，， 
("Ambush from Ten Sides，，,十面埋伏）before "Victory" started. After "Victory" 
came a series of arrangements of vocal repertoire, songs which were originally sung 
in Cantonese or in Mandarin. The performance also included other famous Chinese 
love tunes, such as excerpts from The Butterfly Lovers. 
The performers were experienced in playing these popular tunes. The 
manager of the restaurant asked them to arrive two hours before the performance 
began because they had to rehearse "Victory" with the Filipino band. However, they 
were not offered extra payments for the rehearsal, and therefore, almost half of the 
musicians refused to come earlier. 
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Time Musical Pieces 
1 s t Session 1. Medley: 
34”- 1 '01 Pipa solo: introduction of "Ambushed from ten sides"(十面埋伏） 
-1，58” "Victory" 
- 3 ' 5 5 " "The Moon Tells My Heart"(月亮代表我的心） 
-5'26" Night Breeze (晚風） 
_7'31" Tuberose (夜來香） 
一 10，34，， Sweet as Honey (甜蜜蜜） 
-11 '58" When will you come back?(何曰君再來） 
一 13，30" 2. Golden Snake Dancing in Frenzy (金蛇狂舞） 
—Break— 
2 n d Session O'OO" 一 3'05" 3. The Butterfly Lovers (Excerpt) (「梁祝」選段） 
-5 '23" 4. Moonlight on the Spring River (春江花月夜） 
-7 '23" 5. Beautiful Clouds Chasing the Moon (彩雲追月） 
-9 '29" 6.NanniBay (南泥灣） 
-11，20，， 7. Message from the Moon (明月千里寄相思） 
Time: 9 :20pm- 10:00pm 
Duration: 25'50" 
Ensemble: Twelve musicians- Dizi, Sheng, Erhu (3), Zheng, Yangqin, Pipa (2)，Ruan, Percussion (2) 
Table 5.6 Summary of Performance on 14 Feb 2004 
Since I have mentioned the Twelve Girls Band so extensively in the 
previous pages, I shall now explain in detail who the Twelve Girls Band are and why 
they could bring such enormous influence to the gaidong habitat. 
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The Twelve Girls Band 
In the summer 2003，the Twelve Girls Band from Beijing became well 
known in Asia, after their debut album Beautiful Energy stayed on the Japanese 
music album sales chart, the Oricon, for ten consecutive weeks and sold more than 
1.5 million copies. In this album, the twelve young female members, who were 
students or graduates of various music conservatories in mainland China, played 
music that can be described as a fusion of Chinese traditional tunes with Western pop, 
classical, and jazz elements. People who find Chinese classical music difficult to 
understand find the band's music to be easy listening. 
The style of on-stage performance of the band is also similar to that of a 
pop music band. As one can see from the photos, except for the pipa players who are 
seated (because of the nature of the instrument, one cannot put a strap on the 
pear-shaped pipa and play it while standing up), all the members stand up while 
playing their music, including the zheng and the yangqin players who use keyboard 
stands instead of the traditional stands. Standing up to play music allows the 
performers more body movements. Also, the performers have usually memorized the 
music, and thus they never use music stands which might otherwise block the 
audience's view. Their costumes are relatively sexy and stylish compared to the way 
Chinese classical musicians dress in formal concerts. The stage design of their live 
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performances also resembles that of pop music bands, with lots of staircases and 
mini platforms, sophisticated lighting, and abundant special effects. All the above 
elements contribute to a refreshing and trendy performing style appealing to the 
general public. 
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Figure 5.7 The Twelve Girls Band 
"Invasion" 
The Twelve Girls Band is a novel idea for the service seekers. Since the 
band became popular starting in 2003，more and more local musicians have been 
requested to perform gigs which must, to some degree, imitate the performance of 
the Twelve Girls Band. Two prominent features of the Twelve Girls Band are: there 
are twelve people, and they are solely female performers. That is to say, many 
service seekers would like to have twelve people to perform，and even if the service 
seeker needs or can only afford three or four musicians, they would prefer a female 
group. They also have more specific requests. For example, they may require 
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musicians to dress in certain ways and to wear makeup. Musicians may be asked to 
play some pieces which are included in the albums of the Twelve Girls Band. 
Feedbacks from Musicians 
The emergence of the Twelve Girls Band has inevitably reduced the 
opportunity for male performers to play in performance gigs. Male musicians are not 
happy about this but they can do nothing to reverse the trend. Whether male or 
female performers are favored depends on the service seekers. 
Meanwhile, although the band has brought more performance gigs to 
female performers, most of these musicians do not rate either the music or the image 
of the band positively. They feel that the Twelve Girls Band is too showy and that its 
members present themselves too much as sexual beings. They also find the band's 
music too “pop” and not artistic enough. They cannot accept the idea of standing up 
while playing music, either. One of the performers told me that she did not like the 
colorful lighting of that performance, which made her feels like performing in a 
nightclub. 
Actually, most gaidong performers are local musicians who see themselves 
as "performers of traditional Chinese music"(中國傳統音樂演奏者）.7 They cannot 
accept playing on stage like a pop star. If they have a choice, they would rather play 
7 The term is commonly used by musicians even though the repertoire often includs popular music 
and non-Chinese music. 
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anonymously in an orchestral pit with other musicians than in a pop music concert. 
In September 2004，a female musician (who is a friend of mine) refused a job when 
she found out that she had to wear heavy makeup and a tank top while playing her 
pipa. 
However, it seems that local female musicians have started to compromise 
to the situation. Generally, they are beginning to accept playing Western classical 
and/or pop tunes, yet most of them are still reluctant to wear sexy clothes and play 
their music standing up. Martha Cheng, a young erhu player graduate from APA, 
dislikes the idea of "standing up", “I don't like imitating The Twelve Girls Band, nor 
smiling or dressing like prostitutes." Kan Sam, another APA graduate also in her 
twenties, hates "standing up" because "it's not comfortable at all to hold my erhu in 
that way. Moreover, I feel really insecure about the accuracy of my playing." 
What's Next? 
A service seeker once told me that she thinks that the traditional Chinese 
music is "dull and old-fashioned.，，She likes the Twelve Girls Band's performing 
style because it is pleasant to watch: young, stylish, and pretty girls perform music 
energetically. In fact, it is the visual effect that interests the service seekers and the 
audience the most. The quality of music is of the lower priority. Of course, the agent 
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can negotiate with the service seeker for terms specifying that "our musicians do not 
want to wear sexy clothing," but as I have mentioned, the style of the performance 
ultimately depends on the decision made by the service seekers. Musicians have to 
compromise if they want to get the jobs. 
From the agent's point of view, the Twelve Girls Band has reminded the 
audience and thus the service seekers to search for higher quality performances, at 
least visually. In order to be commissioned to arrange more gigs, the agents need to 
try their best to find musicians who are willing to wear heavier makeup and sexy 
clothes and who are willing to perform with more body movements. 
Regarding repertoire, as musicians are requested to play western as well as 
Cantonese pop tunes, the agents have to find someone to rearrange the songs 
specifically for that performance. A portion of the budget for the performance would 
thus be the arrangement fee. Therefore a new character, “the music arranger," is 
added to the performance gig industry. As the new pop tunes are relatively 
complicated, musicians may need to rehearse at least once or twice before the 
performance. The need for improvising accompaniment by yangqin and ruan players 
is also limited, because each of the instruments will have its own parts. 
Almost all musicians I have interviewed welcome the idea of trying new 
repertoire. However, as Kan Sam has pointed out, "It's not realistic for the service 
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seekers to demand a high standard performance with such hasty and short 
preparation time. We can only do out best.，， 
The popularity of the Twelve Girls Band has sparked off remarkable 
changes in performance gigs, both structurally and musically. Music played in 
gaidong is no longer as familiar to the musicians as it was. Musicians who are used 
to playing traditional Chinese repertoire are caught between the current popular 
culture and their self-defined professionalism. Over time, their reluctance to play pop 
tunes seemed to have softened, but most of the female musician still cannot get used 
to performing in a relatively energetic and sexy style. One point is evident: male 
performers will have fewer opportunities to play in performance gigs in the 
foreseeable future. 
Other Environmental Factors 
The Media 
The impact of the Twelve Girls Band can be regarded as an influence from 
the media. Anything that has become popular in the media may also become popular 
in gaidong. For example, a very popular Korean TV period drama series Dae Jang 
Gum (in Korean) (Jewel in the Palace,大長今）was broadcast in Hong Kong from 
February to April 2005. The drama's theme song also became very popular during 
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that period. Therefore, in a gaidong on April 4，2005, we were requested by the 
diners to play that theme song. 
The influences brought by the media usually change the audience's taste, 
which in turn influence the service seekers and/or the musicians, who in turn add 
new pieces to the gaidong repertoire. The change can be permanent, such as the 
retention of Deng Lijun's songs in the gaidong repertoire ever since she became a 
popular singer in the 1970s. Sometimes, the change can be temporary. For example, 
as of spring 2005, we have not been requested to play the Twelve Girls Band's 
"Victory" in recent gaidong performances. 
Seasonal Factors 
In Chapter Four, I have stated that many of the occasions that need gaidong 
performances are often during Chinese New Year, Valentines' Day, Christmas, and 
companies' annual dinners. Since these occasions are from December to March, 
winters are the busiest time for gaidong performances. During this busy season, 
musicians may have conflicting job opportunities and they have to give up some 
gaidong jobs. 
In contrast, musicians seldom get gaidong jobs in August, partly because it 
is the seventh month of the Chinese lunar calendar. The Yu Lan Festival (盂蘭節），or 
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"Hungry Ghost Festival," takes place in this month. Traditionally, people believed 
that ghosts would come out to roam the earth at night. There will be almost no 
weddings, and companies normally will not have any celebrations or openings in this 
month. Therefore, having fewer service seekers for gaidong is understandable. 
The Economy 
Economic changes influence almost all people involved in the gaidong 
context. For example, during the economic downturn in Hong Kong after the Asian 
financial crisis of 1988，many people lost their jobs due to the bankruptcy of their 
companies. Other companies survived by trying to be thrifty and not spending too 
much on unnecessary expansions. Therefore, musicians had fewer gaidong jobs 
during the late 1980s. 
In 2004, with aid from the Central Government and the rise of the 
economies in neighboring countries, the situation seemed to have changed. 
Benefiting from the boost in tourism due to the Individual Travel Scheme, China's 
admittance to the World Trade Organization, and good prospects brought by CEPA 
(Closer Economic Partnership Arrangement), businesses were able to allocate a 
larger budget for annual dinners and various celebrations.8 Moreover, Hong Kong is 
8 The Closer Economic Partnership Arrangement (CEPA) was signed between Beijing and Hong 
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going to experience a surge of visitors from many countries after the establishment of 
Disneyland in September 2005. People who are optimistic for the future will be 
willing to pay for more entertainment, and musicians are expected to get more job 
opportunities. 
The Weather 
Obviously, the weather is a crucial factor for outdoor gaidong 
performances. Although musicians can perform in very hot (above 30°C) or cold 
(below 10°C) weather, the performance standard will definitely be affected in such 
extreme conditions. Also, the instruments (especially the bowed and plucked stringed 
instruments) can easily go out of tune. On windy days, the scores can be blown away, 
or the music stands can be blown down. Musicians usually have to prepare paper 
clips to prevent such incidents from happening. 
Above all, the weather problem that most concerns musicians is rain. If it 
suddenly rains during a gaidong, the instruments can be ruined or seriously damaged 
even if the musicians "flee" as fast as possible, because the snake skins (a component 
of the resonant chamber for the huqin) cannot get wet at all, and the strings of the 
instruments also rust easily. If the rain goes on heavily for hours before the gaidong 
takes place, the service seeker might even cancel the performance. If the Hong Kong 
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Government organizes the event, it will still pay for the event, because the musicians 
have already arranged and prepared for the performance, but for other organizations, 
musicians will usually not get paid, because they do not need to provide any music. 
* * * 
Perhaps John Blacking's (1984) model can best summarize how 
environmental factors influence the gaidong habitat. In studying musical change and 
distinguishing between innovations within a musical system and changes of the 
system, Blacking listed out seven types of possible changes. The first one is “an 
audible change in the norms of performance that is recognized as such by performers 
and audience... Such changes are precipitated by a variety of factors, most of which 
are extra-musical. For example...c) New music is borrowed from outside and 
incorporated in or adapted for members of a performing group." (Ibid: 169) The 
influence of the Twelve Girls Band on gaidong is definitely a change brought from 
outside of the original habitat, and is one that both musicians and performers have 
recognized. In addition, the Twelve Girls Band not only changed the performing 
style of gaidong, but also their function, because as the performing style has become 
more entertaining, service seekers tends to make the gaidong performance the 
highlight of the whole show or dinner, rather than just treating it merely as 
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background music. This fits into the sixth type of musical change mentioned by 
Blacking, namely “a change in the social use, but not in techniques of performance, 
of a particular musical style or genre, which may or may not be accompanied by 
changes in attitude to the music and in recruitment of performers and audiences" 
(Ibid.: 170). 
There may be other social or environmental factors that bring changes to 
the gaidong habitat, and gaidong musicians have to be as versatile as they were in 
the past to cope with all these changes. 
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Chapter VI 
The Model: The Ecology of Gaidong 
Up to this point, I have explored the different components that are 
necessary for the realization of a gaidong. Now, I shall return to the Model 一 The 
Ecology of Gaidong. Originally, ecology means “the branch of biology that deals 
with the relations of organisms to one another and to their physical surroundings" 
(Pang and Cheng 1993). My idea of using the biological concept to describe cultural 
behavior was prompted by Daniel M. Neuman (1990). Inspired by William K. Archer 
(1964)，Neuman describes the kinship, organization, and artistic tradition of North 
India music in the chapter “The Ecology of Hindustani Music Culture" by using the 
proposition that Hindustani music culture comprises four components - the producers 
of music, the consumers of music, the context of performance, and the technology of 
music production and reproduction (1990:202-229). 
Neuman's scheme is sufficient for summarizing the musical situation in 
North India. However, it may not be adequate for describing the gaidong 
circumstances in detail, and therefore more components are needed. Alan P. 
Merriam's theoretical research model “involves study on three analytic levels -
conceptualization about music, behavior in relation to music, and music sound itself' 
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(1964:32). This model also offers general considerations for all kinds of studies of 
music activities in different cultures: 
Since all these factors must be considered in studying the music of any given 
people，the immediate problem is whether a theoretical research model can be 
constructed which will take all of them into account. Such a model must consider 
folk and analytical evaluation, the cultural and social background, the relevant 
aspects of the social sciences and the humanities, and the multiple facets of music 
as symbolic, aesthetic, formal, psychological, physical, and so forth (Ibid.). 
Following Merriam's approach, and using Neuman's model as a blueprint, 
I have divided "the producers of music" into three more specialized roles in the 
making of gaidong: "service seekers，，，‘agents，，’ and "musicians." Moreover, based 
on Merriam's thoughts on considering the cultural and social background in making 
music, I have added an additional factor, ‘‘the environment," into my model. The 
relationships among all the components in making the gaidong are illustrated in the 
diagram in figure 6.1. The people involved in every gaidong include service seekers, 
agents, performers, and audiences. The physical locations in which gaidong take 
place are called venues. 
In this chapter, I will explain how the components interact with one another 
by using some common ecological terms. I will also explain the meaning of the 
overlapping or non-overlapping arrows in the model. 
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Diagram 6.1 The Ecology o/Gaidong 
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In the model, one can see that several components are partly overlapping 
with others: the "service seeker” overlaps with the “audience，，and the "agent," while 
the “agent，，in turn overlaps with the “musician，’ bubble. The reason for this 
arrangement is that musicians, agents, audiences, and service seekers are people who 
may shift from one role to the other. For example, a particular gaidong may leave a 
particular audience a good impression of Chinese music, and that audience member 
may then suggest his/her company to have some Chinese music as background for 
the company's dinner, if he/she is one of the organizers for that dinner. In this way, ’ 
the audience in one gaidong then becomes the service seeker for another gaidong. If 
that arranger contacts the musicians by him/herself - because he/she may have asked 
the musicians involved in the last gaidong for their contacts — then he/she will also 
be the agent of the gaidong for the company's dinner. 
The fact that musicians can also be agents has been described in detail in 
Chapter 2, and I refer to these dual-identity musicians as agent-musicians. Musicians 
can also be one of the audiences, but the chances of this are relatively rare, because 
they are so familiar with the performance style that they would not be interested in 
watching the show. “I will not waste time to watch the whole performance. I would 
rather go shopping and say ‘hello’ to them after the gaidong if there is someone I 
know，，said Lingling Lam. Nevertheless, the overlapping of the components indicates 
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that the identities of service seekers, agents, musicians, and audiences can shift from 
one to another. 
"Venue" is where the performance occurs, and therefore it is represented by 
a large shape with "performance" and ‘‘audience，，inside. Part of the "service seeker" 
is overlapping with "venue" because they may own the site. For example, a club may 
hire musicians to give a gaidong performance in its clubhouse. 
The "musician" component has an arrow pointing to "performance" 
because musicians give performances. A double-headed arrow then represents the 
relationship between "performance" and "audience" because there are two-way 
interactions between the two components. Audiences watch the performances and 
will give feedback. Therefore, a venue is a place where musicians and audiences 
come together. Zheng player Jason Lau said that different types of venues and 
audiences will affect the quality of his performance, "If the venue is a noisy open 
area, I will not try to play very musically. In contrast, keeping my music loud enough 
so that the audience can hear it clearly is my major concern. If I perform a gaidong in 
a quiet teahouse, and my audience enjoys my music and constantly gives feedback 
and comments during breaks, I will be very happy to play as best as I can." 
The "environment" includes all factors other than the components described 
above which might affect the people involved in gaidong and the performance 
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context. Since gaidong bring few changes to the surroundings, it is unlikely that 
service seekers, agents, musicians, or audiences will influence the social or economic 
status of the environment. Therefore the arrows from "environment" are 
unidirectional. 
Mutualism and Competition 
In biological ecology, organisms fight for common necessities, and such a 
relationship is called competition. Competition among members of the same species 
is called intra specific competition, while competition among different species of 
organisms is called inter-specific competition (Pang 2004: 276). In the gaidong 
model, such competitions also exist. Musicians compete intra-specifically for 
gaidong jobs; and agents compete intra-specifically for performers. Musicians also 
have to compete inter-specifically with other performing arts and therefore they have 
to improve their performances or lower their expectations for remuneration so as to 
get more jobs. 
If competitions happen in a positive way - that is, musicians are not 
lowering their payments to an unreasonable amount - the gaidong components will 
normally interact in such a way that all are benefited: service seekers find an agent to 
find a group of musicians to perform high-quality music for them at a reasonable 
price; agents have their jobs done and get their payments; musicians carry out the 
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task professionally and receive the payments; and, the performance is well-done and 
all audience members are satisfied. I would call this healthy interrelationship among 
components "mutualism" (Ibid.). 
The Extended Model 
The model I have described above illustrates the gaidong habitat fairly 
clearly, but I would like to go one step further and introduce an extended version of 
the model (Diagram 6.2). I did not bring in this modified version earlier mainly 
because it might bring confusion to the reader, and also because the components or 
descriptions may not necessarily apply to some gaidong performances. 
Most obviously, a new component, "host," has been added to the model. 
The "host" overlaps with the “musician，，because, as I have mentioned in Chapter 4， 
some musicians can also be a host for performances if they are competent in giving 
public speeches. “Host” also overlaps with "performance" because it is an important 
and prominent characteristic of performances that requires a host. Moreover, "host" 
has an arrow pointing to "audience" because the host's job is primarily to provide 
information to the audiences and to act as a medium for communication between the 
performers and the audiences. Hosts may or may not be present in a gaidong, and 
therefore this component only appears in the extended version of the model. 
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Diagram 6.2 The Ecology o/Gaidong: Extended Model 
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Another major change in the modified model is that the term "context" is 
added in the “venue，’ box to represent the venue and occasion as a whole. The 
one-way arrows coming out from "environment" can be classified into natural (N) 
and cultural (C) factors that may affect the gaidong habitat. Natural factors such as 
weather and climate mainly influence the physical states of venues. For example, if 
the temperature drops to 9°C, it will be very cold to perform outdoors. Cultural 
factors include the media, economy, governmental policies, and so on. These factors 
may affect both the context and the people in gaidong, as discussed in the last 
chapter (that is, the influence of the Twelve Girl Band). Other cultural factors may 
influence the gaidong habitat. For instance, the government may build new 
recreational areas or new town halls and then there will then be more gaidong 
venues. 
This extended model is an approach to help explain the interdependence of 
components in the gaidong habitat with its surroundings. I have tried to include all 
the factors that might bring changes, except for one — that is, the time factor. The 
model applies to the situation from the 1990s to early 2000s. As time will change 
everything, no one can predict precisely whether there will be gaidong one hundred 
years from now. 
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Chapter VIII 
Summary and Conclusion 
Thus far, we have examined every component in the gaidong habitat. I 
would now like to summarize the findings of this thesis. 
The model - The Ecology of Gaidong — consists of six major components: 
agents, service seekers, musicians, music, audience, venue, and the environment. The 
extended model features the addition of the host, and the venue, with the addition of 
occasion, becomes the context. The roles of agents and service seekers, agents and 
musicians, and also musicians and hosts are sometimes overlapping. Competitions 
which happen among agents, service seekers, and musicians may be beneficial or 
harmful. Moreover, the changes within these components influence one another. 
Agents can be staff of the service seeker or of independent agencies. 
Musicians can also be agents, and such roles are regarded as agent-musicians. 
Service seekers are organizations or companies which can be categorized into 
governmental and non-governmental groups. The government usually signs contracts 
with musicians before each gaidong takes place, and thus in general musicians are 
able to enjoy much better protection playing in these performance gigs than for those 
organized by private companies. It would be desirable to have contracts for each 
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gaidong to protect both musicians and service seekers. 
Gaidong musicians are mainly trained locally in the government-run YCO, 
at secondary schools, and in the APA. They may then become professional 
performers, music teachers, and/or members of various amateur orchestras. There are 
also musicians from Mainland China and Taiwan who participate in gaidong. These 
music circles are overlapping and many musicians have multiple identities. This 
forms a network of musicians which facilitates the forming of ever-changing 
gaidong-gronp membership. 
A good gaidong musician has to be punctual, reachable, self-disciplined, 
and flexible enough to cope with all situations. Recently, musicians have been 
suffering from the lowering of the level of remuneration. They either accept this, or 
to stand firm on maintaining their standards while at the same time improving the 
quality of their music and the performing style so as to stay competitive. 
The types of music most often played in gaidong are Cantonese music, 
instrumental music from other regions of China, and vocal music. The latter category 
ranges from folk songs from all over the world, shidaiqu, and children songs to 
popular songs. Several musicians have collected the pieces that are played most 
frequently into various "fake books.” In this thesis, three gaidong fake books, namely 
the Gaidong Po, the Blue Score, and the MLCO gaidong scorebook have been 
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chosen to be examined in detail. Although the repertoires of these fake books are not 
the same, and they have different types of arrangements, they have one thing in 
common: the books are updated constantly to maintain each gaidong group's ability 
to compete with others. 
There is a tendency for more and more service seekers to ask the musicians 
to perform new pieces that can fit perfectly into the occasion. Therefore, music 
arrangers are in demand. Musicians make careful decisions on the choice of pieces, 
including musical considerations such as the keys and repetitions that are most 
suitable for a specific occasion. The number of musicians and the combination of 
instruments vary to a great degree according to the different tastes and needs of 
service seekers. Nevertheless, the huqin, the dizi, the zheng, the pipa, the yangqin, 
and the ruan are the most common instruments used in gaidong. Although in many 
cases musicians follow the same score to perform, different instruments have their 
own conventions for performance practice, and the actual music will sound quite 
different from the score. 
Venues can be categorized into outdoor and indoor venues. The venue is the 
location for information exchange between musicians and audiences. Different types 
of audiences have different behaviors, and the presence of a host may draw attention 
from the audiences and may cause a shift in the functions of performances from 
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"background music” to "center-of-attention." 
Economic and social factors may influence the gaidong habitat. Most 
prominently, the emergence of the Twelve Girl Band has brought enormous changes 
to gaidong. The Twelve Girl Band has caused service seekers to ask for more trendy 
and stylish gaidong performances. 
*氺氺 
In the past, the making of a successful gaidong may have only depended on 
having competent musicians who can play good music. No special preparations or 
rehearsals were needed, and musicians usually played the music effortlessly. 
However, this research on gaidong has revealed the trend that musicians now need 
more preparation for some performances. 
In general, musicians have an open attitude towards trying to play new 
pieces that are technically more demanding, but they have different standards on 
accepting the more extroverted and appearance-conscious performing style. Although 
the special requests from service seekers may incur higher pressure on musicians, the 
latter nevertheless receive greater remuneration and sometimes more satisfaction in 
terms of artistic value in performing these gaidong. 
Will this trend weaken in the coming years? I am not certain. But I know 
that because we are in Hong Kong, a fast-pace city that changes on a daily basis, 
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performance gigs in Hong Kong will need to be as malleable as the city itself to 
survive. 
As we have seen, the gaidong is continuously influenced by western 
aesthetic values in terms of its repertoire, its performing style, and also the context of 
the performance. Therefore, gaidong provide an opportunity for the study of 
acculturation. 
Many areas of inquiry touched upon in this study require further 
investigation and analysis. Among these areas are opinions on gaidong from the 
audiences' perspective, the relationships and interactions between gaidong and 
tourism in Hong Kong, in-depth investigation on the networking of musicians, and, 
perhaps, an attempt to create a detailed index of all the gaidong music and scores 
used. Last but not least, as this study is based on musical practice in Hong Kong; 
comparison with musical practice in China and overseas Chinese communities is 
necessary for obtaining a comprehensive understanding 功gaidong. 
This thesis is concerned with the stability and change of gaidong. The 
changes in each aspect and component are always happening, and even the name 
gaidong. mi^it not be used in later times, but the essence of commercial Chinese 
instrumental performance remains. My model has attempted to grasp this essence 
and I believe that the mechanism of running gaidong will remain more or less the 
Summary and Conclusion 168 
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Appendix 2 Contents of the Gaidong Po 
No. Name of the Piece Genre § Arrangement (Y/N) 
1 "DaKaimen" 大開門 CM N 
2 "Yiding Jin" 一錠金 CM N 
3 “Dao Chunlei" 到春雷 CM N 
4 "Zai Guoyuan" 在菓園 CM N 
5 "Chunjao Shima" 春郊試馬 CM N 
6 "Gongwu" 弓舞 M N 
7 "Huaxiang Guwu" 花香鼓舞 M N 
8 "EmaYaoling" 餓馬瑤鈐 . CM N 
9 "Nandao Chunguang" 南島春光 CM N 
10 "YaozuWuqu" 瑤族舞曲 M N 
11 "CaichaGe" 採茶歌 VF N 
12 "LiulangWenYing" 柳浪聞鶯 CM Y 
13 "Yu Ge Wanchang" 漁歌晚唱 CM N 
14 "YuGe" 漁歌 CM Y 
15 "Xiyangyang" 喜洋洋 M N 
16 "Zizhu Diao" 紫竹調 T N 
17 "ErchuanYingyu.e" 二泉映月 T N 
18 "ZouMa" 走馬 CM N 
19 "Kongque Kaiping" 孔雀開屏 CM N 
20 “Gui Shi" 歸時 CM N 
21 "ShenjiDe Ma" 森吉得馬 VF N 
22 "Desheng Ling" 得勝令 CM N 
23 "Kuanghuan" 狂歡 C M N 
24 "Wode Zuguo" 我的祖國 VO N 
25 "Xiao Tiaohung，， 小桃紅 CM Y 
26 "JingTao" 驚濤 CM N 
27 "Huaer yu Xiaonian" 花兒與少年 M Y 
28 "Zidibing he Laobaising" 子弟兵和老百姓 VO Y 
j29 "Xai Ma" 賽馬 M Y 
;30 "Benchi Zai Qianli Caoyuan" 奔馳在千里草原 M Y 
j31 "LaLuotuo" 拉駱駝 M N 
32 "Liu Shui XingYun" 流水行雲 M N 
33 “ZhuFu’， 祝福 V F Y 
34 "Malanhua Kai，， 馬蘭花開 VF N 
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35 "Womende Shenghuo Chongman 我們的生活充滿 VF Y 
Yangguang" 陽光 
36 "Bubugao" 步步高 CM N 
37 "Yueyuan Qu" 月圓曲 CM N 
38 "CaiyunZuiYue" 彩雲追月 CM Y 
39 "Yang Quixi" 楊翠喜 CM N 
40 "Hehua Xiang" 荷花香 CM Y 
41 "Yuexia GongHuanle" 月下共歡樂 ？ N 
42 "ZuiYue" 醉月 CM Y 
43 "Jing Diao" 京調 M N 
44 "Sisilei" 絲絲淚 CM N 
45 "XinchunLe" 新春樂 ？ N 
46 "Huahao Yueyuan" 花好月圓 M N 
47 "ShandandanKaihua" 山丹丹開花 VF N 
48 "HantianLei" 旱天雷 CM N 
49 "Yule Shengping" 娛樂昇平 CM N 
50 "Huasan Wu" 花傘舞 M N 
51 "JianWu" 劍舞. M N 
52 "ZhichuCaihongWanlichang" 織出彩虹萬里長 CM Y 
53 "Meilide Guxiang" 美麗的故鄕 ？ N 
54 "Chunguang[jiang] Hua Yue Ye" 春光[江]花月夜 T N 
55 "Wushu" 武術 M N 
56 "PinghuQiuyue" 平湖秋月 CM N 
57 "YuDaBajiao" 雨打色蕉 CM N 
58 "Xing Shi" 醒獅 C M N 
59 "Qingmei Zhuma" 青梅竹馬 CM N 
60 "Aiyo Mama" 哎喲媽媽 VN N 
61 "Molihua" 茉莉花 W N 
62 "Aobao Xianghui" 敖包相會 VF N 
63 "Hangong Qinyue" 漢宮秋月 CM N 
64 "Wandouhua Kai" 碗豆花開 M Y 
65 "Suixiang Qu" 隨想曲 ？ N 
66 "MingtianHui Genghao" 明天會更好 VP N 
67 "Youyi zhi Guang" 友誼之光 w N 
68 "Kelemayi Xinge" 克拉瑪依新歌 VF N 
69 "BieyiNan" 別亦難 ％ N 
70 "XiaosaZouYihui" 瀟洒走一回 w N 
71 "JiduoChou" 幾多愁 W N 
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72 "Jinshe Kuangwu 金蛇狂舞 M N 
73 "Lian Qu" 聯曲 ？ N 
74 "GanlanShu" 橄欖樹 VP N 
75 "Xiaocheng Gushi" 小城故事 VP N 
76 "zai Shui Zhongyang" 在水中央 VP N 
77 "Jinxiao duo Zhenzhong" 今宵多珍重 VP N 
78 "QiPuoZhen" 齊破陣 CM N 
79 "Shengdan Lingsheng" (Jingle Bells)聖誕鈴聲 VN N 
80 "Bobi de Daya" (Frosty the Snowman)波比的大牙 VN N 
81 "ShengdanLaoren" 聖誕老人 VN N 
(Santa Claus is Coming to Town) 
82 "Ju[Pu]shiHuanteng" 舉[普]世歡騰 VN N 
(Joy to the World) 
83 "PinganYe" (Silent Night) 平安夜 VN N 
84 "Shengri Ge" (Happy Birthday Song)生日歌 VN N 
85 "ZuShouGe" 祝壽歌 VP N 
86 "Menghuan Qu" (Traumerei) 夢幻曲 VN N 
87 "Sushana"(Oh! Susanna) 蘇莎[珊]娜 VN N 
88 "MuminXinge" 牧民新歌 M Y 
89 "Shunl iuNi l iu" . 順流逆流 VP N 
90 "TaihuMei" 太湖美 ？ N 
91 "Tianya Genu" 天涯歌女 VP N 
92 "Shiwu de Yueliang" 十五的月亮 ？ N 
93 "Huanle de Rizi" 歡樂的日子 M N 
94 "Wannian Huan 萬年歡 M N 
95 "SongwoYizhiMeiguihua" 送我一支玫瑰花 VF N 
96 “Honglou Meng" 紅樓夢 W N 
97 "Hong Qingting" 紅蜻蜒 W N 
98 "Hanbaoyufang de Hua" 含荀欲放的花 ？ N 
99 "ZhinazhiYe" 支那(中國)之夜 VN Y 
100 "HeriJunZailai" 何日君再來 VP N 
101 "Yinghua" (Sakura) 櫻花 N 
102 “SijiGe” 四季歌 W N 
103 “Sing，， 星 VP N 
104 "Dongri" 冬日 W N 
105 "Yongheng deYouyi" 的友誼 ？ N 
106 "Bejing de Pengyou" 北京的朋友 ？ N 
107 "Shenlin Shuiche" 森林水車 W N 
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108 "Chayang Ge" 插秧歌 VF N 
109 "Fushi Shan" 富士山 VN N 
110 "Yatongmuzhi Ge" 阿童木之歌 VN N 
111 "Beiguo zhi Chun" 北國之春 VN Y 
.112 "Ye Lai Xiang" 夜來香 VP Y 
113 ‘‘Yang Bian Chui Ma Yun Liang Mang” 揚鞭催馬運糧忙 M Y 
114 "Lanhuacao" 蘭花草 VF N 
115 "XiuHebao" 綉荷包 VF N 
116 "Liangzhu" (The Butterfly Lovers) 梁祝(選段） M Y 
i l l7 “Jiang He Shui” 江河水 M Y 
118 "Shuang Xing Hen" 雙星恨 CM N 
119 "Chanyuan Zhongsheng" 禪院鐘聲 CM N 
120 "Mingyue Qianli [JiXiang Si]" 明月千里[寄相思]VP N 
121 "ZhaojunYuan" 昭君怨 CM N 
122 "HongzhuLei" 紅燭淚 CM N 
123 "Zhuangtai Qiusi" 粧台秋思 CM N 
124 "YuDaBajiao" 雨打芭蕉 CM N 
125 "KaiXuan" 凱旋 CM N 
126 "Huade Ge|(£>/zM) 歡樂歌(二胡） T N 
127 ‘‘Huanle G e ， ， ( K m 例 歡 樂 歌 ( 揚 琴 ) T N 
128 ' m a n l e M ( ^ 歡樂歌 (琵琶 ) T N 
129 "Xuye Xiaochang" 除夜小唱 T N 
*130 "Xiyangyang" 喜洋洋 M Y 
•131 "Huanlede Qingnian" 歡樂的青年 VF Y 
•132 "Caicha" 採茶 VF Y 
•133 "XiuHebao" 綉荷包 V F Y 
#134 " X i F e n g " . 戲鳳 CM N 
#135 "FangYingtai" 訪英台 C M N 
#136 "Ban Huangdi" 扮皇帝 C M N 
#137 "Ye Kong" 夜空 V P N 
#138 "Xiaocheng Gushi" 小城故事 v p N 
#139 t cNinong Wonong" 你儂我儂 v p N 
#140 "Xing Yue deLibie" 星月的離別 VP N 
#141 "Zai ShuiYifang" 在水一方 VP N 
#142 "Aishen de Jian" 愛神的箭 VP N 
#143 "Qianyian Wanyu" 千言萬語 VP N 
#144 "YuenxiangRen" 原鄕人 w N 
#145 "Tianya Genu" 天涯歌女 VP N 
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#146 "Ybujian Chuiyian" 又見炊煙 VP N 
#147 "XiaocunzhiLian” 4渐之戀 VP N 
#148 "Xianggang zhi Ye” 香港之夜 VP N 
#149 "Qingren Shan" 情人山 VP N 
#150 “Tianmimi，， 甜蜜蜜 VP N 
#151 "Zhenqingbi J i u N o n g ^ l 真情比酒濃 VP N 
#152 "Mingri Jun Zailai" 明曰君再來 VP N 
11153 "QiasiNide Wenrou" 恰似你的^ ^ VP N 
11154 "Haiyun" 海韻 VP N 
11155 "Xiaocheng Gushi" 小城故事 VP N 
11156 ^Tianmimi" 甜蜜蜜 VP N 
11157 "Dongshan Piao Yu Xishan Qing" 東山飄雨西山情 VP N 
K158 "Zaijian! Wo de Airen” 再見！我的愛人 VP N 
11159 “Heri Jun Zailai” 何日君再來 VP N 
H160 "Chuci Changdao Jimo" 初次嘗到寂寞 VP N 
1161 "Ye Lai Xiang" 夜來香 VP N 
H162 "QianyianWanyu" 千言萬語 VP N 
11163 "Feng Chong Nali Lai" 風從那[哪]裏來 VP N 
H164 "Lei de Xiao Yu" 淚的小雨 VP N 
1165 "LubianYehua Buyao Cai" 路邊野花不要採 VP N 
HI66 "Yige Xiaoxinyuan" 一個小心願 VP N 
K167 "Jiaru Woshi Zhende" 假如我是真的 VP N 
H168 "Qinren de Guanhuai" 情人的關懷 VP N 
f l 6 9 "Nanwang Chulian de Qingren" 難忘初戀的情人 VP N 
11170 "Danyuan Ren Changjiu" {111人長久 VP N 
11171 "Manbu Rensheng Lu" 漫步人生路 VP N 
H172 "Fengshuang Ban Wo Xing，’ 風霜伴我行 VP N 
11173 "WangjiTa" 忘記他 V P N 
11174 "Yujian Jiuqingren" 遇見舊情人 VP N 
H175 "Youshui Zhi Wo Cishiqing" 有誰知我此時情 VP N 
11176 "Xiangrikui" 向曰葵 V P N 
1177 "Yujian Ni" 遇見你 V P N 
11178 "Chong Jiri qi" 從今日起 VP N 
H179 "Yuzhong Zhuiyi" 雨中追憶 VP N 
f l 8 0 "Xiangsi Lei" 相思淚 v p N 
11181 "Shui zai Gaibian" 誰在改變 v p N 
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Notes and Keys: 
1. The order of pieces follows that in the book. 
2. CM - Cantonese music 
M - Modern Instrumental Music 
T 一 Traditional Instrumental Music 
VF 一 Vocal music, Folk (Including Children songs) 
VN 一 Vocal music, Non-Chinese 
VP - Vocal music, Pop 
VO -Vocal music, Others (e.g. Patriotic) 
U 一 Unidentified origin, subjected for further research 
3. Chan Kamkei (the original writer of the book) arranged the first 125 pieces. The rest were added 
by other musicians. 
4. Nos. 126-129: seem to be part scores taken from different ensembles, unknown origin. 
5. *Nos. 130-133: exact copies of scores taken from the Blue Score. 
6. #Nos. 134- 152: Copies from song albums available at many local bookstores. With lyrics. 
7. UNos. 153-181: Copies from #鳴樂坊 
8. § - Chan wrote very simple arrangements, i.e.: brief transitions between melodic phrases. 
9. j- Erhu solos copied from printed Erhu scores, with Yangqin accompaniment. 
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Appendix 3 Contents of the Blue Score 
No. Name of the Piece Genre Arrangement? (Y/N) 
1 "HuaerYuXiaonian" 花兒與少年 M Y 
2 "XiYangyang" 喜洋洋 M Y 
3 "Zizhu Diao" 紫竹調 T Y 
4 "Huanle de Qingnian" 歡樂的青年 ’ VF Y 
5 "Jiuhuan Rumeng" 舊歡如夢 VP Y 
6 "Yule Shengping" 娛樂昇平 CM N 
7 "Bubugao" 步步高 CM N 
8 "CaiyunZuiYue" 彩雲追月 M. Y 
9 "Chunjiao Shi Ma" 春郊試馬 CM N 
10 "HantianLei" 旱天雷 CM N 
11 "Liushui Xingyun" 流水行雲 CM N 
12 "Huai Jiu" 懷舊 CM N 
13 "Cai Cha" 採茶 VF Y 
14 "Malanhua Kai" 馬蘭花開 VF Y 
15 "Molihua" 茉莉花 VF Y 
16 "Xiu Hebao" 綉荷包 VF Y 
17 "Yizhi Hua" 一枝花 VF Y 
18 "Pinghu Qiuyue" 平湖秋月 CM N 
19 "He Xinnian" 賀新年 M Y 
20 "Xiying Chun" 喜迎春 M Y 
21 "HuahaoYueyuan" 花好月圓 M Y 
22 "Jinshe Kuangwu" 金蛇狂舞 M Y 
23 "HuanyinWuqu" 歡欣舞曲 M Y 
24 "Meili de Zhuangjin" 美麗的壯錦 M Y 
(="Zhuangjin Xiangei Maozhuxi") (=壯錦獻給毛主席） 
25 "Long Wu" 龍舞 M Y 
26 "Wanshui Qianshan Zhongheng" 萬水千山縱橫 VP Y 
27 "Xinfii Nian" 幸福年 M Y 
28 "Zhonghua Minzu" 中華民族 VP Y 
29 "Tian Wuwu" (=“Tian Heihei") 天烏烏（=天黑黑）VF Y 
30 "DuiHua" 對花 VF Y 
31 "Wushu" 武術 M Y 
蘇提漫步 M Y 
33 "Songwo Yizhi Meiguihua" 一 枝玫瑰花 VF Y 
34 "ShanxiangXinge" 山鄕新歌 M Y 
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35 "Aobao Xianghui" 敖包相會 VF Y 
36 "Muyang Guniang" 牧羊姑娘 VF Y 
37 "NanerDangZiqiang" 男兒奮自強 VP Y 
38 "Fengshou Xiyue" 豐收喜悅 M Y 
39 "Bayue Guihua Biandikai" 八月桂花遍地開 VF Y 
Notes and Keys: 
1. The order of pieces follows that in the book. 
2. CM - Cantonese music 
. M - Modern Instrumental Music 
T - Traditional Instrumental Music 
VF - Vocal music, Folk (Including Children songs) 
VN - Vocal music, Non-Chinese 
VP - Vocal music, Pop 
VO -Vocal music, Others (e.g. Patriotic) 
U - Unidentified origin, subjected for further research 
3. Nos. 26 - 39 are new pieces added to the book after 1997 (exact date unknown). 
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Appendix 4 Contents of the MLCO gaidong Score Album 
No. Name of the Piece Genre Part Score? (Y/N) 
1 "GongWu" 弓舞 M Y 
2 "Wandouhua kai" 碗豆花開 M Y 
3 "Xiyangyang" 喜洋洋 M Y 
4 "XingfuNian" 幸福年 M Y 
5 "Yu Ge" 漁歌 CM Y 
6 "Wushu" 武術 M Y 
7 "Caicha Ge" 採茶歌 VF Y 
8 "Caiyun ZuiYue" 彩雲追月 M Y 
9 "Guilin Shan Shui" 桂林山水 M Y 
10 “Bubugao，， 步步高 CM Y 
11 "Xiao BaiNian" 小拜年 M Y 
12 "JiangjunDesheng Ling" 將軍得勝令 CM Y 
13 "ZizhuDiao" 紫竹調 T Y 
14 "Shanshili Pu" 三十里舖 M Y 
15 "Zhuangjin Xiangei Maozhuxi" 壯錦獻給毛主席 M Y 
16 "Diaodiao Tongzai" 丟丟銅仔 VF Y 
17 "TianHeihei" 天黑黒 VF Y 
18 "Hantian Lei" 旱天雷 CM Y 
19 "Shanxiang Chunzao" 山鄕春早 M Y 
20 "Jiaolin Xi Yu" (= "Yu Da Bajiao")蕉林喜雨 CM Y 
21 "Huahao Yueyuen" 花好月圓 M Y 
22 "Fanshen de Rizi" 翻身的日子 M Y 
23 "Meilide Suoluohe" 美麗的梭羅河 VN Y 
24 "Aozhou Minyao" 澳洲民謠 VN Y 
25 "Maanshan Xuqu" 馬鞍山序曲 M Y 
26 "Xiu Hebao" 綉荷包 VF Y 
27 "Guxiang Xing" 故鄕行 M Y 
28 "Yue Guang'guang" 月光光 VF Y 
29 "Jigong Jai" 雞例子 VF Y 
30 "Xiangjiao Chuan" 香蕉船 VF Y 
31 "Tiao Feiji" 跳飛機 VF Y 
32 "Caoyuan Xunluo Bing" 草原巡邏兵 M Y 
33 "Yang Bian Chui Ma Yun Liang 揚鞭催馬運糧忙 M Y 
Mang" 
34 "Shancun Laile Shouhuoyuan" 山村來了售貨員M Y 
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35 "Mumin Xinge” 牧民新歌 M Y 
36 "Shuiku Yinlai Jinfenghuang" 庫引來金鳳凰 M Y 
37 “Liangxiao” 良宵 T Y 
38 "Yueya Wugeng" 月芽五更 M Y 
39 "Yuge Wanchang" 漁歌晚唱 CM Y 
40 "Molihua" 茉莉花 VF Y 
41 "Yanluo Pingsha" 雁落平沙 T Y 
42 "XiaYujou" 下漁舟 CM N 
43 "Pinghu Qiuyue" 平湖秋月 CM N 
44 "Kongque Kaiping" 孔雀開屏 CM N 
45 “Yule Shengping" 娛樂昇平 CM N 
46 "Chanyuan Zhongsheng" 禪院鐘聲 CM N 
47 "EmaYao Ling" 餓馬搖鈐 CM N 
48 “Zou Ma" 走馬 CM N 
49 “Xing Shi" 醒獅 CM N 
50 "LiulangWenYing" 柳浪聞鶯 CM N 
51 . "Ye Lai Xiang" 夜來香 VF Y 
52 “Xiaocheng Gushi" 小城故事 VF Y 
Notes and Keys: 
1. The order of pieces follows that in the book. 
2. CM - Cantonese music 
M - Modern Instrumental Music 
T - Traditional Instrumental Music 
VF - Vocal music, Folk (Including Children songs) 
VN - Vocal music, Non-Chinese 
VP - Vocal music, Pop 
VO -Vocal music, Others (e.g. Patriotic) 
U - Unidentified origin, subjected for further research 
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Appendix 5 
Music Pieces Used in Gaidong: 
The Combination of Contents of Three Gaidong Scores (listed in alphabetical 
order) 
Name of the Piece Gaidong Po MLCO Blue Score 
1 "Aishende Jian" 愛神的箭 • 
2 "Aiyo Mama" 哎喲媽媽 • 
3 "Aobao Xianghui" 敖包相會 O O 
4 "Aozhou Minyao" 澳洲民謠 • 
5 "BanHuangdi" 扮皇帝 • 
6 "Bayue Guihua Biandikai" 八月桂花遍地開 O 
7 "Beiguo zhi Chun" 北國之春 O 
8 "Bejing de Pengyou" 北京的朋友 • 
9 "Bench! Zai Qianli Caoyuan" 奔馳在千里草原 O 
10 "BieyiNan" 別亦難 O 
11 "Bobi de Daya" 波比的大牙 • 
(Frosty the Snowman) 
12 "Bubugao" 步步高 O O O 
13 "Cai Cha (Ge)，’ 縣 搬 O O O • 
14 ‘'CaiyimZhuiYue’， 彩雲追月 • O O 
15 "Caoyuan Xunluo Bing" 草原巡邏兵 
16 "Chanyuan Zhongsheng" 禪院鐘聲 • • 
17 ‘‘ChayangGe，， 插秧歌 O 
18 “Chuye 5Ciaochang，’（二 “Liangxiao”）除夜小唱（=良宵）• • 
19 "Chuci Changdao Jimo" 初次嘗到寂寞 • 
20 "Chunguang[jiang] Hua Yue Ye" 春光[江]花月夜 • 
21 "Chunjao Shima" 春郊試馬 • • 
22 "Cong Jinri qi" 從今日起 • 
23 "Da Kaimen" 大開門 • 
24 "Danyuan Ren Changjiu" 但願人長久 • 
25 "Dao Chunlei" 到春雷 • 
26 "Desheng Ling" 得勝令 • 
27 "Diaodiao Tongzai" 丟丟銅仔 • 
28 "Dongri" 冬日 • 
29 "Dongshan Piao Yu Xishan Qing" 東山飄雨西山情 O 
30 "Dui Hua" 對花 • 
31 "EmaYaoling" 餓馬瑤鈐 • • 
32 "Erquan Ying yue" 二泉映月 • 
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Name of the Piece Gaidong Po MLCO Blue Score 
33 “FangYingtai，’ 訪英台 • 
34 "Fanshen de Rizi" 翻身的日子 • 
35 "Feng Cong Nali Lai" 風從那[哪]裏來 • 
36 "FengshouXiyue" 豐收喜悅 • 
37 "Fengshuang Ban Wo Xing" 風霜伴我行 • 
38 "Fushi Shan" 富士山 • 
39 "Ganlan Shu" 橄欖樹 • 
40 “GongWu，’ 弓舞 • O 
41 "Gui Shi" 歸時 • 
42 "Guilin Shan Shui" 桂林山水 . O 
43 "Guxiang Xing" 故鄕行 • 
44 "Haiyun" 海韻 O 
45 "Hanbaoyufang de Hua" 含苞欲放的花 • 
46 "Hangong Qiuyue" 漢宮秋月 O 
47 ‘‘Hantian Lei” 旱天雷 • O O 
48 "He Xin'nian" 賀新年 O 
49 "Hehua Xiang" 荷花香 • 
50 "Heri Jun Zailai" 何日君再來 O O 
51 "Hong Qingting" 紅蜻蜒 • 
52 "Honglou Meng" 紅樓夢 • 
53 "Hongzhu Lei" 紅燭淚 • 
54 "Huaer yu Shaonian" 花兒與少年 O • 
55 "Huahao Yueyuan" 花好月圓 O • • 
56 "Huai Jiu" 懷舊 • 
57 "Huanle de Qingnian" 歡樂的青年 O • 
58 "Huanle de Rizi" 歡樂的日子 • 
59 "Huanle Ge" 歡樂歌 ••• 
60 "Huanying Wuqu" 歡欣舞曲 • 
61 "Huasan Wu" 花傘舞 • 
62 “Huaxiang Guwu" 花香鼓舞 • 
63 "JianWu" 劍舞 • 
64 "Jiang He Shui" 江河水 • 
65 "Jiangjun Desheng Ling" 將軍得勝令 • 
66 "Jiaru Woshi Zhende" 假如我是真的 • 
67 "Jiduo Chou" 幾多愁 • 
68 "Jigong Jai" 雞公仔 • 
69 "JingDiao" 京調 • 
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Name of the Piece Gaidong Po MLCO Blue Score 
70 "JingTao" 驚濤 • 
71 "Jinshe Kuangwu" 金蛇狂舞 • • 
72 "Jinxiao duo Zhenzhong" 今宵多珍重 • 
73 "Jiuhuan Rumeng" 舊歡如夢 • 
74 "Ju[Pu]shiHuanteng" 舉[普]世歡騰 O 
(Joy to the World) 
75 "KaiXuan" 凱旋 • 
76 "Kelemayi Xinge" 克拉瑪依新歌 O 
77 "Kongque Kaiping" 孔雀開屏 • O 
78 "Kuanghuan" . 狂歡 • 
79 "La Luotuo" 拉駱駝 • 
80 "Lanhuacao" 蘭花草 • 
81 “Lei de Xiao Yu" 淚的小雨 O 
82 "Lian Qu" 聯曲 • 
83 "Liangzhu" (The Butterfly Lovers)梁祝(選段） O 
84 "Liu Shui Xing Y u n " . 流水行雲 • 
85 "LiulangWenYing" 柳浪聞鶯 • • 
86 "LongWu" 龍舞 • 
87 "LubianYehua Buyao Cai" 路邊野花不要採 • 
88 "Ma'anshan Xuqu" 馬鞍山序曲 • 
89 "Malanhua Kai" 馬蘭花開 • O 
90 "Manbu Rensheng Lu" 漫步人生路 • 
91 "Meilide Guxiang" 美麗的故鄕 • 
92 "Meilide Suoluohe" 美麗的梭羅河 • 
93 "Menghuan Qu" (Traumerei) 夢幻曲 • 
94 "Mingri Jun Zailai" 明日君再來 • 
95 "Mingtian Hui Genghao" 明天會更好 • 
96 "Mingyue Qianli [Ji Xiang Si]" 明月千里[寄相思]• 
97 "Molihua" 茱莉花 • • • 
98 "Mumin Xinge" 牧民新歌 • • 
99 "Muyang Guniang" 牧羊姑娘 o 
100 "Nandao Chunguang" 南島春光 • 
101 "Naner Dang Ziqiang" 男兒當自強 • 
102 "Nanwang Chulian de Qingren" 難忘初戀的情人 o 
103 "Ninong Wonong" 你儂我儂 • 
104 "Pingan Ye" (Silent Night) 平安夜 • 
105 "Pinghu Qiuyue" 平湖秋月 • • • 
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106 “Qi Puo Zhen" 齊破陣 • 
107 "Qiasi Ni de Wenrou" 恰似你的溫柔 • 
108 "QianyanWanyu" 千言萬語 •• 
109 "Qingmei Zhuma" 青梅竹馬 • 
110 "Qingren Shan" 情人山 • 
111 "Qingren de Guanhuai" 情人的關懷 • 
112 "SaiMa" 賽馬 • 
113 "Shancun Laile Shouhuoyuan" 山村來了售貨員 • 
114 "ShandandanKaihua" 山丹丹開花 • 
115 "ShanshiliPu" 三十里舖 O 
116 "Shanxiang Chunzao" 山鄕春早 O 
117 "Shanxiang Xinge" 山鄕新歌 O 
118 "Shengdan Laoren" 聖誕老人 • 
(Santa Claus is Coming to Town) 
119 "Shengdan Lingsheng" 聖誕鈐聲 • 
(Jingle Bells) 
120 "Shengri Ge" (Happy Birthday 生日歌 • 
Song) 
121 "ShenjiDeMa" 森吉得馬 • 
122 "Shenlin Shuiche" 森林水車 O 
123 "Shiwu de Yueliang" 十五的月亮 • 
124 "Shuang Xing Hen" 雙星恨 • 
125 "Shui zai Gaibian" 誰在改變 • 
126 "Shuiku Yinlai Jinfenghuang" 水庫引來金鳳凰 O 
127 "ShunliuNiliu" 順流逆流 • 
128 "SijiGe" 四季歌 • 
129 "Sisilei" 絲之淚 • 
130 "Songwo Yizhi Meiguihua" 送我一支玫瑰花 • • 
131 "Suixiang Qu" 隨想曲 • 
132 "Sushana"(Oh! Susanna) 蘇莎[珊]娜 • 
133 "SutiManbu" 蘇堤漫步 • 
134 "TaihuMei" 太湖美 • 
135 "TianHeihei"(="TianWuwu") 天黑黒 • • 
136 "Tianmimi" 甜蜜蜜 •• 
137 "Tianya Genu" 天涯歌女 •• 
138 "TiaoFeiji" 跳飛機 • 
139 "Wandouhua Kai" • 花開 • • 
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140 "WangjiTa" 忘記他 • 
141 "Wannian Huan 萬年歡 • 
142 "Wanshui Qianshan Zongheng" 萬水千山縱橫 • 
143 "Wode Zuguo" 我的祖國 • 
144 "Womende Shenghuo Chongman 我們的生活充滿陽• 
Yangguang" 光 
145 "Wushu" ^^ ^^ � 麵二 O • ^ ^ 
146 "XiFeng" 戲鳳 O 
147 "XiaYujou" 下漁舟 
148 "Xianggang zhi Ye" 香港之夜 O . 
149 "Xiangjiao Chuan" 香蕉船 • 
150 "Xiangrikui" 向日葵 • 
151 "XiangsiLei" 相思淚 • 
152 “Xiao BaiNian” 小拜年 • 
153 "Xiao Tiaohung" 小桃紅 • 
154 “Xiaocheng Gushi" 小城故事 O O O O 
155 "XiaocunzhiLian" 小村之戀 O 
156 "Xiaosa Zou Yihui" 瀟洒走一回 • 
157 "XinchunLe" 新春樂 • 
158 "Xing" 星 O 
159 "Xing Shi" 醒獅 • • 
160 “Xing Yue de Libie" 星月的離別 
161 "XingfuNian" 幸福年 • • • 
162 "Xiu Hebao" 綉荷包 O O • • 
163 "Xiyangyang" 喜洋洋 O O • • 
164 "Xiying Chun" 喜迎春 • 
165 “Yang Bian Cui Ma Yun Liang 揚鞭催馬運糧忙 • • 
Mang" 
166 "Yang Cuixi" 楊翠喜 • 
167 "Yanluo Pingsha" 雁落平沙 • 
168 "YaozuWuqu" 瑶族舞曲 • 
169 "Yatongmu zhi Ge" 阿童木之歌 • 
170 "Ye Kong" 夜空 • 
171 "YeLaiXiang" 夜來香 •• • 
172 "Yiding Jin" —錠金 • 
173 "Yige Xiaoxinyuan" 一個小心願 • 
174 "Yinghua" (Sakura) 櫻花 • 
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175 "YizhiHua" 一枝花 • 
176 "Yongheng de Youyi" 7¾恆的友誼 • 
177 “Youjian Chuiyan" 又見坎煙 • 
178 “Youshei Zhi Wo Cishiqing" 有誰知我此時情 O 
179 "YouyizhiGuang" 友誼之光 • 
180 "YuDaBajiao" 雨打色蕉 •• • 
181 "YuGe" 漁歌 O O 
182 "Yu Ge Wanchang" 漁歌晚唱 O • 
183 "Yue Guang'guang". 月光光 
184 "Yuenxiang R e n " . 原鄕人 • 
185 "Yuexia Gong Huanle" 月下共歡樂 • 
186 "Yueya Wugeng" 月芽五更 
187 "Yueyuan Qu" 月圓曲 • 
188 "YujianJiuqingren" 遇見舊情人 O 
189 "YujianNi" 遇見你 O 
190 "Yule Shengping" 娛樂昇平 • • • 
191 "Yuzhong Zhuiyi" 雨中追憶 O 
192 “Zai Guoyuan" 在菓園 • 
193 "ZaiShuiYifang" 在水一方 • 
194 "Zai Shui Zhongyang" 在水中央 • 
195 "Zaijian! WodeAiren" 再見！我的愛人 • 
196 "ZhaojunYuan" 昭君怨 • 
197 "Zhenqing bi Jiu Nong" 真情比酒濃 • 
198 "Zhichu Caihong Wanlichang" 織出彩虹萬里長 O 
199 "Zhina zhi Ye" 支那(中國)之夜 • 
200 "Zhonghua Minzu" 中華民族 • 
201 "ZhuFu" 祝福 • 
202 "Zhuangjin Xiangei Maozhuxi" 壯錦獻給毛主席 • • 
(="Meli de Zhuangjin") 
203 “Zhuangtai Qiusi" 粧台秋思 • 
204 "Zidibing he Laobaising" 
子弟兵和老百姓 • 
205 "ZizhuDiao" 紫竹調 • • • 
206 "Zou Ma" 走馬 • • 
207 "Zhu Shou Ge" 祝壽歌 • 
208 "ZuiYue" 醉月 • 
Notes: 
1. Some pieces have more than one name, but they are considered as the same piece. Examples include: 
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a. "Jiaolin Xi Yu" is the same as "Yu Da Bajiao". 
b. "Liangxiao" is the same as "Xuye Xiaochang" 
2. The pieces in shade appears in all three gaidong fake books 
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Selected Scores from the MLCO Gaidong Score Album 
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Appendix 7 
Agenda for Standard Chartered Bank Staff Dinner Gaidong (Case Study 2) 
I I I . 
Standard Chartered Bank I 
Board Visit Staff Dinner 1 
Staff Dance and Chinese Orchestra Performance Details • 
I • I • • 
Contact Detaifs . 矿 
ResponsibHity I Name Tel no ！ I 
— — — — _ 
Staff dinner arrangements Barbara So 2¾¾¾¾ 襲 
Avis Kong i | 
Anissa Wong | I 
Staff dance and choir Pheobe Lam -^^^mm 
Orchestra5o-ordinator Mavis Lung ^ m ^ M | I 
Orchestra Song Arrangements Ricky Yeung ^ m ^ M _ 
, ^ - I 
Programme — _ 
Programme .. . — I Duration (estimates) j _ 
Staff Introductory Dance [2 minutes | I 
！ I B 
Chinese Orchestra 
Mozart - Symphony No. 40 5 minutes 
Theme Song from Wong Fei Hung 湧兒當自強） 4 minutes ; 
I believe 1 can fiy, together with the Staff Choir 4.5 minutes j 
Orchestra Rehearsal 
Date: 25 March 2004 (Thursday) S, 
Time: _ - 11pm I 
Venue:九龍灣宏照if 25號源發工業大廈2樓11室香港愛樂民樂_ 
Schedule: B 
Time i Activity ZIZZ “ ； ！ B 
8:00 pm -8:45 pm J Orchestra rehearsal of I believe i can fly j 
8:45 pm -9:30 pm | Staff Choir and Orchestra rehearsal of I believe I can fiy | 
9 : 3 0 pm - 1 1 : 0 0 pm Orchestra rehearsal of other songs 一 | _ 
Performance Day 
Date: 28 March 2004 (Sunday) 
Time: 9:30 pm - 9:45 pm 
Venue: The Grand Stage, 2/F, Western Market, Sheung Wan 
Schedule: ——— 
[ Time 丨 Dancers Orchestra | 
j 3:00 pm - 4:00 pm | Setting up of stage | 
| 4-00 pm - 4-30 pm I Setting up of mics, speakers, lighting and other facilities | 
I ! • 
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7 I 
4:30 pm Staff dancers arrive 
4:30 pm - 5:15 pm Changing of costumes, make up 
一 ..:...、 and setting of hair 
r .‘ 4:45 Orchestra arrive I 
4:45 pm - 5:15 pm Delivery of instruments and _ 
score stands I 
Seating and instrument p 
arrangements on stage 
‘ ^ : 1 5 pm-5:30 pm Briefing on performance rundown _ 
5:30 pm - 6:00 pm Staff choir and orchestra rehearsal on "i believe I can fiy" _ 
6:00 pm - 6:30 pm Rehearsal of the full performance _ 
6:30 pm-7:00 pm Quick dinner in the balcony, 3/F • 
~7：00 pm Clearing of venue for arrival of guests 1 
7:00 pm - 7:30 pm Final make up and changing of | Rest _ 
d o t h e s I I 
7:30 pm Stand by for performance '.： 
17:45 pm - 8:15 pm Dance performance at the | _ 
entrance to welcome guests | I 
8:15 pm-9:15 pm j Rest • —„_: [ _ 
8:45-9:15 pm “ “ Final make up and changing o f M a k e up and changing of 
clothes (if needed) 丨 clothes 
9:15 p m Stand by for performance I 
9:30 pm-9:45pm Performance I 
* The whole performance must be within 15 minutes and ends at 9:45 pm sharp. I 
s m 
Rest Areas _ — — _ 
Chinese Orchestra 「Changing room, 2/F _ 
Staff Dancers j An enclosed area in the balcony, 3/F 
• There will be security guards on both floors, but please avoid bringing valuable items as 
your belongings will not be locked. 
• Please bring your own mirrors and make up items. 
. s t a f f dancers are advised to get change at the washroom nearby, on the same floor. 
* Please stay quiet in the rest areas when the dinner is going on. 
驪 
I ^ M • 
圏 m I 
• • ! • • 
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m I Believe I Can Fly 
Words and Music by R. Kelly 
Arr. by Y«ung Wai Kit 
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Appendix 9 
A Copy of the Audience Members' Handwritten Requests for Gaidong No. 84 
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Character List & Glossary 
PERSONAL NAMES (Performers, Composers, etc.) 
Chan, Eason (Chen Yi-xun) 陳奕迅 Hong Kong popular singer 
Chan Kamkei (Chen Jin-qi) 陳錦祺 Hong Kong musician and compiler of Gaidong Po 
Deng Li-jun (Teresa Teng) 鄧麗君 Taiwan popular singer 
He Liu-tang 何相p 堂 Cantonese musician and composer 
LU Pei-yuan (Lui Pui-yuen) 呂培原 尔a player 
Lii Wen-cheng (Lui Man-shing)呂文成 gaohu player and composer 
Ng Chiushing (Wu Chao-sheng)吳朝勝 Hong Kong musician and compiler of Blue Score 
Qiu He-chou 丘鹤傳 Cantonese musician and composer . 
Tang Di-sheng (Tong Dik-sheng)唐蘇生 Cantonese Opera scriptwriter 
Wong Fei Hung 黃飛鴻 a Cantonese people's hero during the Qing Dynasty 
Yung, Joey (Rong Zu-er) 容祖兒 Hong Kong popular singer 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 
dabo 大欽 big paired cymbals 
dagu 大鼓 big drum 
dizi 笛子 transverse bamboo flute 
erhu 二胡 two-stringed bowed lute (fiddle) 
gaohu 高胡 two-stringed bowed lute with a higher pitch and a 
more projecting tone color 
huqin 胡琴 two-stringed bowed lute (generic name) 
liuqin 才印琴 pear-shaped, four-stringed plucked lute with higher 
pitch than pipa 
muyu 木魚 woodblock 
pengling 碰鈴 a pair of bells 
pipa It 琶 pear-shaped, four-stringed plucked lute 
ruan 阮 round plucked lute 
sheng H free-reed mouth organ 
suona conical double-reed 
xiao 蕭 vertical flute 
xiaogu 小鼓 small drum 
yangqin 揚/洋琴 Hammered dulcimer 
zheng 箏 thirteen- to twenty-one-stringed plucked zither, 
also called guzheng (古箏） 
zhonghu 中胡 lower-pitched bowed lute 
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MUSICAL PIECES 
Name in Chinese Pinyin Chinese Name English Translation 
“Bubugao” 步步高 “Stepping Higher" 
“Cai Cha’， 採茶 "Tea Picking，， 
"Caiyun Zhui Yue" 彩雲追月 "ColourfUl Clouds Chasing the Moon" 
"Chunjiao Shi Ma" 春郊試馬 “Horses Racing in the Spring" 
"Chunjiang Hua Yue Ye" 春江花月夜 "Evening of Spring, River, Flowers, and the Moon" 
"Danyuan Ren Changjiu" 但願人長久 “Wishing for a Long Friendship/Relationship" 
"Erchuan Ying Yue" 二 泉映月 ‘‘The Moon Reflected in the Second Spring" 
“Fengzheng yu Feng” 風箏與風 “Kite and the Wind" 
"GongWu" . 弓舞 "Bow Dance，， 
"Guxu Xing" 姑蘇行 “A Trip to Guxu" 
"Hantian Lei" 旱天雷 "Thunder in Drought，， 
“He Xin'nian" 賀新年 “Celebrating the New Year" 
"Heri Jun Zailai" 何日君再來 "When Will You Come Again" 
"Huahao Yue Yuan" 1包好月圓 "BeautifUl Flower and Round Moon" 
"Huanle G e " . 歡樂歌 "JoyfUl song，’ 
"Huanle de Qingnian" 歡樂的青年 “Happy Youths” 
"Huanyin Wuqu" 歡欣舞曲 "Happy Dance Song" 
"Jianhe Chaiyuan" 劍合釵圓 “Swords Back Together and the Hairpin Returns" 
"Jianghe Shui" 江河水 The Waters of the River 
"Jiangjun Ling" 將軍令 “General's Command" 
"Jinshe Kuangwu" 金蛇狂舞 "Golden Snake Dancing in Frenzy" 
"JuiYue" 追月 "Chasing the Moon’， 
"Lanhuacao" 蘭花草 ‘‘Orchid Grass" 
"Kongque Kaiping" 孔雀開屏 "Peacock Opens Its Wings" 
"Manbu Renshenglu" 漫步人生路 Strolling Along the Path of Life 
"Mingyue Qianli Ji Xiangsi"明月千里寄相思 “The Bright Moon Sending Thoughts Through a 
Thousand Miles" 
"Mumin Xinge" 牧民新歌 "New Song of Herdsman" 
"Molihua" 茉莉花 "Jasmine Blossom" 
"Pinghu Qiuyue" 平湖秋月 “Calm Lake and the Autumn Moon" 
"Sakura" 櫻花 “Cherry blossom" 
“Sai Long Duo Jin" 賽龍奪錦 “Dragons (Boats) Racing to Win" 
"Sai Ma" 賽馬 “Horse Racing" 
"Shimian MaifU" 十面埋伏 "Besieged on Ten Sides" 
"Sihe Ruyi，’ 四合如意 “Four Together and Happiness" 
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"Tianmimi" 甜蜜蜜 “Sweet as Honey" 
"Tianya Genii” 天涯歌女 “A Song Girl in a Harsh World" 
“Tiao Feiji" 跳飛機 hopscotch，lit. jumping airplane 
"Wangji Ta’’ 忘記他 “Forget him" 
"Xiangjiao Chuan" 香蕉船 “Banana Boat" 
“Xianqi Nidi Gaitou Lai" 掀起你的蓋頭來"Lifting Your Veil" 
"Xiao Bai Nian" 小拜年 “Short New Year Visit" 
"Xiaocheng Gushi" 小城故事 “The Story of a Small Town，， 
"Xiyangyang" 喜洋洋 “Happiness” 
"Xiying Chun" 喜迎春 “Happily Embracing the Spring’， 
"Wushu" 武術 “Martial Arts” 
"Wode Jiaoao" 我的驕傲 "My Pride" 
"Yelai Xiang" 夜來香 "Fragrant in the Night" 
"Ye Shanghai” 夜上海 “Evening in Shanghai" 
"Youlong Xi Feng" 遊龍戲鳳 “Traveling Dragon (Emperor) Tricking a Phoenix 
(a Woman)" 
"Yu Ge" 漁歌 “Fishing Song” • 
"Yueliang Daibiao Wo de Xin"月亮代表我的心"The Moon Speaks for My Heart" 
"Yule Shengping" 娛樂昇平 “Celebrating a Peaceful Time" 
"Yuzhou Changwan" .漁舟唱晚 “Evening Singing on the Fishing Boats" 
"Zaina Yaoyuan de Difang" 在那遙遠的地方 " A t that Far Away Place" 
"Zhuangtai Qiusi" 粧台秋思 “Autumn Thoughts at Vanity Table" 
"Zizhu Diao" 紫竹調 “Purple Bamboo Melody" 
"Zou Ma" 走馬 “Running Horse” 
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OTHER NAMES, TERMS, & TITLES 
chazuo 茶座 A performance style popular in Hong Kong and Guangdong 
province 
cheongsam 長衫 Chinese-style robe 
Dagger Society 小刀會 A dance drama that had its premier in Shanghai in 1959，the 
conposer of the drama is Shang 1?(商易） 
D i n Uhua 帝女花 The Floral Princess, the name of a famous Cantonese Opera. 
S e t a n 歌壇 a performance style popular in Hong Kong and Guangdong 
Province 
jub seng 執生 a colloquial term means musicians recover the music when 
someone plays it wrong, to bring the others back on track 
when something happens accidentally 
Nan guan 南管 "southern pipes," sizhu tradition from Fujian province and 
Taiwan 
Shidaiqu 日寺代曲 a type of vocal music popular in the Shanghai region in the 
1930s 
Shifan luogu 十番錄鼓 string, wind, and percussion genre from Wuxi 
siufungsin 'J�鳳仙 a Cantonese expression of a Chinese style of female top dress 
Shizishan Xia 獅子山下 Below the Lion Rock, a Hong Kong TV drama from the 1960s 
to 1980s 
Weiwuerzu 維吾爾族 Uyghur, a Chinese minority race 
Xinjiang 新疆 a province in Northwest China 
Zichai Ji 紫釵言己 The Story of the Purple Hairpin 
Zhongguo keshou 中國科骚 Chinese floorshow: keshou is pronounced as "foh-sou “ in 
Cantonese, a transliteration of "floorshow" 
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Websites 
Government Departments Name in Chinese 
Leisure and Cultural Services Department 康樂及文^(匕事務署 
http://www.lcsd.gov.hk/ 
Music Office 音樂事務處 
http://www.lcsd.gov.hk/CE/CulturalService/MusicOffice/ 
Hong Kong Tourism Board 香港旅遊發展局 
http://www.discoverhongkong.com 
Universities and Institutions 
The Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts 香港演藝學院 
http://www.hkapa.edu/ 
Professional Chinese Orchestra 
Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra 香港中樂團 
http://www.hkco.org/ 
Amateur Chinese Orchestras 
Hong Kong Music Lovers Chinese Orchestra 香港愛樂民樂團 
http://www.hkmlco.com/ 
Hong Kong YWCA Chinese Orchestra 香港女青中樂團 
http://www.hkywcaco.org/ 
Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra 宏光國樂團 
http://www.wangkwong.org/ 
The New Tune Chinese Orchestra 新聲國樂團 
http://members.lycos.co.uk/ntco/ 




Hong Kong Juvenile and Youth Chinese Classical Orchestra 香港青少年國樂團 
http://www.hkjycco.org.hk/ 
The New Asia College Chinese Music Society, CUHK 香港中文大學新亞書院國樂會 
http://hk.geocities.com/cuhknacms/ 
Others 
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